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Introduction
Unstable as Water
On the eve of the twenty-first century, two new hit shows featuring the
Victorian author John Ruskin as a major character played to enthusiastic
audiences in New York and San Francisco. It was the year 2000, centenary
of the nineteenth-century British writer’s death. But a fever for anniversary
trivia alone could not have triggered Ruskin’s sudden theatrical eminence.
One of these plays, Greg Murphy’s The Countess, had opened off
Broadway in 1999 to become the longest-running new production of that
season. The other, Tom Stoppard’s prize-winning The Invention of Love, had
previously premiered in 1997 at the National Theatre in London.1 Even an
opera based on Ruskin’s life had debuted in 1995.2 Before this, the last puff
of general public awareness about Ruskin had been the cheap and ubiqui-
tous Ruskin Cigar, gone since the 1950s. Now, decades of middle-brow
neglect abruptly ended. Suddenly, John Ruskin was a star.
But what kind of a star? These entertaining—even excellent—shows
still playing regionally all over the United States create for present-day
audiences a perverse, ineffectual, repressed effete who exists primarily as a
favorable contrast to our currently more liberated selves. The distorted
view of Ruskin’s life on stage helps us establish our contemporary identi-
ties as superior, an ignominious utility he shares with the rest of
Victoriana. But in what other ways, beyond providing fodder for theater-
going self-complacency, is thinking about Ruskin and performance useful
1
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now? Performing the Victorian answers this question by examining Ruskin’s
own ideas about theater, his conflicted understanding of identity as the
result of performance rather than essence, and his fascination with all
processes of performance and change. In addition to considering how con-
temporary theater presents Ruskin for us now and how Ruskin viewed
theater and performance then, this study reintegrates Ruskin’s social and
aesthetic critique (including his theater criticism) with the enigma of his
sexuality. Unknowable, it can be seen as a dissident force that ruptures our
settled concept of identity based on a polarity of sexual orientations.
John Ruskin’s radical social criticism helped to establish the English
Labour party, famously motivated Gandhi to transform his life,3 and jus-
tified more progressive education for middle-class women and working
men. He is even better known as the chief champion of the artist J. M. W.
Turner, the most erudite advocate for the Gothic revival in architecture,
and the theoretical inspiration for both the Pre-Raphaelite and the Arts and
Crafts movements. Throughout these various accomplishments, his influ-
ential art and architecture criticism always carries explicit social critique.
Perhaps he is best known among writers and critics as a delicious prose styl-
ist whose word paintings were excerpted from weighty treatises for sale in
diminutive gilt-edged gift volumes as examples of sheer beauty well into
the twentieth century. The once-revered Victorian sage now symbolizes a
repressed and outmoded Other to contemporary culture, which defines
itself partly in reaction to a mis-remembered Victorian past. This repre-
sentation of Ruskin appears not only in the theatrical productions men-
tioned above but also in much Victorian scholarship and the work of
second-wave feminist literary critics.4 Even the unreadable cipher of
Ruskin’s sexuality has made him easy to stereotype and dismiss. Performing
the Victorian: John Ruskin and Identity in Theater, Science, and Education
counters that popular and scholarly appropriation of Ruskin as the prime
example of Victorian stodginess and stultifying patriarchy by showing how
fundamentally Ruskin destabilizes categories of identity in much of his
writing, but particularly in works on theater, science, and women’s educa-
tion in the second half of his career.5 This is also the first book on Ruskin
and theater in his own day or on theatrical representations of Ruskin in
ours.
Performing the Victorian extends the work of my previous book, Ruskin’s
Mythic Queen: Gender Subversion in Victorian Culture. There I argue that,
although Ruskin’s often-quoted “Of Queens’ Gardens” is typically seen as
the quintessential statement glorifying Victorian women’s constrained
domestic sphere, his richly mythopoetic prose offers an alternative dis-
2 Introduction
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course that surprisingly yields the tools to escape fixed categories of gen-
der. In contrast to Coventry Patmore’s The Angel in the House, Ruskin’s
essay provides an ideal of active queenship (based partly on Queen
Victoria) that redefines the domestic sphere much more broadly. Myth,
with its cultural cachet and myriad examples of bodily transformation,
supplies the opportunity for gender subversion not only in Ruskin’s
mythography,6 but also in the works of other nineteenth- century authors.7
Besides placing Ruskin’s use of myth into historical context, Ruskin’s
Mythic Queen shows how he feminizes language by placing it under the
control of the Greek goddess Athena.8
Performing the Victorian builds on this earlier work, concentrating now
on Ruskin’s understanding of theater and performance rather than on his
ideas about myth; it argues that Ruskin destabilizes all identity classifica-
tions, not just the gender divide. While most Victorianists recognize that
viewing Ruskin as merely old-fashioned ignores his originality and revolu-
tionary significance, they do not generally go far enough in acknowledg-
ing Ruskin’s inventive subversion of basic categories, both ontological
(such as gender, nation, race, species, and self ) and epistemological (such
as animal, vegetable, mineral, art, science, theater, and even life). Ruskin
not only pushed social reform and aesthetic innovation—changing the
course of art, literature, and politics for both the Victorians and the
Moderns—but also presaged postmodern and poststructuralist concep-
tions of a fluid subjectivity. Ruskin, once in every anthology of literary the-
ory, has all but disappeared, while his contemporaries and students, such
as Pater and Wilde, remain. Performing the Victorian intervenes in current
criticism to demonstrate Ruskin’s usefulness as a theorist today.
Part of Ruskin’s reputation as an unrepentant prude surely stems from
the 142-year-old story, corroborated by Ruskin himself, that he presided
over the 1858 burning of Turner’s drawings “of the most shameful sort—
of the pudenda of women” (Harris 400) in order to protect the great
artist’s reputation, having concluded that Turner would only have drawn
them “under a certain condition of insanity” (Warrell “Exploring” 2003,
7). But Ian Warrell, curator at the Tate Gallery in London, has recently
concluded that the supposedly burnt drawings remain intact at the Tate.
Far from having torched them, Ruskin had merely tucked them away in
an elaborate cataloging system. The news of Ruskin’s not having destroyed
the drawings made major newspapers on both sides of the Atlantic in
December 2004 and January 2005. Warrell speculates that Ruskin might
have deceived the world in order to save the drawings and to protect those
responsible for their safety, in response to the 1857 Obscene Publications
3Unstable as Water
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Act, which could have resulted in the curators’ prosecution for holding
pornography. Besides rescuing Ruskin from a reputation as an over-zeal-
ous, art-burning, Puritanical ultra-censor, Warrell’s discovery puts Ruskin
in the position of playing the expected role of prude in order to safeguard
art and those responsible for it. From our current perspective, that means
that Ruskin was already “performing the Victorian.”9
Ruskin certainly recognized his own role-playing, warning readers in
Fors Clavigera, “If I took off the Harlequin’s mask for a moment, you
would say I was simply mad” (The Works of John Ruskin 28. 513).10 He
also noticed both the function of theater to help establish identity and the
ways in which the self forms through other kinds of performance.
Because theater best illustrates Ruskin’s notion of identity as performed,
Performing the Victorian focuses on Ruskin’s recurrent writing about the-
ater as it appears throughout his enormous oeuvre. Sprinkled in books as
celebrated as Modern Painters (1843–1860) and as obscure as Love’s
Meinie (1873–1881), Ruskin’s theatrical metaphors and examples drawn
from his frequent attendance at the theater illustrate his points about
social justice, aesthetic practice, and epistemology. Employing opera,
Shakespeare, pantomime, puppet shows, French comedies, melodrama,
minstrel shows, juggling acts, and dance to tease out a variety of issues
seemingly unrelated to the stage, Ruskin displays fascination with per-
formed identities that cross gender and other boundaries. These discus-
sions are obviously of particular relevance in Ruskin’s writing on drama
and spectacle, but they also reveal the primacy of performance to his
understanding of science and education.11
A professional critic of painting and architecture rather than of the per-
forming arts, Ruskin might seem more likely to display a static theory of
ontology and of epistemology than a dynamic one. But his organic vision
of architecture and his belief in painting from nature are both dynamic;
ideas of movement, change, and metamorphosis drive his understanding
of identity, of existence, and of knowledge. Ruskin’s stressing organicism
might suggest an unfolding of an innate or true nature, a stance at odds
with a notion of identity constructed through performance; yet they have
the crucial similarity of change. In other words, in a critic whose most cel-
ebrated and most voluminous discourse is about solid, unmoving things
(such as paintings and buildings) as opposed to ephemeral time-bound
things (such as theater), the use of kinesis everywhere to picture stasis
reveals Ruskin’s view that everything is in flux. A good example comes in
his fascination with glaciers, which he sketches, paints, describes, studies,
and publishes geological discourses upon throughout his life. As Kate Flint
4 Introduction
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points out, it is the movement, the liquid behavior of solid ice, that
entrances Ruskin and brings him to write about them in Deucalion
(1875–1883).12 The paradoxical allure of fluid characteristics in solids
prompts Ruskin to write about crystals in Ethics of the Dust (1866) as well:
just as glaciers flow, so do minerals before they crystallize, another exam-
ple of change in stasis. Likewise Ruskin’s girl students at the progressive
Winnington school, whom he identifies with crystals throughout the
Ethics of the Dust, flow randomly by his direction about the playground
before coalescing in pre-arranged dances to form crystalline shapes.13 In the
same vein, theater provides the most vibrant example of how something
seemingly immovable—a person’s core or essence—similarly shifts and rei-
fies with each performed iteration.
Reuben’s Curse
Ruskin even describes himself as “unstable as water” (28.275). He uses the
words in a pleasantly self-deprecating fashion. Having just shown a fac-
simile of his awkward childhood handwriting, he pokes fun at himself, call-
ing attention to the misshapen letters as “evidence . . . of the incurably
desultory character which has brought upon me the curse of Reuben,
‘Unstable as water, thou shalt not excel’” (28.275). To prevent anyone
from thinking that he is too harsh on his child-self, he goes on merrily:
“But I reflect, hereupon, with resolute self-complacency, that water, when
good, is a good thing, though it be not stable; and that it may be better
sometimes to irrigate than to excel” (28.275). Certainly, Ruskin’s affinity
for water is of long standing: he wrote three chapters in Modern Painters
II on how water is represented and what it represents. Ruskin’s invocation
of Reuben closes the notorious (and disingenuous) memory of his toyless
childhood, in which he claimed he had nothing to amuse himself but
examining the intricate patterns of his carpet. In this same section of both
Fors and Praeterita, Ruskin vividly recalls “the most radiant Punch and
Judy” puppet set, given to him for his birthday by his Croydon aunt but
confiscated and disposed of by his evangelical mother, who disapproved of
all kinds of theater.14 While in these early memories Ruskin sees instabili-
ty as largely positive, elsewhere he is less sanguine about suffering from
what we might now call Attention Deficit Disorder. Ruskin even consid-
ered the phrase “Unstable as water, thou shalt not excel” for his epitaph,
feeling mightily displeased with his difficulty in sticking to one task.15
But there is much more to the words Ruskin claims for his identity than
5Unstable as Water
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he elaborates on here. The phrase “unstable as water” comes from a pas-
sage in Genesis, in which Jacob calls his sons to him as he lies dying. It is
the moment the men have long awaited, knowing that their father will bless
them. Jacob says to Reuben:
Reuben, thou art my firstborn, my might, and the beginning of my
strength, the excellency of dignity, and the excellency of power: Unstable
as water, thou shalt not excel; because thou wentest up to thy father’s bed;
then defiledst thou it: he went up to my couch. (Genesis 49:3–4)16
Given that this quotation from the Bible tells of how Jacob curses his
oldest son Reuben for incestuously sleeping with Jacob’s wife (Genesis
35:22), one might expect Ruskin’s describing himself as “unstable as
water” to be an insult. Ruskin ignores the Oedipal transgression that caus-
es Jacob to curse Reuben precisely when and where his son might have
expected a blessing, at his father’s death-bed, symbolically the very bed that
Reuben defiled.17 Yet Ruskin’s characterization of his creative contributions
as stemming from his being “unstable as water” seems unconscious of this
aspect of the story.
Two things make Ruskin’s omission worthy of note. First, Ruskin knew
the Bible as well as anyone and far better than most, having, as a child,
read it aloud with his mother chapter by chapter every morning after
breakfast, from beginning to end and over again, leaving nothing out, not
even the “hard names, numbers, or Levitical law” (28.318). Thus one must
presume that, in however limited a way he uses the phrase “unstable as
water” in this discussion of his own identity, he knows its full Biblical con-
text. Second, while we can safely assume that Ruskin never went to bed
with his mother, he never went to bed with anybody else either. The great
transgression of Ruskin’s sex life was that of inactivity, and all of his
romantic relationships remained unconsummated. As a result (or as the
cause), his deepest reciprocal emotional attachment to any woman was to
his mother. While I do not want to wallow too deeply in Freudian analy-
sis of a man who has been dead for over a hundred years, Ruskin’s oblivi-
ousness—or sublimation—of the passage’s connection to Oedipal incest
seems striking. It is almost irresistible to point out that the instability of
water as a shaky foundation for character (Ruskin’s and everyone else’s) is
connected at heart with sexual transgression, which, in Ruskin’s case, is sex-
ual purity.
Tim Hilton reports that Ruskin understood the curse as negatively
describing his difficulty completing projects (2000, 154). John Rosenberg
6 Introduction
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goes farther and reads the quotation as representing Ruskin’s increasingly
unbalanced mind, culminating in his final madness (147). I would like to
take the image farther still to suggest that “unstable as water” articulates
the ontological and epistemological instability that Ruskin also expresses
through metaphors of performance, as this book shows. Certainly Ruskin’s
psychology and sexuality bear not only on his personal identity but also on
his views about identity formation. 
Too often an effort to think seriously about Ruskin’s unconsummated
marriage to Effie Gray and his later love for the adolescent Rose La Touche
has resulted in an overt focus on pathology. Both scholarship and popular
staging have speculated on what could have caused Ruskin to reject his
bride on their wedding night and every night thereafter for six years. As
interesting and revealing as such studies focusing on Ruskin’s nocturnal
omissions are, it is his odd sex life that provokes continued interest, not
because of his later mental illness, but instead because it does not fit into
current paradigms that define people within a polarity of heterosexuality
and homosexuality. Neither homosexuality nor bisexuality, figured as
oscillating between homo- and heterosexual behavior, unsettles people as
much as Ruskin’s enigmatic transgression against the dominant ideology of
sex and its available identities. While some consider Ruskin’s intense love
of Rose and his teaching at the Winnington school for girls to make him
a pedophile, the truth is that we know almost nothing of what Ruskin’s
sexual feelings were, or even if he had any. Of his sexual actions, if they
took place, we know virtually nothing either.18 Critics, biographers, play-
wrights, librettists, students, teachers, and curators all seem nonplused by
his aberrant inactivity as we cast about for an appropriate identity label
based on sexual orientation. Ruskin’s transgressive behavior of mysterious
inactivity skews or queers our expectations and operates as a kind of sexu-
al dissidence.19 The function of Ruskin in literary criticism at the present
time could be to create a current of fresh ideas about sexual identity, to irri-
gate—if not inseminate—through what one is tempted to call non-per-
formance theory.
As we will see in the remainder of this book, for Ruskin everything
seemingly stationary continually shifts, like water. His fascination with the
natural world is largely an enchantment with evolution masked as meta-
morphosis. He loves glaciers for their motion in apparent fixity. Hard
rocks flow before they crystallize. Ruskin’s affection for theater and most
particularly for pantomime is largely delight in its potential to realize fan-
tastical transformations; indeed, the transformation scene for which
Victorian pantomime is so famous is always his favorite. His devotion to
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girls’ education is a dogged attempt to channel what he knows to be their
inevitable but unpredictable patterns of development. In his characteriza-
tion of himself as unstable as water, without a permanent base or solid core,
Ruskin notes an ever-changing fluid self, one that always has the potential
to crystallize through performance of an action, then to melt back again.
As we will see in his writing on theater and his use of theatrical and per-
formance metaphors in his other works on education and science, this
mutability is the volatile foundation of all existence.
Terms of Performance
In this book I use the words identity, subjectivity, and self almost inter-
changeably. Other critics, such as Regenia Gagnier and Donald Hall, have
pointed out that the terms identity and subjectivity are not synonymous20;
an elegant way to describe the difference is to say subjectivity is identity
plus a critical self-consciousness of how identity is constructed (Hall 2004,
2–3). Ruskin’s own word is self. For him identity usually suggests correctly
naming a plant or mineral, while subjectivity means the opposite of objec-
tivity, as he explains in his definition of the pathetic fallacy, where he
derides the vocabulary of German philosophy (5.204). While acknowl-
edging the usefulness of the term subjectivity as one that designates this lin-
guistic foundation of the self or subject and heightens readers’ awareness
of identity as constructed rather than essential, I find that identity does the
job just as well, once we establish that identities result from social factors,
that the supposed core of being exists more extrinsically than intrinsical-
ly.21
How does Ruskin’s understanding of the self fit into this postmodern
insight? As the following chapters will show, he reluctantly recognizes the
instability of the self, both predicated by and undermined by processes of
performance. As he invokes the theater to make important points about
society, education, science, art, and the theater itself, Ruskin reacts anx-
iously when confronting performances that blur boundaries between basic
categories of existence, such as gender, species, and the difference between
animate and inanimate objects. At the same time, he continually under-
mines those distinctions in his writing and performances. In addition,
Ruskin’s theatrical qualities as lecturer and even as audience underscore the
importance of identity performance.
Judith Butler’s ground-breaking insights have been most influential in
driving contemporary discussions of gender construction as the result of
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performance. In Butler’s philosophy, performances of gendered acts cite
previously performed gendered acts, which further reinforce existing gen-
der paradigms—while also allowing for change through altered perfor-
mances for later citation.22 While in Gender Trouble and Bodies that Matter
Butler considers all kinds of gendered acts, her points apply clearly to the
theater (as she discusses in “Performative Acts and Gender Constitution”),
because theater supplies both stereotyped characters that reinforce existing
gender distinctions and a range of others that subvert them. Theater, in
which live performers may recreate a realistic portrayal of contemporary life
or may just as easily produce the illusion of fantastical bodies unthought
of before, is part of a system that molds and remolds genders, and if gen-
ders, then all aspects of identity and embodiment. It is one of the “regula-
tory schemas that produce intelligible morphological possibilities” (Butler
1993, 14) that can be revolutionary as well as repressive in its constitution
of norms.
Janelle Reinelt reminds us that for Derrida, theater—like all lan-
guage—is iterable; its iterability makes theater not only a language but also
both a metaphor for and an example of how gender comes into being
through repeated performance. Even more pressingly relevant to Ruskin,
for whom—as we will see—process is more vital than product, gender
only maintains existence if it is continually performed. As Elin Diamond
explains, “It’s not just that gender is culturally determined and historical-
ly contingent, but rather that ‘it’ doesn’t exist unless it’s being done” (4).
This is finally the point of Judith Butler’s recent book title Undoing
Gender. It is in this sense of reiterated performance producing identity that
I use performativity and performance in Performing the Victorian; however,
performance encompasses acting, singing, dancing, and juggling before an
audience as well as ritualized reiteration of behaviors that constitute iden-
tity. Theatricality I reserve for moments of discussion that suggest a height-
ened awareness of a performance experience’s artifice and its effect on an
audience.23 Of these words, Ruskin, of course, only uses performance,
which for him often means “accomplishing” or “doing.” But as we have just
seen from Diamond and Butler, performing gender and (un)doing gender
are the same thing.
Identity and Work
Ruskin’s reluctant recognition that identity is performed rather than
innate obviously differs from Matthew Arnold’s understanding of a core or
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“genuine self,” to quote his poem “The Buried Life.” It also differs from
Thomas Carlyle’s and George Eliot’s idea that we are what we do, that our
work defines us. The difference between them and Ruskin lies in Ruskin’s
reliance on process rather than product. For Carlyle and for Eliot, it is work
that matters; accomplishing something means being someone. For exam-
ple, by the end of Middlemarch, Eliot’s Dorothea marries Ladislaw, taking
on a more traditional role than she imagined for herself when she married
Casaubon to help find the Key to all Mythologies. We read that what mat-
ters finally is her incalculably diffusive influence in her new job as
Ladislaw’s wife. She gives up a fortune in order to take on that task, her
goal being not only love but also usefulness. While Eliot recognizes soci-
ety’s control over the development of women’s subjectivity (Hall 2004,
46–49), she nevertheless maintains that within limits we can remake our-
selves through work.
For Ruskin, in contrast, what makes us who we are is not just our util-
ity (and certainly not our money, clearly not Eliot’s contention either). In
Unto this Last, Ruskin influentially announces that “there is no wealth but
life” (17.105), and, for Ruskin, life is transformation, dynamism, change,
metamorphosis, performance. Norman Anderson and Margene Weiss
point out that for Ruskin “being or selfhood” is “a state of becoming” (12).
We exist in performing not solely through a Calvinist “work while there is
day” notion of labor that Carlyle proclaims in Sartor Resartus (and that, at
a fundamental level, binds all three of these Victorian sages together), but
also through reiteration of acts that shape us for the moment and only for
the moment, thus requiring continual reiteration. Thus it is the process of
work, not the product or good result or incalculable influence or Carlyle’s
anti–self-consciousness deriving from work (which so impressed John
Stuart Mill), that differentiates Ruskin’s notion from the others’ we-are-
what-we-do mentality.24 A better way of explaining it might be to say we
are what we are doing.
Perhaps Ruskin’s particular obsession with the teenage Rose and his
appreciation of young girls in general is a profound vision of the fleeting
quality of existence and a fascination with the temporality of beauty,
which exists only in the moment that it is appreciated. In other words, the
point for Ruskin is not a lascivious warning to virgins to get busy gather-
ing rosebuds because life is short, but instead a rueful recognition that life
consists entirely of change. Each moment even of a young girl’s life so far
is already over, and each new moment is also already over, and so on. For
example, Ruskin wistfully remarks to the Winnington girls that Rose, with
whom he has just visited, is growing and changing so rapidly, that “I shan’t
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see her again for ever so long . . . and then she’ll be somebody else—chil-
dren are as bad as clouds at sunrise—golden change—but change always”
(Hilton 2000, 21; Burd 1969, 312). This is different from a carpe diem phi-
losophy because the point is not to seize the day for pleasure because soon
we will die or at least lose our bloom, but rather to recognize that all we
think of as fixed and permanent is in reality constantly changing.25
The insight Ruskin offers is the kind of aesthetic criticism we associate
with Walter Pater and Oscar Wilde, whom Ruskin influenced. The
notions of a fin-de-siècle transgressive identity may be more solidly
Victorian than we are used to thinking, at least as far as Ruskin is con-
cerned. We see this in Ruskin’s writing not only about art and architecture,
but also about science, education, theater, and so on, as he expresses his
fascinated uneasiness over universal flux. For instance, evolution clearly
unnerves him, so he explains it by way of mythic metamorphosis instead
of natural selection. The example of identity transformations on stage,
which stand for transformations in life, causes anxieties far different from
the solace and comfort of self-knowledge that Carlyle paradoxically draws
from the anti-self-consciousness of labor. Eliot seeks identity for Dorothea
from purposeful intellectual effort, but Ruskin cannot find identity in
work alone because the work—art, acting, writing, building, teaching, or
learning—requires a viewer, an audience, a reader, a tourist, a student, a
teacher. In other words, because it is the result of performance, identity for
Ruskin is a fundamentally social phenomenon.26
Identity built through performance requires an audience to reify it as
well as other performers to model it. Dinah Birch has hinted that, after his
father John James Ruskin’s death, Ruskin changed his career from writer
to lecturer, from focusing on the written product to the performed expe-
rience (2002, 127). Although Ruskin subsequently brought out those lec-
ture series as books, the point is that his published lectures, such as Sesame
and Lilies and The Eagle’s Nest, and his published open letters, such as
those in Time and Tide and Fors Clavigera, are as close to performed con-
versation as possible in a written form. After 1864, for Ruskin all writing
aspires to the condition of performance.
What Follows
In the chapters that follow, we will see that, for Ruskin, belief in a stable
self falters when confronted with the theater’s manifest purpose in enter-
tainment through role-playing, with scientific evidence of change through
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evolution, and with education’s point in fostering improvement. Finally,
turn-of-the-twenty-first-century performances portray a fictive Ruskin’s
sexual repression in order to establish current identities as more advanced
and more liberated than the Victorians’; in contrast, concurrent portrayals
of Oscar Wilde create in him an example of gay existence for contempo-
rary audiences to use in building present-day identities. However, a closer
glance at Ruskin’s enigmatic sexuality emphasizes the constructedness of
our own dominant sexual ideology that establishes subjectivities within a
narrow bipolar paradigm of homo- and heterosexuality.
Chapter 1, “‘Mechanical Sheep’ and ‘Monstrous Powers’: John Ruskin’s
Pantomime Reality,” delineates Ruskin’s ideas about the theater, which he
attended voraciously, often going several times a week. For him, theater
best exemplifies the pliability of the self: actors construct alternative iden-
tities on stage, highlighting the ways in which we all perform our parts in
life. Ruskin sees theater serving many conflicting purposes: it offers
amusement, role models to imitate, skillful artists to appreciate, and an
abundance of popular culture examples that he uses in his most prominent
works to make important points about social justice. Moreover, pan-
tomimes boast fantastically beautiful transformations that Ruskin views as
a truer vision of reality than the poverty, pollution, and misery he finds out-
side the theater in the streets of London. For Ruskin, the theater creates a
heightened ontological state in which existence is more real even for the
audience than in non-theatrical spaces. But paradoxically, Ruskin is
unnerved by the permeability of identity boundaries he observes in the-
atrical performance. His descriptions of operas, plays, and pantomimes
reveal a surprisingly pronounced ambivalence toward staged performance
from Modern Painters IV (1856) to Fors Clavigera (1871–84). His remarks
generally focus on performance moments that blur identity boundaries,
including divisions between races, species, and the categories of reality and
fantasy, but most particularly the gender divide. For example, in his book
Time and Tide (1867), Ruskin criticizes several instances that both attract
and disturb him: a crossed-dressed pantomime of Ali Baba and the Forty
Thieves in which a cigar is not just a cigar, a juggling act by a Japanese fam-
ily in which nationality and species categories collapse, and a serpentine
dance by a teenage girl. Each of these examples flouts divisions between
gender, race, nationality, and species. Ruskin fiercely yearns for adaman-
tine boundaries; yet their portrayal on stage as fluid, along with his own
alternately fascinated and horrified depictions of metamorphosis, shows
how strongly if reluctantly he recognizes the instability of all orders of
identity and epistemology.
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Chapter 2, “‘Pretty Frou-Frou’ Goes Demon Dancing: Performing
Species and Gender in Ruskin’s Science,” shows how in four scientific
books, The Eagle’s Nest (1872) on reconciling art and science, Love’s Meinie
(1873–1881) on ornithology, Proserpina (1875–1886) on botany, and
Deucalion on glaciology (1875–1883), Ruskin creates a feminine science.
Throughout these works, he uses theatrical examples as a vehicle to artic-
ulate the performative quality of all existence. As a by-product of his effort
to devise a new kind of scientific inquiry based on principles different
from his contemporaries, he undermines the gender hierarchy that partially
constitutes Victorian science. A respected member of the Royal Geological
Society, Ruskin attacks violent and intrusive aspects of science that have
been gender-coded as masculine; he offers instead a gentle and more pas-
sive approach based on quiet observation, corresponding to stereotypical-
ly feminine characteristics, constituting the identity of “scientist” both as
feminine and as a good audience, appreciating nature’s performance.
Ruskin also casts women as participants in scientific study, appealing to
authorities they would know and using arguments designed to appeal to
them. More surprisingly, Ruskin revises Darwinian evolution, which
depends upon deadly competition for resources and for females, into a
mythic principle of metamorphosis that he identifies as feminine. The
shape-shifting of one species into another suggests to Ruskin not the
species’ origin, as it does for Darwin, but rather a natural language that
Ruskin teaches. Ruskin also rewrites Linnaean taxonomy, based on a hier-
archy of male over female parts of flowers, into a system of moral classifi-
cation that privileges the female. The new system takes its nomenclature
from the names of Shakespeare’s heroines, suggesting that even plants per-
form their place in Ruskin’s botany, where art and science merge. By iden-
tifying women with their object of study, Ruskin demolishes the walls
between scientist and specimen. Traditional classifications evaporate: non-
human species are named according to their behavior instead of their
form; science fuses both with art and with ethics.
Chapter 3, “Playground and Playhouse: Identity Performance in
Ruskin’s Education for Girls,” demonstrates that Ruskin’s plan for the edu-
cation of girls is not only far more progressive than he is generally credit-
ed with, but also a script for identity performance. In his best-seller Sesame
and Lilies (1865), in his crystallography textbook for girls Ethics of the Dust
(1866), and in his letters to the real-life girls whom he lectured at the lib-
eral Winnington school, Ruskin considers how young women should be
educated to take on their gendered duty. Critics justly complain that part
of Ruskin’s aim in improving women’s education is to make them more
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suitable companions for future husbands; however, this expressed goal
cannot explain the very rigorous improvements he proposes (and helped
to implement at the Winnington School). As I have already shown in
Ruskin’s Mythic Queen, rather than nullifying Ruskin’s suggestions for
reform, this slippage between Ruskin’s theory and practice undercuts his
stated goal and hints at the instability inherent in his gender classifications.
Indeed, he erases gender from student identity. He subverts divisions and
hierarchies by couching all the mineralogy lessons in Ethics of the Dust in
the form of Socratic dialogues; these playlets de-center his own authority
and question the notion of identity. Ruskin questions what a “self ” is and
provokes the girls into wondering if crystals are alive. Likewise, by pre-
senting education as performance, Ruskin hints that the roles the girls
learn to play both in their classroom theater and in life are malleable.
Ruskin undermines distinctions between animate and inanimate, teacher
and student, performer and audience, lecturer and listener as radically as
he subverts the distinctions between genders and species in his scientific
and theatrical writings. The girls learn that, just like the crystals with
which their teacher links them so strongly, their seemingly essential selves
only appear to be stable, but instead flow—unstable as water—before
crystallizing; they can re-crystallize differently in the future.
In chapter 4, “Ruskin and the Wilde Life: Self and Other on the
Millennial Stage,” we shift from considering Ruskin’s ideas about theater
to considering theater about Ruskin—and his friend Oscar Wilde. The
chapters preceding this one argue that, for Ruskin, identity and indeed all
ontological and epistemological categories are in flux. Yet the Ruskin that
we know from current theatrical representations erases the multivalent
Ruskin that his own contemporaries revered as a sage or reviled as a radi-
cal. These productions include David Lang and Manuela Hoelterhoff ’s
opera Modern Painters (1995), Gregory Murphy’s off-Broadway success
The Countess (1999), and Tom Stoppard’s critically acclaimed The
Invention of Love (1997), which also showcases Oscar Wilde. Thousands
of theater-goers, viewing Ruskin’s repression as prototypically Victorian,
learn only self-complacency, a point that James Kincaid has made about
current uses of other Victorians, such as Charles Dickens (Epstein
129–32); other Victorianists, such as James Eli Adams, have also noted this
about Victorian culture more generally (1999, 126).27 Instead of present-
ing Ruskin’s revolutionary art, architecture, or social criticism, contempo-
rary enactment of John Ruskin as a stage character satisfies our most
caricatured expectations of Victorian culture, giving us a foil against which
to define ourselves as more progressive, more feminist, more liberated. The
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historical Ruskin’s unreadable sexuality makes labeling him to our advan-
tage very easy. As a stage character, Ruskin becomes our stodgy Other.
In recent depictions, Oscar Wilde, however, becomes an equally stereo-
typed model, but for emulation instead of rejection. In addition to The
Invention of Love (and others), two more plays appeared during the same
years as those about Ruskin: Moisés Kaufman’s brilliant Gross Indecency:
The Three Trials of Oscar Wilde (1997) and David Hare’s The Judas Kiss
(1998). Audiences identify profoundly with representations of Wilde as a
gay icon, locating in him the possibility of a public homosexual existence;
nevertheless, as with Ruskin, these theatrical representations flatten out
the historical Wilde, largely ignoring his art, his aesthetics, his concern for
social issues, and significant aspects of the biographical record in order to
make room for his utility in constructing current identity categories based
on sexuality. Yet each of these powerfully poetic critics describes a fluid,
performed self that contrasts vividly with the fixed types now appearing on
stage. Likewise, both offer social critique that could question the efficacy
of these very plays. All of these plays offer examples of what happens when
life writing and criticism become theater, raising important theoretical
questions about performance, identity, and realism. Based on an unexam-
ined assumption that our own modes of being must be more expansive and
pliable than the nineteenth century’s, fin-de-millennium theatrical repre-
sentations of Ruskin and Wilde offer a set of static identity labels that con-
strain contemporary audiences more rigidly than does the flexible prose of
either Ruskin’s or Wilde’s Victorian writing.
The Conclusion, “Queering Ruskin,” analyzes Ruskin’s sexuality in
more detail, particularly regarding his scandalously unconsummated mar-
riage and his much discussed relationship with the young girl Rose La
Touche. It questions current constructions of identity based on sexuality,
which the anomaly of Ruskin’s desire resists; Ruskin’s unusual sex life sug-
gests a postmodern queering of the heterosexual/homosexual/bisexual
triad. “Queering Ruskin” does not argue that Ruskin is gay, but rather
points to the transgressive effect of Ruskin’s sexuality on our rigid set of
identities based on recognized sexual orientations. The verb to queer does
not mean to out, but rather to ask that we look from an alternative per-
spective, to recognize how something not-fitting proves the inadequacy of
existing paradigms.28 Although queer has expanded in meaning as an iden-
tity label since its reclamation by gay activists in the 1980s from the sta-
tus of slur, the primary synonym for queer is still strange. Everyone knows
Ruskin’s sexuality is odd; the point is that seriously confronting Ruskin’s
strangeness—rather than dismissing it and disposing of it as pathology—
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unsettles our own polarities of gender and sexuality. Ruskin’s concern over
the instability of gender, nation, race, and species distinctions in the the-
ater and enacted in science and education broaden our own recognition of
gender identity as performed. Instances of identity performance unnerve
Ruskin; he recoils in purple prose that has echoed across time. Ruskin’s sex-
uality unnerves us; we register our worry in derision that eclipses his sig-
nificance and utility.
As a preeminent Victorian polymath, the multi-talented Ruskin exem-
plifies the man of many masks. Mary Ann Caws points to Ruskin’s claim
in Praeterita (35.457) that he was “no orator, no actor, no painter,” but of
course she argues correctly that he’s all three (27). He slips in and out of
his myriad roles as author, artist, art critic, art historian, architecture schol-
ar, social critic, economic prophet, collector, museum curator, professor,
school teacher, geologist, botanist, ornithologist, old lecturer, passionate
moralist, mad governess, Victorian sage, and the Master of St. George’s
Guild. His variable identities illustrate the shape-shifting he writes about
in his theater writing, his scientific studies, and his educational efforts. As
he performs for the students of Winnington, he not only transforms them
from girls into rocks, snakes, and birds, he also transforms himself. Such
shifting identities do not appear in current theatrical representations of
Ruskin, which marginalize him as the ultimate sexual Other who deflects
sexuality from life onto art. In other words, Ruskin’s primacy in Victorian
aesthetics makes him the perfect foil to establish postmodern identities not
only as sexually and socially more liberated, but also as somehow more gen-
uine, because in contrast to Ruskin’s sublimation into artifice, present-day
sexualities seem direct and unmediated. But this view—aside from its
overly simplified inference about both current and Victorian sexualities—
obscures Ruskin’s radically metamorphic vision in which the ostensible
core identity is as mercurial as any, because it too is established through
reiterated acts.
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F1f
“Mechanical Sheep” and
“Monstrous Powers”
John Ruskin’s Pantomime Reality
John Ruskin avidly attended and defended the theater throughout his life,
often seeing shows of all kinds several times a week when in London. We
might expect the author of high brow criticism such as Modern Painters to
write about opera. But often he rushed to the tremendous variety of pop-
ular performances available to him. Edward Burne-Jones describes
Ruskin’s delightedly dragging him to the front row at the Christy
Minstrels, which provided the critic with “afternoons of oblivion” (29.xx);
others recall him almost falling off his chair laughing and clapping at cha-
rades (Hilton 2000, 405); he confesses a horrified fascination with Punch
and Judy (35.20)1; his works Fors Clavigera and Time and Tide both
depend on detailed descriptions of fairy-tale pantomimes to make impor-
tant points. Besides all this, Ruskin also writes about juggling acts and bal-
let. His pleasure in these theatrical events carries with it a continually
suppressed and expressed anxiety—and excitement—that the reality they
portray is somehow more real than the world outside, and that the shape-
shifting and role playing on stage is a truer representation of identity than
the core or “genuine self ” (in Matthew Arnold’s phrase from his poem
“The Buried Life”)2 that Victorian culture more generally recognizes.
Ruskin’s writing on performance reveals a kind of intensified ontological
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experience in the theater as he asks it to achieve several contradictory
goals. He wants theater to provide hours of escapist entertainment, but he
also wants it to present what he calls the True Ideal (6.390), which, as I
will show, is a paradoxical claim for the greater truth of theatrical illusion.
He seeks a venue for actors to display their artistry and to cultivate aes-
thetic appreciation and sympathy in the audience. But what Ruskin wants
most is for the theater to provide a link to the world outside, not, as one
might think, to represent that world more accurately or realistically and
also not simply to function as a didactic tool, but rather to make manifest
in performance the possibility of other ways to act. In other words, for
Ruskin the enactment of a fictional existence, identity, or idea on stage
momentarily realizes it.3
Despite his fiercely negative response to certain theatrical moments,
Ruskin testifies to his love of the theater repeatedly. In addition to the
above mentioned operas, pantomimes, puppet shows, ballets, and min-
strelsy, Ruskin frequently attended drawing room comedies, French farces,
productions of Shakespeare, melodrama, and circuses. His diaries indicate
that he often saw as many as two or three shows a week. As a child every
trip to a pantomime “was a matter of intense rapture” (35.175), and as an
old man, the theater remained one of his few unsullied pleasures (34.669,
37.478).4 While a student at Oxford in 1838 he heartily defended the friv-
olous fun of theater from an attack on its ability to convey moral instruc-
tion (1.xxxiv); but throughout his life, both moral purpose and sheer
entertainment supplied adequate justification for the theater. He records
trying to cheer up the dyspeptic Carlyle with an invitation to some Drury
Lane “fooling” (Hunt, 39), and as late as 1880 he still planned to write an
essay on the importance of the theater for moral and intellectual education
(34.549). His public and private writings overflow with references to the-
ater and with often enthusiastic informal reviews of recent plays and per-
formers.5 Nevertheless, no criticism has yet considered what the theatrical
medium itself suggests to Ruskin, especially in terms of gender perfor-
mance.6
John Ruskin writes about theater with characteristically contradictory
emotions, often revealing pronounced ambivalence toward staged perfor-
mance. The tension appears throughout his career: the passages analyzed
in this chapter span from Modern Painters IV, published in 1856, to Fors
Clavigera, published 1871–84. Each time, he uses the theater to illustrate
what is wrong and right in his society. His remarks generally focus on per-
formance moments that blur boundaries, including divisions between
races, species, and the categories of reality and fantasy, but most particu-
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larly the gender divide. For example, in his book Time and Tide, published
in 1867, Ruskin criticizes several instances that both attract and disturb
him: a crossed-dressed pantomime of Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves, a
seemingly simian juggling act by a Japanese family, and a serpentine dance
by a teenage girl. Ruskin’s intense reaction to each suggests a special con-
cern for the effect of performance on identity. Current gender theorists
such as Judith Butler have argued that far from being stable or anchored
in biology, gender is constructed in part through reiterated performances
of gendered acts.7 But just as performance helps to establish gender, it also
inevitably helps to erase distinct gender categories. Even while Victorian
performances threaten Ruskin’s already unstable pretense that genders are
immutable, they manifest his belief in a world burgeoning with metamor-
phic possibility. 8
Theater historians and literary critics have already pointed out that the
stage poses a paradox for the Victorians. On the one hand, the use of
stereotypical characters, particularly in melodrama and in stock companies,
reinforces accepted gender norms.9 On the other hand, all acting under-
mines the humanist notion of a core identity. According to Nina
Auerbach, theater for the Victorians “connotes not only lies, but a fluidity
of character that decomposes the uniform integrity of the self ” (1990, 4).10
Likewise for theater historian Kerry Powell, “performance by its very
nature endangered the Victorian belief in a stable identity, the true or
‘buried’ self that lies for Matthew Arnold at the core of being” (23). The
stage makes explicit the perfomativity of all identity, including gender, on
stage and off.
In Bodies that Matter, Butler argues that the categories of sex, male and
female, are socially constructed though the repeated performance of gen-
dered acts. Since, in her words, “there is no reference to a pure body which
is not at the same time further formulation of that body” (10), even the
most bizarre representations of bodies help to constitute or formulate
them. For Butler, whatever is repeatedly represented can exist, or rather,
already is. Construction of sex or gender is a “process which operates
through the reiteration of norms; sex is both produced and destabilized in
the course of this reiteration” (10). No discourse reiterates fantastical bod-
ily forms more elaborately than Victorian pantomime and other extrava-
ganzas, with their superabundance of bizarre fairy-tale transformations,
teeming with fabulous formulations of what bodies can become (Auerbach
1990, 14–15). With long runs of successful shows, with annual mounting
of popular Christmas pantomimes that routinely cast a woman as
Principal Boy and a man as the Dame, with continual productions of
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cross-dressed Shakespeare, Victorian theater ritually reiterated notions of
gender identity that fell outside Victorian social norms, helping to desta-
bilize them.
In Butler’s terms, theater reveals that all of our identities are the result
of reiterated performance. It models in fiction what Butler calls “morpho-
logical possibilities” unthought of otherwise (1993, 14); that is, theater
provides a site for citation, a staged original to be imitated in what is called
real life, then to be portrayed again on stage in turn.11 When the perfor-
mance overtly suggests the mutability of gender, race, or species, it is per-
haps even more disturbing for the Victorians, who worked hard to
maintain these distinctions, despite mounting evidence undermining rigid
demarcations. Ruskin in particular struggled between his yearning for
Platonic eternal forms and his fundamental recognition that forms dissolve
through evolution, as his vacillation about Darwin and the theory of nat-
ural selection demonstrates.12 Ruskin is continually fascinated with and
repelled by examples of metamorphosis and hybridity, a pattern that many
Victorian stage performances fit.
Despite Ruskin’s frequent attendance at the theater, his published
Works contain no formal essays on the theater, but they do include a num-
ber of short responses to theatrical performance as part of discussions of
something else. Before turning to Ruskin’s mid-career Time and Tide
(1867), where the bulk of the theatrical digressions most interesting for
their gender references appear, I examine passages from two other texts, one
earlier and one later, Modern Painters IV (1856) and Fors Clavigera Letter
39 (1873); in these Ruskin explores his ideas about the social significance
of theater. Ruskin’s affection for a good show, his concern for its promo-
tion of an ethical world, and his anxiety over the way performances blur
important boundaries continue throughout his life.
Painted Women and Modern Painters
Perhaps Ruskin’s best known invocation of the theater—actually an
opera—comes in Modern Painters IV (1856), in the acclaimed chapter
“Mountain Gloom.” In this book about beauty in art and on earth,
Ruskin often conjures pitiful contrasts between the splendor that nature
provides and the miserable social circumstances humans create from it.13
This example (and the next from Fors Clavigera) establishes Ruskin’s atti-
tudes toward the social utility of theatrical performance. Here Ruskin also
uses the performance as an illustration of the disjuncture between theater
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and reality. He describes an unnamed opera scene depicting Swiss peasants
(probably from Donizetti’s Linda di Chamounix, which Effie Ruskin
reports having seen with her husband in Venice in 1850).14 Ruskin first
contrasts the lighthearted beauty of the theatrical representation of rural
life in Switzerland with the penury and distress in the cottage life he has
personally witnessed in the Swiss countryside. He goes on to say:
[H]ardly an evening passes in London or Paris, but one of those cottages
is painted for the better amusement of the fair and idle[.] . . . [G]ood and
kind people, poetically-minded, delight themselves in imagining the
happy life led by peasants who dwell by Alpine fountains, and kneel to
crosses upon peaks of rock . . . [N]ightly we give our gold, to fashion forth
simulacra of peasants, in gay ribands and white bodices, singing sweet
songs, and bowing gracefully to the picturesque crosses: and all the while
the veritable peasants are kneeling, songlessly to veritable crosses, in
another temper than the kind and fair audiences dream of. . . . (6.390)
One anxiety expressed here (that theater, like poetry, is falsehood) does
not reflect Ruskin’s position in its entirety. He uses the charge as a rhetor-
ical ploy to get his readers’ attention, to get them to feel guilty for not doing
anything to alleviate poverty. The pejoratively named “idle” viewers are also
“good and kind people,” “kind and fair,” who surely want to work for
social justice, but are distracted rather than inspired by the “False Ideal”
(6.390), as he calls it, of happy peasantry depicted on stage. Disdaining
the Puritan who regards “theatrical amusement as wrong or harmful,”
Ruskin describes himself as yearning not for more Realism on stage, but
for a way to make real the theatrical representations of happiness, to real-
ize them in the world beyond the opera house. Predating Bertolt Brecht’s
indictment of the numbing entrancement of bourgeois theater, Ruskin
believes the theatrical experience palliates the audience’s cathartic impulse
to do good by purging their emotions of sympathy too soon, before they
themselves have a chance to act.
But Ruskin’s goal is not only to point out the irony of this contrast
between real and play poverty, but also to urge action:
If all the gold that has gone to paint the simulacra of the cottages, and to
put new songs in the mouths of the simulacra of the peasants, had gone
to brighten the existent cottages, and to put new songs in the mouths of
the existent peasants, it might in the end, perhaps, have turned out better
so, not only for the peasant, but for even the audience. For that form of
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the False Ideal has also its correspondent True Ideal. . . . Night after night,
the desire of such an ideal springs up in every idle human heart; and night
after night, as far as idleness can, we work out this desire in costly lies. We
paint the faded actress, build the lath landscape, feed our benevolence
with fallacies of felicity, and satisfy our righteousness with poetry of jus-
tice. (6.390–91)
Ruskin the theater critic preaches the same message as Ruskin the art
critic: good painting and acting depend upon creating a better world to
depict.15 He would prefer his companions were “painting cheeks with
health, rather than rouge” (6.393). He goes so far as to detail the prices
for mounting an elaborate production and calculates what good could be
done with that specific sum in charitable effort, feeding whole Alpine val-
leys (6.391).16 Sounding remarkably like more recent drama critics (and
consistent with his position on fine art), Ruskin continues by urging less
spectacle and more acting, smaller productions and better voices, less
money and more quality (6.392).
Though not a Puritan denouncing ungodly theater, Ruskin rejects opi-
ate entertainment that dulls and misdirects sensitivity to social problems.17
Again, the theatrical experience seems so real that it allows the audience to
feel as though they have acted benevolently, without actually helping any-
one outside the theater, once the show ends. But even more, his worry over
theatricality as artifice stands out. The “faded actress” symbolizes most
palpably his concern, because she is the only human—indeed the only ani-
mate—example of falsity; Ruskin’s list of “lath landscape,” “fallacies of
felicity,” and “poetry of justice” in parallel with her makes the actress as
fake and fallacious as they are. The problem has suddenly shifted from
money misspent to fear of feminine duplicity; in painting the faded
actress, we might pass her off as blooming. Her appearance, or rather her
performance, as a younger or healthier woman troubles Ruskin: she
embodies “costly lies.” As Auerbach explains, this is a typical Victorian
concern with actresses, who epitomize the age’s terror of deceptive women.
Acting equals lying, just as painting equals prostitution.18
Ruskin makes the connection to lack of philanthropic action explicit a
moment later:
[A]s the heavy-folded curtain falls upon our own stage of life, we shall
begin to comprehend that the justice we loved was intended to have been
done in fact, and not in poetry. . . . We talk much of money’s worth, yet
. . . what the wise and charitable European public gave to one night’s
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rehearsal of hypocrisy,–to one hour’s pleasant warbling of Linda or
Lucia,–would have filled a whole Alpine valley with happiness, and
poured the waves of harvest over the famine of many a Lammermoor.
(6.391)
The moral force of his message that real justice is better than “poetry of
justice” stands, but his choice of metaphor implies that, ultimately, the dis-
tinction between the real and the sham is illusory: embracing the theater
that he has just attacked, Ruskin concludes with an image of Judgment
Day as the final curtain call.19
Pantomime Truth in Fors Clavigera
Nevertheless, Ruskin’s indictment of opera’s erroneous depiction of happy
peasants does not jibe with his own lifelong devotion to all forms of the-
atrical entertainment. The point of this attack and similar ones elsewhere
in his writing is not that the theater depicts society unrealistically, but that
the audience fails to make the proper use of the theater they see per-
formed. His vision for how theater should function comes in a much later
example in which he explicitly contrasts and co-mingles the two worlds of
stage and street: in Letter 39 (1874) of Fors Clavigera (1871–84), his series
of open letters to workers.
Written almost twenty years after Modern Painters IV, long after
Ruskin’s famous unconversion in 1858, Fors Clavigera abandons the reli-
gious orthodoxy of the earlier text, although its moral certainty remains.20
Also changed is Ruskin’s audience: not the expensive book-buying and
opera-going readers of Modern Painters, but the working class. Here
Ruskin does not charge dramatic production with siphoning funds from
charity, nor does he revile it for falsely representing joy instead of sorrow.
Indeed, it is specifically the fantasy Ruskin admires in his teasing admis-
sion that he cannot tell the difference between pantomime and reality. He
means his playfulness to emphasize the surreal quality of ugliness in
London, where life should be as pretty as the theatrical representations of
fairy tales that he describes. Here Ruskin tells of having just bought tick-
ets for his fifth visit to see the current production of Cinderella:
[D]uring the last three weeks, the greater part of my available leisure has
been spent between Cinderella and Jack in the Box; with this curious
result upon my mind, that the intermediate scenes of Archer Street and
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Prince’s Street, Soho, have become to me merely as one part of the drama,
or pantomime, which I happen to have seen last; . . . I begin to ask myself,
Which is the reality, and which the pantomime? Nay, it appears to me not
of much moment which we choose to call Reality. Both are equally real;
and the only question is whether the cheerful state of things which the
spectators, especially the youngest and wisest, entirely applaud and
approve at Hengler’s and Drury Lane, must necessarily be interrupted
always by the woeful interlude of the outside world. (28.50–51)
By declaring the difference between Reality and Pantomime insignifi-
cant, Ruskin erases his indictment of “fallacies of felicity” and poetry jus-
tice. Moreover, by making London life merely “part of the drama,” Ruskin
turns theater into the encompassing truth, while our so-called real lives are
relegated to woeful interludes within the show. While the idea that we are
all just acting our parts in life may sound familiar, this is not quite the same
as saying “all the world’s a stage.” The kind of show Ruskin elevates to the
greater reality is not Shakespeare, not Jaques’s cynical sequence of roles
that life requires. Instead, Ruskin champions pantomime, an extravagant
transformation spectacle in which everything is possible.21 Recalling both
Auerbach’s point about the fabulous metamorphoses abounding in
Victorian pantomimes and Butler’s point about the way repeated perfor-
mances develop new “morphological possibilities,” we see the liberating
advantage of a fairy-tale reality in which we can become anything.
Ruskin’s longing for the make-believe world of the theater transforms it
from the False to the True Ideal he had pleaded for in Modern Painters. Far
from failing in mimesis, theater provides the ideal that the real should imi-
tate. Ruskin describes the actors in Cinderella “all doing the most splendid
feats of strength, and patience, and skill. . . . [T]he pretty children [are]
beautifully dressed, taught thoroughly how to behave, and how to dance,
and how to sit still, and giving everybody delight that looks at them”
(28.51). In contrast, Ruskin complains that “the instant I come outside the
door, I find all the children about the streets ill-dressed, and ill-taught, and
ill-behaved, and nobody cares to look at them” (28.51–2). The stage chil-
dren are still as unlike the children in the streets as the simulacra of peas-
ants were unlike real peasants in Modern Painters; the message for the
audience that they neglect their duty to the poor stands, but the ire against
the falsehood of dramatic presentation is gone. Abandoning dreams of
repainting the faded cheek of the actress with health, Ruskin views the cast
as the acme of strength, skill, and exuberant youth.22
The contrast serves Ruskin’s usual purpose: he rouses his readership to
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recognize injustice by underscoring what seems best about the child actors.
He does so without reference to the fact that their good behavior is part of
an act, their nice clothes merely costumes, and the delight they offer an
aspect both of their art and their need to earn money. While ignoring that
the young actors are themselves child laborers, Ruskin focuses on the drea-
ry circumstances of London’s impoverished children. Here he invokes
scenes both of the London poor and the London entertainment that he
knows his working-class readership will recognize in order to place before
them a contrast between what ought to be and what is.23
He goes on to decry the audience’s reactions to pantomime special
effects. At Drury Lane, these include a meadow or
Green, with its flock of mechanical sheep, which the whole audience claps
because they are of pasteboard, as they do the sheep in Little Red Riding
Hood because they are alive; but in either case, must have them on the
stage in order to be pleased with them, and never clap when they see the
creatures in a field outside. (28.52)
Ruskin simultaneously highlights and collapses the distinction between
theater and not-theater in pointing out what would be the absurdity of
clapping for sheep performing themselves off stage; furthermore, he
implies that our values are skewed by theater-going conventions that allow
us to view the world inside the theater as less true than of that outside.
Conversely, to Ruskin we are wrong to imagine that the world outside is
less valuable, less intense, and less ideal than the world inside. The conti-
guity Ruskin sees between stage sheep, either animal or cardboard, and
field sheep is the same that he hints at in his contrast between stage chil-
dren and street children. His goal in collapsing the difference between
stage and street or field is to inspire his readers to strive for social change.
Yet the sharp irony of Ruskin’s frustration stresses the audience’s unwill-
ingness to use the performance in the theater as a link to the outer world.
The audience
can’t have enough . . . of the loving duet between Tom Tucker and little
Bo Peep: they would make the dark fairy dance all night long in her
amber light if they could; and yet contentedly return to what they call a
necessary state of things outside, where their corn is reaped by machinery,
and the only duets are between steam whistles. . . . They still seem to have
human ears and eyes, in the Theater; to know there, for an hour or two,
that golden light, and song, and human skill and grace, are better than
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smoke-blackness, and shrieks of iron and fire, and monstrous powers of
constrained elements. (28.52)
His rhetorical purpose is to stress the importance of the staged world
not only as one depicting fairy-tale happiness but also as a venue for the
display of the performers’ art and skill as compared to the despair, pover-
ty, and ill-will beyond the theater walls, which he contrasts vividly to the
loveliness of the panto. The contrast resembles his method in Modern
Painters, yet here his playful insistence that the two worlds are equally real
suggests more than a rhetorician’s ploy contrasting the idealized harmony
on stage with the gritty reality of the street; in this 1873 text as in 1856,
there is no need to claim the fictive to be real in order to make the point
that he loathes neglect of the poor. Something more is going on—as we
shall see. Ruskin echoes both Carlyle’s rejection of Victorian machinery
and Dickens’s exaltation of Sleary’s Circus over Bounderby’s Coketown in
Hard Times.24 As Ruskin idealizes Hengler’s circus and Drury Lane pan-
tomimes, he suggests that only within the golden light of the theater, per-
forming the role of spectator, does the audience become fully human.
Outside they merely tend machines, or become machines, or worse.
Although Ruskin begins by saying that he doesn’t know the difference
between performance and reality, of course he does, and he prefers the per-
formance.
What all this adds up to is a remarkably complicated attitude toward
the theater, which operates simultaneously as opposites: on the one hand,
as described in Modern Painters IV regarding opera, theater functions as a
parasite entertainment blunting the potential philanthropy of its satiated
bourgeois audience; on the other hand, as shown in Fors Clavigera regard-
ing pantomime, theater offers an idealized world of art, beauty, and skill
that contrasts with a blighted reality as well as models an alternative to it.
Although the first example comes from an earlier book and the second
from a later one, Ruskin does not grow from one position to the other;
instead, he exhibits both attitudes—contradictory though they are—
throughout his career.25 However, there is at least one way in which the two
texts are very similar: in both Ruskin subverts the distinction between life
and performance. Ruskin’s rejection of the faded actress’s fallacious beau-
ty and his embrace of pantomime reality are two sides of the same coin:
anxious attraction to the hazy border between truth and illusion.
This is what we might expect from a time famous both for its anti-the-
atrical prejudice and for its corollary worshiping of stage celebrity, when
actresses in particular were simultaneously reviled for fakery and desired as
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sexually appealing (attitudes that Ruskin also participates in at various
times). And this is where the instability of identity enters in. As we shall
see shortly in our discussion of Time and Tide, Ruskin’s notions of gender,
nation, and species are all fluid despite his efforts to keep them separate;
that fluidity manifests itself in staged performances of transformation
across sexual, national, and animal boundaries that are occasions for his
most vivid writing on the theater. The relationship between stage and
street works the same way, simultaneously distinct and identical. He wants
to keep the stage existence purely ideal, so that it can be even more real
than the street. In other words, he goes further than rejecting the notion
of theater as mimetic, further than proposing theater as a didactic model
for others to imitate; for Ruskin, theater seems almost the repository of
something like Platonic ideals, realer than the real.26 If all the world really
were a stage, then all its men and women and sheep could live as players,
protected by the frame of the stage from the poverty, pollution, and mon-
strous powers of a mechanized, capitalist, industrial society.27
Forty Cigars in Time and Tide
These two examples discussed above, with their focus on the social impact
of theater, help to put into perspective the vehemence of Ruskin’s reaction
to the boundary-blurring performances in Time and Tide. Appearing in
1867, it comes in the decade sandwiched between Modern Painters IV in
1856 and Fors Clavigera Letter 39 in 1874. Time and Tide consists of
Ruskin’s published letters to his friend Thomas Dixon, a cork cutter. Like
the better-known letters to workmen in Fors, Ruskin chooses events from
his everyday life as occasions for thoughtful social criticism. In creating a
sequel to Unto this Last (1860), Ruskin outlines responsibilities for work-
ers in an ideal society, finding ample opportunity to inveigh against the real
society surrounding him. In the three letters focusing on theatrical perfor-
mance I discuss next, Ruskin argues for the importance of healthy amuse-
ment; he wants a kinder world in which working men will have the leisure
time after a reasonable work day to enjoy noble recreation, rather than suf-
fering such long hours that they are too exhausted to take any pleasure in
art or culture. But the crux of the matter for Ruskin is that people do not
always want to be amused in a wholesome way. The choice of entertain-
ment available cheaply enough for most laborers worries him.
Although Time and Tide belongs to Ruskin’s economic works, he wrote
it smack in the middle of his most active period writing on women, which
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not coincidently was when he was most involved in his doomed courtship
of Rose La Touche. He brought out “Of Queens’ Gardens,” his famous
essay enlarging women’s domestic role, in 1865; Ethics of the Dust, his crys-
tallography textbook for girls, in 186628; Time and Tide in 1867; and The
Queen of the Air, his mythographic study of the goddess Athena as his ideal
of womanhood, in 1869. While in Time and Tide Ruskin is, as always, con-
cerned with economics and social justice, here at the height of his literary
power we find a text that develops the conjunction of Ruskin’s interests in
the stage, in the idea of theater as a false or true ideal, and in women’s prop-
er contribution to society, resulting in a forceful expression of ambivalence
about gender identity.
In Time and Tide Letter V, Ruskin sardonically describes the pan-
tomime Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves he has just seen at Covent Garden
Theater. Because Victorian pantomimes were wildly popular and appealed
to all classes, they provide Ruskin with a perfect example for analyzing a
likely amusement for workers.29 In this first passage, he wryly reports the
famed proliferation of cross-dressing supernumeraries or extras:
The forty thieves were girls. The forty thieves had forty companions, who
were girls. The forty thieves and their forty companions were in some way
mixed up with about four hundred and forty fairies, who were girls. There
was an Oxford and Cambridge boat-race, in which the Oxford and
Cambridge men were girls. There was a transformation scene, with a for-
est, in which the flowers were girls, and a chandelier, in which the lamps
were girls, and a great rainbow which was all of girls. (17.336–37)30
It is characteristic of Ruskin to enjoy the spectacle of young women as
flowers; he often identifies girls with flowers and is, after all, the author of
Proserpina, which develops a floral taxonomy based entirely on girls’
names, as we shall see in the next chapter. Also typical of Ruskin is how
clearly he revels in the whimsy of a show that casts a girlish multitude as
fairies and lamps and colors of the rainbow. More surprisingly for Ruskin,
whose strong ideas about appropriately separate spheres for men and
women make up his famous essay “Of Queens’ Gardens,” he even appears
to relish describing the gender-bending performance of actresses as Ali
Baba’s thieves and as College men, which was in fact conventional in
Victorian pantomime. He registers neither surprise nor concern at the
Orientalism inherent in portraying Ali Baba and his men as feminine, also
typical of Victorian culture. But there is one part of the show that Ruskin
enjoys unabashedly, without irony. He admires the little girl playing Ali
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Baba’s daughter, eight or nine years old, who dances gracefully with a pan-
tomime donkey made up of two fellow actors:
She did it beautifully and simply, as a child ought to dance. . . .—she
looked and behaved innocently,—and she danced her joyful dance with
perfect grace, spirit, sweetness, and self-forgetfulness. And through all the
vast theater, full of English fathers and mothers and children, there was
not one hand lifted to give her sign of praise but mine. (17.337–38)
As much as the lack of enthusiasm for the little girl’s simple dance dis-
tresses Ruskin, something much worse occurs:
Presently after this, came on the forty thieves, who, as I told you, were
girls; and, there being no thieving to be presently done, and time hanging
heavy on their hands, arms, and legs, the forty thief-girls proceeded to
light forty cigars. Whereupon the British public gave them a round of
applause. Whereupon I fell a thinking; and saw little more of the piece,
except as an ugly and disturbing dream. (17.338)
The previous good humor with which Ruskin describes the fantastical
abundance of thief-girls is disingenuous, a preparation to decry what fol-
lows. The innocent and decent girl-child who dances beautifully and nat-
urally (even with a stage donkey) far outshines the hundreds of young
women who not only cross-dress and portray thieves, but also who do not
bother dancing and who, finally and most damnably, smoke.
So why does Ruskin loathe the cigar-smoking so much? First, he hated
tobacco; he considered it a terrible evil, corrupting the young men of
Europe.31 Second, with Ruskin’s idealization of women as moral guides of
men, the idea that young girls would smoke publicly, encouraging rather
than discouraging such debilitating behavior, would seem a moral perver-
sion of their queenly responsibilities.32 Third, applause for a shocking visu-
al joke that had been withheld from an artistic and skillful dance appalls
the aesthetic critic. The contrast is especially distressing for Ruskin
because dancing represents for him part of the duty of girls; he explains in
the Ethics of the Dust that “dancing is the first of girls’ virtues” (18.293),
meaning not that they should entertain an audience, but that it is their par-
ents’ responsibility that they should be made “intensely happy;—so that
they don’t know what to do with themselves for happiness,—and dance,
instead of walking” (18.296). Finally, the episode highlights what was
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wrong with the forty thieves and their forty companions all along: the girls
are un-girling themselves both by smoking and by playing outlaw men.
Not only are they engaging in masculine behavior by smoking at all, but
also they are smoking cigars: the phallic symbolism of the cigar needs no
Freud to declare itself.
The Victorian public accepted women in pants roles, comic and seri-
ous. Theater historians record more than half a dozen famous female
Hamlets; Charlotte Cushman successfully played even Romeo (Booth
130; Davis [1991] 112–14); as is still customary, pantomimes routinely
employed a woman to play Principal Boy, parodied in Barrie’s Peter Pan
(Auerbach 1990, 46–51).33 However, Victorian critical uneasiness surfaces
when the cross-dressing exceeds particular limits. For example, Powell
points out that while most Victorian critics do not seem to mind women
playing beardless adolescents, they find preposterous women playing
mature men, specifically men with beards (29–30). Likewise, Ruskin does
not object to women playing men in the pantomime until they whip out
their cigars. So the problem for Ruskin as for his contemporaries seems to
be that the beard, like the cigar, symbolizes masculinity too forcefully for
critical comfort. A conventionally feminine pantomime boy poses less of a
sexual threat, especially since tights show off shapely female legs, often
specifically admired by Victorian theater critics.34 But women with beards
or cigars symbolically suggest morphological possibilities too unsettling
and compromise gender boundaries too bluntly to pass unremarked.35
In Time and Tide Letter VI, Ruskin continues his exposition on dis-
turbing theater, here focusing not on gender but on how performance
blurs boundaries between races and between species. He mentions having
seen, just the night before the Covent Garden pantomime of Ali Baba, a
performance by jugglers from Japan. He begins the new letter by explain-
ing that he must carry his reader “back to the evil light and uncalm, of the
places I was taking you to,” a description that sounds more like a tour to
the castle of the un-dead than a trip to a circus.36 But his vexation over the
show seems based on the unbalancing effect of witnessing an exhibition of
skill that strikes him as impossible because inhuman. The racism in this
account is obvious and unfortunately commonplace among Victorians,
but what is surprising is the discomfort Ruskin experiences in viewing the
acrobatics. He describes the Japanese juggler’s “exercises on a suspended
pole”: the performance’s
special character was a close approximation to the action and power of the
monkey; even to the prehensile power in the foot; so that I asked a sculp-
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tor friend who sat in front of me, whether he thought such a grasp could
be acquired by practice, or indicated difference in race. He said he
thought it might be got by practice. . . . [T]he father perform[ed] in the
presence of his two children, who encouraged him continually with short,
sharp cries, like those of animals[,] . . . ending with a dance by the jug-
gler, first as an animal, and then as a goblin . . . 
The impression . . . was that of being in the presence of human crea-
tures of a partially inferior race, but not without great human gentleness,
domestic affection, and ingenious intellect; who were, nevertheless, as a
nation, afflicted by an evil spirit, and driven by it to recreate themselves
in achieving, or beholding in achievement, through years of patience, of a
certain correspondence with the nature of lower animals. (17.341–2)
Ruskin is disconcerted by the analogy he draws between the juggler’s
and monkey’s ability to climb; he views it not as a skill to laud but as an
unpleasant “correspondence with the nature of lower animals.” Indeed
Ruskin likens the jugglers to beasts four times in this passage. He does not
want any “human creature” to seem too much like an animal, even though
throughout his prose his imagery is full of such metamorphoses. The bes-
tial resemblance makes the jugglers into demons as well. If the demonia-
cal quality could remain with the Japanese, Ruskin would probably not
have too much trouble with it, but his final sentence in this passage expos-
es the real problem: he denounces the evil spirit driving the Japanese to
enjoy or “recreate” themselves through practicing or appreciating this
monkey-like skill. However, the exhibition Ruskin watches is in London,
and the audience beholding the achievement is British, not Japanese. In
other words, Ruskin worries about the possibly debasing effect on the
British worker of watching the distinction between human and animal
evaporate. Laborers need recreation, but not this kind. The pun on “recre-
ation” as “re-creation” functions here; if the Japanese can re-create them-
selves as beasts by juggling or by watching jugglers, so can the English. In
Judith Butler’s terms, the repeated demonstration of a skill that weakens
the perceived difference between man and beast suggests a morphology
that is not so imaginary after all: people are monkeys, men are goblins, and
women have cigars.
Even more disturbing to Ruskin than the animalistic Japanese jugglers
or the cross-dressing, cigar-smoking girls is a performance depicted later
in Time and Tide Letter VII,37 where Ruskin describes a dance that imag-
inatively carries the young performer across lines of both species and gen-
der:
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It was also a dance by a little girl—though older than Ali Baba’s daughter,
(I suppose a girl of twelve or fourteen). A dance, so called, which consist-
ed only in a series of short, sharp contractions and jerks of the body and
limbs, resulting in attitudes of distorted and quaint ugliness, such as
might be produced in a puppet by sharp twitching of strings at its joints:
these movements being made to the sound of two instruments, which
between them accomplished only a quick vibratory beating and strum-
ming, . . . only in the monotony and aimless construction of it, remind-
ing one of various other insect and reptile cries or warnings: partly of the
cicala’s hiss; . . . and partly of the deadened quivering and intense contin-
uousness of the alarm of the rattlesnake. (17.343)
Ruskin’s contrast between the graceful, innocent dance from Ali Baba and
this pubescent girl’s reptilian performance brings together the most dis-
tressing qualities from the previous two examples: worse than a monkey,
she resembles an insect or serpent.38 The mechanical, bestial imagery dehu-
manizes the young dancer, but mentioning the phallic rattlesnake in par-
ticular also masculinizes her. Her serpent association, which becomes so
important in The Queen of the Air, disturbs Ruskin even more than the
simian effect of the Japanese jugglers because she blurs double boundaries,
merging genders as well as mingling species.39
In The Darkening Glass, John Rosenberg comments on precisely these
three passages from Time and Tide. He points out that although “Ruskin’s
digression on the cigar-smoking girls is an indictment of the perversity of
British taste . . . , its underlying energy springs from his self-disgust at his
own perversity, his horrified fascination at child-like innocence . . . becom-
ing suddenly and loathsomely adult” (168).40 While Rosenberg is unequiv-
ocally right to identify Ruskin’s psychological state as an explanation of his
vehemence, I ask why Ruskin digresses on the theater at all, in this book
about laws for an ideal commonwealth.41 The practical answer is that these
theatrical entertainments are popular culture, and he knows his readers will
be familiar with them. But another answer is that Victorian pantomimes
and spectacles offer repeated enactment of boundary-blurring transforma-
tions otherwise available only in the imagination or in fairy-tale or in
myth, but which appear realized on stage in extravagant splendor. As long
as the transformations seem to reinforce gender dichotomy by playing up
sexual difference, Ruskin enjoys himself: Dames are obviously men and the
fun comes from their ludicrousness in drag; Principal Boys are obviously
women and their costumes highlight rather than hide that fact. But some-
how in these three performances described in Time and Tide the transfor-
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mation goes sour, revealing how stage performance not only models but
also muddies distinction in categories of identity such as gender or race or
species. Once any performance underscores the instability of gender, race,
or species as categories, all performances are suspect, and so are all cate-
gories, ultimately collapsing even the difference between pantomime and
reality. No wonder that Ruskin reacts so strongly to those cigars that the
rest of the performance passes “as an ugly and disturbing dream.”
Half like a Monkey
In his diaries Ruskin often chronicles his dreams about the theater; several
recorded dreams correlate precisely with shows he has attended.42 The most
telling example of Ruskin’s reactions to gender performance comes not from
Time and Tide, but from a dream he details in his diary entry on August 9,
1867, about six months after seeing Ali Baba and the Japanese juggling exhi-
bition. With its concern with race, species, gender, sexuality, and perfor-
mance, it ties together all three theatrical experiences from Time and Tide:
A most singular dream last night. I was laying out a garden somewhere
and a little child, half like a monkey, brought me a bunch of keys to sell.
I looked at them and saw they were ivory and silver, and of exquisite old
pattern, but I could not make out on what terms they were to be sold.
Then I was in a theater, and a girl of some far-away nation—half like
Japanese, but prettier—was dancing, and she had never been used to show
her face or neck, and was ashamed; and behind there was a small gallery
full of children of the same foreign type, singing, and the one who
brought me the keys was one of them, and my father was there with me.
And then it came back—the dream—to the keys, and I was talking about
them with some one who said they were the keys of a grand old Arabian
fortress; and suddenly we were at the gate of it, and we could not agree
about the key; and at last the person who held them said: “Would it not
be better no one should have them?” and I said, “Yes”; and he took a
stone, and crushed them to pieces, and I thought no one could now ever
get into the fortress for its treasures, and it would all moulder into ruin;
and I was sorry, and woke. (Diaries 2.628)
As he had with the Japanese jugglers, Ruskin describes the performer in
simian terms, replacing racial difference with one of species.43 Again he
locates his anxiousness about dual identity in the theater. He emphasizes
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the child’s odd morphology in almost evolutionary terms: she is “half like
a monkey” and “half like Japanese,” a racist hierarchy of physical beauty
placing the Japanese below something “prettier.”
Keys often represent women’s domestic power, as seen in the bunch of
household keys proudly carried by Dickens’s Agnes Whitfield and Esther
Summerson. But like the cigars in the first example from Time and Tide,
here the keys become phallic symbols.44 They make the dreamed dancer not
only half-human and half-Japanese, but also partly invest her with a mas-
culine attribute. Surely being half-monkey, half-racially other, and half-
male contributes to her sense of shame in Ruskin’s dream as much as
having to exhibit too much of her body to public view: Ruskin here maps
hybridity in gender, race, and species as sexual anxiety. Unlike the cigars,
however, the keys potentially lead to a treasure trove of beautiful Eastern
artifacts. While the sexual symbolism of a key whose purpose is to pene-
trate a lock and enter a fortress of delight is so blatant that it needs no spe-
cial explanation, it is worth noting that the fortress is Arabian, not only
conflating the East with the feminine in typically Orientalist fashion, but
also recalling the five hundred girls in Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves.
While Ruskin unreservedly abhors the corrupting cigars in Ali Baba, he
vacillates about the Arabian keys. The dream’s strange solution to the
problem of who should have the phallus is that no one should; better cas-
tration for all than that the young girl be shamed. Ruskin finally regrets
the destruction of phallic power when it could lead to art and knowledge
and Eastern treasures. Most of all Ruskin regrets that locked away, the
treasures will “all moulder into ruin,” suggesting that without appreciation,
they decay. Both the literal interpretation of deteriorating artifacts for the
art critic and the metaphorical interpretation of wasting sexuality for the
frustrated lover are obvious,45 but also this idea applies to the avid theater-
goer: just as performing requires an audience, so later in Fors, the specta-
tors only become fully human while watching the performance. The
dream suggests that protecting young girls from the shame of public dis-
play or from the dangers of phallic power comes at too high a price.
While the dreamed performance of the girl dancing and the children
singing in the background is short, far briefer than either the whole dream
or than the descriptions of performances in Modern Painters, Time and
Tide, or Fors Clavigera, Ruskin’s uneasy reactions to real stage perfor-
mances have already done their work. The imaginary young dancer reiter-
ates the “morphological possibilities” modeled by performances that
prompted Ruskin’s dream in the first place. What Ruskin experiences in
the heightened reality of reiterated performances and their repetition in his
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dreams is the notion that bodies can be simultaneously male and female,
human and animal, British and Japanese, painted and real, effectively
making bitter nonsense of distinctions he holds dear, while holding him in
fascinated attraction to their transformative magic.
We have seen in this chapter that Ruskin wants theater to provide sev-
eral different and conflicting functions, a situation that testifies to its
importance for him. First, he wants theater to entertain, to succor and sus-
tain, to provide oblivion. Second, he wants it to showcase human talent,
skill, and artistry, and to promote sympathetic appreciation in its audience
for these qualities. Third, he also wants it to be an aesthetic experience, one
that can be valued highly as art. Interestingly, he finds this high-brow
characteristic in even the lowliest forms of pantomime and minstrelsy. But
fourth, most importantly and quite at odds with the purposes of enter-
taining escapist oblivion and almost irrelevant to its value as art for art’s
sake, Ruskin recognizes in the theater a heightened reality that is more real
than the “real” world outside. For him, the performed reality is in some
sense truer both for the performers and for the audience, than the less
intensely and less beautifully lived reality outside.
Ruskin’s aestheticism here does not stop with the intensely and beauti-
fully lived life Oscar Wilde describes (whom it influenced, of course).
Ruskin fiercely insists that the result of performance or aesthetic experi-
ence be a more ethical world that manifests improved social justice.46 For
him truth is beauty only if beauty is just: “truth,” “justice,” and “beauty”
become synonymous. As post-Wildeans and postmodernists we under-
stand didacticism to be at odds with aestheticism; Ruskin has already seen
that impending split and attempts to reconcile the two.
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“Pantomimes at the London Theatres.” The Illustrated London News 60 (January
13, 1872): 49. Top: Pygmalion at the Haymarket; middle: Tom Thumb at Drury
Lane; bottom: Ali Baba at the Crystal Palace.
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F2f
“Pretty Frou-Frou” 
Goes Demon Dancing
Performing Species and Gender in Ruskin’s Science
Athletic dancers at the Gaiety Theatre and the French play Frou-Frou
(1867) might seem odd vehicles for the reconciliation of art and science,
but Ruskin describes both for his Oxford students in The Eagle’s Nest: Ten
Lectures on the Relation of Natural Science to Art (1872). He uses these the-
atrical performances and their audience’s reactions to illustrate the impor-
tance of gender-coded qualities such as appreciation and sympathy, which
he sees as vital for audiences, artists, and scientists alike. The Eagle’s Nest
and Ruskin’s other books on science—Love’s Meinie (1873–1881),
Proserpina (1875–1886), and Deucalion (1875–1883)—raise basic ques-
tions for the Victorians and for us, such as, What is science? How does sci-
entific knowledge relate to aesthetic knowledge? To identity performance
and to ethics? To ontology and epistemology?
Ruskin’s contemporaries John Stuart Mill, John Henry Newman, and
Matthew Arnold each urge universities to teach science, ethics and aesthetics,
or the True, the Good, and the Beautiful, concerns that go back as far at
least as Plato’s Republic.1 For Ruskin, these three categories overlap, and with
their merger comes a concurrent blending of seemingly separate epistemo-
logical and ontological classifications. Ruskin’s great skill at minute obser-
vation and his genius for vivid particularity in describing what he sees serve
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him just as well in botany and geology as in art and theater. Famously he
declared as a young man that art should follow nature, a position he held
throughout his life (3.624); similarly, he wants science to operate as a kind
of reverence for nature both in choosing it as its topic of study and in pro-
ceeding without harm. If pursued in such reverential fashion, both science
and art will respond ethically.
When Ruskin tells his Oxford students in The Eagle’s Nest, “you will never
love art well until you love what it mirrors better” (22.153), he builds upon
his belief that aesthetics depends on accurate, empirical scientific knowl-
edge imbued with a kind of mythic animation of the natural world, and
that the methods of both art and science require that we submit ourselves
to the topic we study (22.150).2 This approach is not typical either for artists
or for scientists. Critics have rightly noted that Ruskin’s natural history is
old-fashioned even among Victorians. He disputes some of the greatest sci-
entific innovators of his time, such as Charles Darwin and John Tyndall.3
However, his mythological approach to knowledge has some surprisingly
radical side-effects: he creates an alternative science that is both feminized
and performative. As a by-product of Ruskin’s effort to devise a different
kind of science from his contemporaries, he undermines the gender hier-
archy that partially constitutes Victorian science and he emphasizes the flu-
idity of epistemological categories through performed identity. He also calls
upon theatrical examples to prove his point.
It has been well documented that within Victorian culture, science stands
in gendered opposition to the Nature it studies.4 In contrast, Ruskin fem-
inizes science. Most simply, in his “grammars” of botany and ornithology,
as he called Proserpina and Love’s Meinie (25.xxx), as well as in his books
on geology and mineralogy, Deucalion and Ethics of the Dust (1866),
Ruskin includes women as active participants in scientific inquiry, appeal-
ing to authorities they would know and using arguments designed (rather
condescendingly) to appeal to them. He also attacks violent and intrusive
aspects of traditional science that have been gender-coded as masculine; he
offers instead a gentle and frankly more passive science based on quiet, sym-
pathetic observation, a science which corresponds to stereotypically femi-
nine characteristics. In a sense, this perspective suggests not only that Ruskin
encourages women to become scientists, but also that he encourages scien-
tists to become (or at least to act like) women. Even more surprisingly he
revises Darwinian evolution, which depends upon deadly competition for
resources and for females, into a mythic principle of metamorphosis that
Ruskin identifies as feminine. Ruskin expresses the transmution of species
in language suggesting that one species performs another. Ruskin also rewrites
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Linnaean taxonomy, based on a hierarchy of male over female parts of flow-
ers, into a system of moral classification that privileges the female. He renames
botanical orders according to the names of women in Shakespeare’s plays,
classifying plants according to characteristics that reflect on what Ruskin
sees as their moral bearing. Even flowers perform their species identity in
Ruskin’s view, establishing their ethos through action-read-as-language
rather than, as in more acceptable botanical classifications that rely on form,
through origin or heredity.
The most subtle and most pervasive feminization of science comes from
Ruskin’s placing all animals under the syncretic and formative power of the
Greek goddess Athena as part of a system of natural hieroglyphs, in which
every living and non-living object represents something else. I have argued
extensively in the final two chapters of Ruskin’s Mythic Queen that Ruskin
feminizes both metaphor and language through his use of mythology in the
Ethics of the Dust and The Queen of the Air; my chapter here builds on my
work in that book.5 An aspect of learning to decipher this language of nature
is to study what in The Queen of the Air Ruskin calls “living hieroglyphs”
or “Words of God” (the snakes, birds, crystals, and flowers Ruskin analyzes
in his scientific texts). Empirically and appreciatively observing how the liv-
ing signifiers move or grow or die leads to an understanding of what they
mean. For Ruskin, “it is not the arrangement of new systems, not the dis-
covery of new facts, which constitutes the man of science, but the submis-
sion to an eternal system” (22.150). Because he feminizes language in The
Queen of the Air by (among other things) making it the province of Athena,
and because scientific study is a mode of reading Athena’s natural hiero-
glyphics, science is feminized, too. Since Ruskin rejects the search for ori-
gin and focuses instead always on things as they change and what they represent
at that moment, it is as though the world performs itself for him. The sci-
entist is like the sympathetic, receptive audience or spectator at a play that
the universe puts on. Under Athena’s rule, everything personifies something
else; in nature’s play of signifiers, we can just sit back and watch the show
of eternal signification.
Women in Ruskin’s Science
Technologies that ravage the landscape have long been figured as male: the
common image of “raping the earth” expresses this tradition. Even pure sci-
ence—exclusive of technological application—has generally pictured its object
of study as feminine. Certainly Darwin follows this convention in The Origin
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of Species, where he personifies Nature as female, and other instances abound.
This construction of science and scientists as male and the subject they study
as female implies not only bipolar opposition but also a power dynamic.
Critics particularly point to Francis Bacon, founder of empiricism, who spoke
of science as binding Nature and all her children to service and making her
a slave (Mellor 305).6 Ludmilla Jordanova cites an iconographic example:
the late-nineteenth-century statue in the Paris medical faculty of a robed
woman with exposed breasts removing her veil, called Nature Unveiling Herself
before Science, implies an erotics of gender hierarchy in scientific culture (87).
There is also a theatrical aspect to Victorian medical science, most literally
manifested in the operating theater, in which a doctor performs an opera-
tion before an audience of eager students; the oldest surviving operating the-
ater (in use from 1822 to 1847) is St. Thomas’s, where all the patients for
these public surgeries were women and all the doctors and medical students
were men.7 Even when scientific inquiry involves no cruelty to organic crea-
tures and no plunder of the earth, the controlling metaphor of the Rational
conquering the Mysterious, of the quest to penetrate the unknown and unseen,
contributes to the stereotype of male scientist mastering female nature.
Substantial research suggests that nineteenth-century science regarded
women as not only more closely tied to nature than men, but also so infe-
rior to men as to be almost a different species, less evolved, not fully human.8
Londa Schiebinger points out that most European visual depictions of apes
were of females, and that debates about whether apes could be educated
paralleled those about women and Negroes, suggesting the liminal position
all three groups held in Victorian scientific imagination (186). Darwin would
not be so sloppy as to hint that women belong to a different species; Charles
Darwin and Herbert Spencer usually present women’s supposedly lower devel-
opment in terms of their being child-like rather than animalistic. Woman
is “intermediate between the child and the man” (Charles Darwin 717). In
other words, because women generally do not grow as big or as hairy as men,
they have appeared to these thinkers to remain less fully developed: the male
appearance is considered the appropriate adult human state, while the smaller,
less hirsute female appearance seems immature. The need for women’s arrested
development was explained in reproductive terms: the energy required to
come to full maturity was necessarily spent producing and nurturing
young (Charles Darwin 295–96). But, like Freud, other Victorians man-
aged to suggest that “ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny,” so that a less devel-
oped human is a less evolved and a less human one, after all.9 In each of
these examples, women are understood by Victorian scientists to be closer
than man to nature.10
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Ruskin’s writing undermines the general Victorian hierarchy of mascu-
line science over feminine nature. He redefines science as an exercise in won-
der at nature rather than control over nature. Ruskin rejected those aspects
of Victorian science and technology that were tied to aggression, to impe-
rialism, to control, to mastery over nature, to greed that would result in bad
stewardship of the earth, or to harsh use of colonial women and children
(Sawyer 1985, 272). Whereas the early-nineteenth-century scientist
Humphrey Davy applauded chemistry for inventing gunpowder (Mellor 292),
Ruskin cites the power to blow up people as an example of precisely how
modern science and industry have failed (34. 314). Ruskin loathed dissec-
tion to learn anatomy for either “a young boy, or girl” (22.233) and hated
vivisection for any scientific purpose. He named the university’s decision
to allow vivisection in Oxford laboratories as his reason for resigning the
Slade professorship (Rosenberg 211).11 He disdained materialist science or
“nescience” (22.130) that kills birds or insects in order to study them, and
reviled technology that pollutes as it harnesses nature’s power. A spiritual
or mythic science, science grounded in love of beauty rather than in its denial,
would conserve rather than exploit (Sawyer 1985, 272). In short, he pro-
poses a scientific approach in which the scientist, as nature’s non-intrusive,
respectful observer, correlates to the audience’s proper role in watching a
theatrical performance: appreciative, supportive, and sympathetic.
An example of this relationship between theater and science comes in
The Eagle’s Nest. Ruskin describes having just gone to see the French play
Frou-Frou (1869) by Henri Meilhac and Ludovic Halévy, which he saw in
a French-language London production at the Gaiety Theater on January 26,
1872.12 Nicknamed “Frou-Frou” for the sound her silk dress makes when
it rustles, the vivacious main character Gilberte and her virtuous sister strike
Ruskin with painful sympathy:
The most complete rest and refreshment I can get, when I am overworked,
in London . . . is in seeing a French play. But the French act so perfectly
that I am obliged to make sure beforehand that all is to end well, or it is
as bad as being helplessly present at some real misery.
I was beguiled the other day, by seeing announced as a “Comédie,” into
going to see “Frou-Frou.” Most of you probably know that the three first
of its five acts are comedy, or at least playful drama, and that it plunges
down, in the two last, to the sorrowfullest catastrophe of all conceivable—
though too frequent in daily life—in which irretrievable grief is brought
about by the passion of a moment, and the ruin of all that she loves, caused
by the heroic error of an entirely good and unselfish person. The sight of
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it made me thoroughly ill, and I was not myself again for a week.
(22.173–74)
Ruskin goes on to wonder how it is that people can “endure such an action
before them of a sorrow so poignant” without being pierced with feeling
(22.174). He finds his answer in one young French woman’s response that
the play is sad, yes, but “how pretty Frou-Frou looks in her silk dress” (22.174).
Ruskin’s worry that audiences focus on fashion rather than the tragedy is
well founded, since all we remember of this play he found so moving, 135
years later, is the English adjective “frou-frou,” meaning excessively frilly.13
But Ruskin’s point in describing this emotionless audience reaction in The
Eagle’s Nest is that it parallels what is wrong in science. Such “apathy checks
us in our highest spheres of thought, and chills our most solemn purposes”
(22.174). The problem is that scientists do not feel sympathy with and admi-
ration for what they study, but feel only curiosity and ambition. “The insa-
tiableness and immodesty of Science” is “perilous” because it “tempts us through
our very virtues” (22.175). He wants scientists to avoid vanity, but fears that
as “every day [we] are more passionate in discovering,—more violent in com-
petition,” are we not also “every day more cold in admiration, and more
dull in reverence?” (22.176). By imagining a reverential science that values
life and champions meticulous but passive observation of nature, rather than
dominates or destroys it, Ruskin subverts the masculine/feminine hierar-
chy that partly constitutes Victorian scientific culture.14
In The Stones of Venice (1851–53), written long before Ruskin’s angriest
diatribes against contemporary scientists in the 1870s and 1880s, Ruskin
describes two kinds of knowledge-seekers, the scientist and the artist; Robert
Hewison identifies the artistic perceiving man as Ruskin the naturalist (176).
The thoughtful man is gone far away to seek; but the perceiving man
must sit still, and open his heart to receive. The thoughtful man is knit-
ting and sharpening himself into a two-edged sword, wherewith to pierce.
The perceiving man is stretching himself into a four cornered sheet,
wherewith to catch. (11.52)
Ruskin presents both men positively, but he represents their opposition through
sexual imagery. Given the gender polarity conventionally assigned the pairs
of terms that Ruskin includes (active/passive, seeking/sitting, sword/sheet,
pierce/catch) and given Ruskin’s choice of other words associated with the
feminine that he gives to the perceiving man (open, heart, receive), the artist
or perceiving naturalist becomes feminized within this dyad. This feminine
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type is Ruskin’s model for scientists who perceive without piercing; who need
no phallic swords or dissection tools or engines of war; and who open their
hearts to receive the knowledge nature provides. And again, the parallel between
a good scientist and a good audience is already at play: sitting still, open-
ing one’s heart, receiving the message, and catching (the jokes).
Ruskin also feminizes science by removing scientific education from an
exclusively masculine province; by constructing a female audience within his
scientific prose; by teaching science to girls at the forward-looking
Winnington School; and by often lecturing to women on scientific topics.
He repeatedly comments that his books on botany and ornithology are for
young people, explicitly including girls (25.35, 413, 45, 483, 504). He writes
a mineralogy textbook for “little housewives” (Ethics of the Dust, discussed in
chapter 3), despite the fact that mineralogy was not typically seen as a sub-
ject of study for the female sex. An additional way in which Ruskin endeav-
ors to include women in scientific study is to quote profusely from botanical
authorities that women readers would know and find non-threatening. The
source of this kind that he most frequently alludes to (albeit condescendingly)
is Lindley’s Ladies’ Botany, and on more than one occasion he refers to “Aunt
Judy” (naturalist and children’s author Juliana Gatty), whose 1859 Aunt Judy’s
Tales were well known. By giving authorities like these almost equal footing
with Linnaeus, Ruskin undermines the privilege that the “master” texts (aimed
at and written by men) normally have, especially since in this case the stan-
dard authorities are by far the more respected, for good reason. He also implic-
itly gives an aura of feminine authority to scientific inquiry by subordinating
empirical knowledge to mythical, so that he invokes Proserpina, Demeter, Athena,
Iris, and the Egyptian Neith as authorizing his scientific texts.15
Despite the patronizing tone Ruskin often uses when directly address-
ing his female readers and listeners in his scientific treatises, the mere fact
that he includes them at all is significant. An example is a lecture in Deucalion
on gems called “The Iris of the Earth,” where he urges women to be taber-
nacles, to adorn themselves wisely with jewels. Here women establish their
identity as holy temples through appropriate costume and performance of
the scientific principles he has outlined: reverence for and conservation of
the earth that produced such gemstones and wearing the gems out of an
appreciation for both their beauty and their significance rather than
through a superficial desire for status. As Paul Sawyer points out, Ruskin
uses his “characteristic tone of saccharine condescension” when speaking to
young women (1985, 27n). Yet by constructing the readers of Deucalion as
women, Ruskin alters the notion that geology—or any science—is the exclu-
sive province of men.
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The effort is compromised by his patronizing attitude and by the sud-
den address of this particular lecture, on jewelry, to women, when the lec-
tures in Deucalion on glacial movement are addressed to a universal (and
thus silently understood as male) reader. However, even in The Eagle’s Nest,
his Oxford lectures of 1872 reconciling science and art, where the audience
is specifically identified as male, Ruskin conjures the image of women as
successfully engaging in scientific investigations. He requires his male
undergraduate listeners to imagine two young women resolute in pursuit
of astronomy, and he applauds the one who braves catching a cold in the
observatory to view the night sky (22.141–43). Despite his grating sweet-
ness in referring to the starry-eyed girls, he puts them in the masculine pre-
serve of the observatory, where serious astronomical observation takes
place; that the Victorians saw this as a men’s sanctuary is clear also from
The Mill on the Floss, in which George Eliot depicts Maggie’s assumption
that all astronomers hate women and refuse to allow them into their “high
towers” because “if the women came there they might talk and hinder them
from looking at the stars” (162). Moreover, Ruskin speaks of his girl astronomers
in the all-male classrooms of Oxford, where he indoctrinates the young col-
lege men toward acceptance of female scientists.
Ruskin defines scientific activity as suitable for women; nevertheless, he
retains the traditional sense that the material studied is feminine, compli-
cating his diffusion of the rigid gender hierarchy he writes against. For exam-
ple, he names his book on botany Proserpina and then claims that every
young woman is Proserpina (25.435), indicating every girl’s right to study
science and simultaneously every girl’s identity with the topic itself: young
women are both subject and object of botanical inquiry.16 He thus intensi-
fies the convention that positions women closer than men to nature. He
repeatedly identifies women as women with birds, flowers, and gems. These
are entirely traditional identifications; for example, according to the Oxford
English Dictionary, calling a young woman a “bird” goes back to the four-
teenth century. Naming a girl a “jewel” or a “flower” is just as trite. But
Ruskin makes unusual use of the convention, because these traditionally fem-
inine objects are exactly those he examines in his natural histories and encour-
ages women to examine, too. Science as the empirical study of these objects
becomes for women a kind of ontology, as they study the nature of their
own being. The clearest example of how he redoubles women’s connection
to the material studied is his description of the swallow from Love’s Meinie,
an ornithological incarnation of the ideal housewife in “Of Queens’
Gardens.”
When describing the swallow’s virtues, Ruskin echoes that essay from
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Sesame and Lilies (1865), Ruskin’s best seller and a volume often presented
to young women as a gift (18.5; Helsinger 1983, 96). First, here is the pas-
sage from “Of Queens’ Gardens”:
This is the true nature of home—it is the place of Peace; the shelter, not only
from all injury, but from all terror, doubt, and division. In so far as . . . the
hostile society of the outer world is allowed . . . to cross the threshold, it
ceases to be home. . . . But so far as it is a sacred place, a vestal temple, a
temple of the hearth, . . . so far it vindicates the name, and fulfils the praise,
of Home.
And wherever a true wife comes, this home is always round her. The
stars only may be over her head; the glowworm in the night-cold grass may
be the only fire at her foot; but home is yet wherever she is. (18.122)
Kate Millett’s attack on Ruskin in Sexual Politics has prompted decades
of debate between critics who, agreeing with Millett, consider Ruskin’s mythic
vision to limit women’s role and those who consider the essay to widen
women’s sphere of action by redefining domestic power more broadly.17
Complicating either conclusion about “Of Queens’ Gardens” are the par-
allels between the wife and the swallow in Love’s Meinie. The bird seems
always to be female:
Understand the beauty of the bird which lives with you in your own hous-
es, and which purifies for you, from its insect pestilence, the air that you
breathe. Thus the sweet domestic thing has done, for men, at least these
four thousand years. She has been their companion, not of the home
merely, but of the hearth, and the threshold; . . . showing better her lov-
ing-kindness by her faithful return. . . . [I]n her feeble presence, the cow-
ardice, or the wrath, of sacrilege has changed into the fidelities of
sanctuary. (25.71)
Like the “true wife,” the “sweet domestic” swallow guards the home, the
hearth, the threshold. Both keep their homes for men, and have done so
for as long as there have been women and birds. The swallow purifies the
home from pestilence, cowardice, wrath, and sacrilege; likewise, the
woman protects from injury, terror, doubt and division. The woman is at
home in the wilderness, the wild creature is at home in a house. Like any
“true wife,” the bird is a faithful companion, loving and kind. In making
the swallow so startlingly like the celebrated woman from “Of Queens’ Gardens,”
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Ruskin does more than emphasize attractively domestic qualities in the feral
bird: he mythologizes both real women and real birds, investing each with
far more power than a practical Victorian audience might willingly admit.
He also exalts the notion of identity between observer and observed, between
the female naturalist and the objects of nature she studies, foreshadowing
such twentieth-century notions of feminist science as expressed by Nobel
Prize-winning geneticist Barbara McClintock in becoming one with what
she studied.18 In another sense, as the woman becomes the swallow, so the
bird becomes the housewife, playing her domestic role, just as later we will
see Ruskin portraying flowers in the roles of Shakespeare’s Juliet and Viola.
Women’s special connection to birds or flowers does not disable their under-
standing. For Ruskin, disconnection and objective distance from the mate-
rial studied are more debilitating to genuine knowledge than a sympathetic
bond.
Evolution and Metamorphosis
Refusing to recognize Darwinian evolution that occurs meaninglessly
through cut-throat competition, Ruskin seeks instead an alternative para-
digm that allows for transformations between species to occur without
competition and with transcendent significance. Ruskin accomplishes his
revision of Darwin by advocating a science based on traditionally feminine
principles that substitute metamorphosis for evolution.
Natural selection depends on excess population and on rabid competi-
tion to produce conditions in which only the “fittest” survive; Ruskin exiles
such a scenario to a nightmare landscape exemplified in the barren, chok-
ing brambles he describes at Brantwood (25.293). Unlike Darwin or
Malthus, for Ruskin there can be no excess population when, aphoristically,
“there is no wealth but life” (17.105). He disapproves of competition in any
form, even among students (22.243).19 He offers instead—as I shall show
in a moment—a rich world of chaotic flux, traditionally characterized as
feminine. The identification of competition as masculine is clear from “Of
Queens’ Gardens,” where women guide men away from the fatal competi-
tion of political economy. Because women “enter no contest,” they remain
morally untainted by the “inevitable error” that corrupts men, who must
enter the rough world of the free marketplace (18.122).
Critics often talk about Ruskin’s disagreement with Darwin’s ideas. He
repeatedly makes fun of Darwin’s theory of evolution, much to his friends’
and editors’ embarrassment (25.xlvi). In the overtly scientific books, Love’s
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Meinie and Proserpina, Ruskin’s speculations on the descent of various plants
contain numerous low jokes and irritated outbursts about the theory of evo-
lution that support the critical commonplace that Ruskin opposed Darwin
(25.263, 268, 291, 301). But despite Ruskin’s often deserved reputation as
anti-Darwinist, his position is not so simple, and occasionally he admits that
Darwin is right.20 For example, in The Queen of the Air, Ruskin claims that
his own theories “are in nowise antagonistic to the theories which Mr. Darwin’s
unwearied and unerring investigations are every day rendering more prob-
able” (19.358n). Even in Proserpina Ruskin uses Darwin to uphold his point
when it is convenient; for example, he twice respectfully refers to Darwin’s
work with carnivorous orchids as an authoritative source for his own analy-
sis (25.224, 25.546). In fact, Darwin epitomizes what Ruskin demands from
scientists: a meticulous observer who loves the profusion of nature without
exploiting it, who records resemblances in richly metaphorical language (Beer
62). But after claiming no antagonism to Darwin’s “unerring investigations,”
Ruskin continues: “The aesthetic relations of species are independent of their
origin” (19.358n). He shifts the significance of species from their origin through
natural selection to their mythic or aesthetic or moral meaning, which for
Ruskin is the same thing.
Why does Ruskin display such ambivalence toward Darwin’s ideas? For
two reasons: aesthetics and spirituality. Darwin’s discussion of the peacock
provokes two of Ruskin’s most blatant attacks in both Love’s Meinie and Proserpina
(25.36, 25.262–63). To Ruskin, explaining those fabulous feathers as the
result of generations of sexual selection misses the point by distracting the
observer’s attention away from what is really important about the peacock,
its beauty.21 Far different from the creationist arguments brought against Darwin
by Samuel Wilberforce and others, Ruskin’s objections to natural selection
stem from his sense of aesthetics as moral: natural selection seems ugly and
meaningless, while for Ruskin the world’s beauty manifests intensely felt
spiritual truths. Although Ruskin lost his evangelical certitude as he
matured, his belief in a direct correspondence between material and spiri-
tual beauty remained, infusing empirical study with a kind of religious mean-
ing. Darwinian correlations among species depend on mere descent, on accidents
of time, and on deathly competition, not on mythic significance.
Ruskin cannot deny evolution through natural selection on empirical grounds.
Like Darwin he knows that organic forms shift continually. But he is hos-
tile to a science that degrades the interpretation of these variations into a
mere quest for beginnings. He alters the explanation of continual change
in natural forms from linear evolution to free-flowing metamorphosis. Gillian
Beer has pointed out that Darwin draws on the notion of metamorphosis
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to establish the idea of evolution through natural selection (104–45), so in
a sense Ruskin reverses Darwin’s revision. In providing a mythic alterna-
tive to evolution, Ruskin unwittingly feminizes it; mysterious shape-shift-
ing has long had feminine associations in Western culture.
The wifely swallow from Love’s Meinie serves as an example of
Ruskinian flux as opposed to Darwinian evolution. Ruskin describes the
swallow metamorphosing from one creature to another:
You can only rightly describe the bird by the resemblances, and images of
what it seems to have changed from,—then adding the fantastic and beau-
tiful contrast of the unimaginable change. It is an owl that has been trained
by the Graces. It is a bat that loves the morning light. It is the aerial reflec-
tion of a dolphin. It is the tender domestication of a trout.22 (25.57)
The metamorphic quality of Ruskin’s description self-consciously
invokes evolutionary change, only to debunk it a moment later: “the trans-
formations believed in by the anatomist are as yet proved true in no single
instance, and in no substance, spiritual or material”; Ruskin opts instead for
a mythological understanding of animal significance: “the transformations
believed in by the mythologist are at least spiritually true; you cannot too
carefully trace or too accurately consider them” (25.57). The parallel struc-
ture of the prose here gives the two kinds of transformation equal weight,
even though Ruskin knows perfectly well that, though not yet proven, Darwin’s
theory of evolution is very likely (19.358n). His point is not to promote cur-
mudgeonly disapproval of new-fangled science, but to enjoin his reader to
love and appreciate the natural beauty around him or her: “I cannot too often,
or too earnestly, urge you not to waste your time in guessing what animals
may once have been, while you remain in nearly total ignorance of what they
are” (25.57). Seeing the swallow as potentially owl, bat, dolphin, and trout
helps us understand not only the spiritual truths about the swallow, but also
that everything can be similarly seen as incipiently something else. Each crea-
ture plays at being another, blurring our sense of distinct species as we rec-
ognize the startling similitude across previously sturdy boundaries. Since both
nature and the principle of change are typically figured as feminine, to pic-
ture nature in constant chaotic flux (as opposed to linear evolutionary progress)
is to intensify the feminine quality of what is already seen as feminine in Western
civilization.23 This metamorphic understanding of species identity is in a sense
another kind of performance: each aspect of the swallow depends upon how
she acts, upon what other creatures she can impersonate rather than on an
inherited or inherent essence. The swallow’s seeming metamorphoses are part
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of being the bird version of the housewife-queen of the earlier essay. There
Ruskin praises women for their capacity for change.
This notion of the performed fluidity of form as feminine shows up appro-
priately enough in Ruskin’s discussion of water plants in Proserpina. The leaves
that remind Ruskin of Persephone’s field of flowers he calls “Arethusan” for
the Sicilian fountain near the site of her abduction. The chief characteristic
of the Arethusan leaves are their capacity for infinite change in form, which
is a traditionally feminine feature, based on the female body’s changing shape
in pregnancy.24 Flowers are in rapid, continual flux: “they grow as you draw
them, and will not stay quite the same creatures for a half-an-hour”
(25.252–23), reminding us of what Ruskin says about his maturing young
friend Rose: “children are as bad as clouds at sunrise—golden change—but
change always” (Hilton 2000, 21; Winnington Letters 312). This sense that
the universe shifts as Ruskin attempts to record it, even in half an hour, per-
vades the whole of Proserpina, reflected in the book’s wild attempts at cod-
ification and cavalier admissions of the impossibility of the task.
For Ruskin, as for Darwin, no species remains fixed. Physical forms shift.
The difference is that while for Darwin the shifting morphology signifies the
species’ origin through natural selection, for Ruskin the shifting morphology
signifies the current moment’s performance of continual metamorphosis.25 Beauty
resides in the momentary form, for Ruskin every bit as much as for his younger
colleague Walter Pater, whose The Renaissance (1873) famously urges read-
ers to refine their aesthetic sense to apprehend each fleeting moment of beauty.
As Ruskin puts it, the aim of the fruit is the flower, not the other way around
(25.250). “How far flowers invite or require, flies to interfere in their family
affairs—which of them are carnivorous and what forms of pestilence or infec-
tion are most favorable to some vegetable and animal growths,” these ques-
tions, typical of Victorian botany, seem obscenely wrong-headed to Ruskin.
He complains, “They will next hear that the rose was made for the canker
and the body of man for the worm” (25.414). He objects not to recognizing
the fact of insects, cankers, and worms, or to empirical evidence of their roles
in plant reproduction and decomposition, but to a science that subordinates
beauty to biological process, and whose greatest metaphor for change relies
on chance and violence. Ruskin prefers the feminine paradigm of free-flow-
ing multiple metamorphoses instantiating species through a moment’s per-
formance that is replete with eternal, mythic significance; he rejects the masculine
paradigm of one-way linear movement of species, focused on a point of ori-
gin, dependent upon fatal combat, disregard for life, and spiritless sexuality.
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Shakespearean Taxonomy
While Ruskin’s studies of plants and animals react to Darwin and to the
Victorian acceptance of evolution, in Proserpina Ruskin also responds to the
eighteenth-century botanist Carl Linnaeus, abandoning Linnaean method
and the great taxonomist’s gender-based hierarchy in plant classification.
As with his revision of Darwin, Ruskin’s impetus in rewriting Linnaeus is
squeamishness about a taxonomy that focuses on reproductive organs
instead of floral beauty. Ruskin turns to myth and to dramatic literature
for help in reorganizing botany. By developing a nomenclature that
reverses Linnaeus and generally privileges women’s names, Ruskin again uncon-
sciously feminizes science and emphasizes species performance.
Most people who set out to create a new and better terminology expect
its success to depend upon its fixity, its reliability, its authoritativeness. Not
Ruskin. He pokes fun at Linnaeus (whom Ruskin clearly also respected and
borrowed from heavily), by basing his orders and classes and species of flow-
ers on Greek goddesses and Shakespearean heroines, replacing the father of
botany with myth, theater, and fictional females. Linnaeus organizes his Orders
and Classes on plant morphology; physical similarities demonstrate relat-
edness. Ruskin, on the other hand, defines his Orders of plants with a play
on words: plant orders are like religious orders or orders of knighthood, based
on the plants’ symbolic spiritual, ethical, or chivalric qualities, such as grace
(26.348). As in Ethics of the Dust, in Proserpina Ruskin elides scientific edu-
cation and ethical prescription. He delineates a hierarchy of ideal women
very similar to his discussion of literary role models for girls in “Of
Queens’ Gardens.” He ranks “levels of loving tempers in Shakespearean wives
and maids,” from the most nobly spiritual and greatest to the still completely
positive but simplest and most earthly. Isabel, a novice, rises to the top; Viola
and Juliet stand at the bottom (25.416–17). The stage heroines give their
names to families of flowers in the Order that Ruskin calls Cytherides: Cytherea
is a name for Venus; all the flowers in this category are associated with love.
The floral families of Viola and Giulietta  each share a name with one of
Shakespeare’s characters; these two families, made up of violets and pan-
sies, are placed in Cytherides to emphasize their connection to “those who
love simply, and to the death” (25.416).26 Ruskin finds the source for his
revised categories in the theater, suggesting that more important than the
plants’ biological processes are the meaningful roles that pansies and vio-
lets play. What matters is what they signify.
In addition to creating mythic and Shakespearean nomenclature that Victorian
women would find more accessible than Linnaeus, Ruskin makes his
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botany into an opportunity to preach about ideal characters and behavior
for women; he can more successfully control the botanical Viola and Juliet
in his prose than his lost almost-fiancée Rose or even his little cousin Lily
in real life. The parallel listing again links flowers to females in Ruskin’s
world, and shows Ruskin at his most conventionally Victorian in ranking
sexless over carnal love. The linkage works both ways, though. While he
aims both to include women in scientific study and to preach his ideas of
ethical behavior, he suggests that plants (like the birds we discussed in Love’s
Meinie) also in some sense “behave” or act. Each entity manifests a sort of
ethos that exists, in his view, because it performs in certain ways. 27 This
idea is a radical departure from the notion that organisms merely receive a
label constituted solely by their appearance or morphology or—worst of all
for Ruskin—their origin. Personifying flowers, Ruskin implies that the botan-
ical orders based on girls’ names describe the plants’ significance because of
the plants’ own actions. He further implies that such significance or iden-
tity could change—indeed must change—if their behavior changes, as over
time it will. Such a modification in behavior would require another revi-
sion in nomenclature and thus in species designation. The interchangeability
of action and language moves us into the realm of a performative science,
as I will discuss later in this chapter.
This is very different from Linnaeus, who not only uses plants’ repro-
ductive characteristics as the primary method of classification, but also—
in contrast to Ruskin—describes plants’ sexual relations with great gusto,
although always through metaphors that replicated his society’s gender rela-
tions. For example, for Linnaeus plants are not just male or female, but hus-
bands and wives, who wear wedding gowns; more suggestively “flower petals
spread as ‘bridal beds,’ . . . while the curtain of the corolla” lends “privacy
to the amorous newlyweds” (Schiebinger 23); and the marriages are either
“public or clandestine” (Schiebinger 25). Likewise, Erasmus Darwin
viewed the plant world through the lens of human sexuality, as in his steamy
botanical poem The Loves of the Plants (1789), where flowers indulge in wan-
ton passion, incest, and suicide.
In response, Ruskin embarks on his project of creating new terms because
the old ones are “apt to be founded on some unclean or debasing associa-
tion, so that to interpret them is to defile the reader’s mind.” He contin-
ues, “I will give no instance; too many will at once occur to any learned
reader, and the unlearned I need not vex with so much as one” (25.201).
He even scruples against pointing out when he has changed the authorita-
tive term, so as not to call attention to the old corrupting name, even mak-
ing up new ones in cases where he considered the old ones acceptable, to
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prevent arousing curiosity and pointing out the offending terms (25.202).
Botany’s emphasis on sexuality disturbs Ruskin, and his new system
silently “corrects” it.28 Although his motivation stems from personal and cul-
tural sexual repression, Ruskin more urgently sees the change in names as
a progressive one that will enable him to teach botany to girls. In a letter
to Daniel Oliver (herbarian and librarian at Kew Gardens) Ruskin com-
plained that existing botanical nomenclature “is in many ways disgusting
and cannot be translated to girls” (Birch 1981, 152). Ruskin’s fanciful rejec-
tion of Linnaeas’s botanical sexuality allows him to educate boys and girls
identically in their scientific studies, as I discuss in chapter 3.
Ruskin revises an even more significant structural aspect of Linnaeun
taxonomy. Linnaeus defines Orders of plants by characteristics of the flow-
ers’ pistils or female parts, and defines Classes (above Orders in Linnaeus’s
taxonomy) on the characteristics of flowers’ stamens, or male parts, result-
ing in a botanical reflection of eighteenth-century European gender hier-
archy (Schiebinger 17). Because Ruskin avoids classifying kinds of plants
along sexual lines, he resists inscribing in his botanical system the same hier-
archy that Linnaeus has. Ruskin uses linguistic gender in assigning flowers
Latin names to create a syrupy compliment to women: masculine endings
only indicate a flower’s strength and endurance; feminine endings may also
be used of strong flowers, but they must also be good and/or pretty to achieve
a feminine name. Existing flower names that are also already established
names for women “always signify flowers of great beauty, and noble historic
association” (25.345). In his effort to avoid reproductive discussion,
Ruskin also reverses Linnaeun hierarchy by ranking the female higher than
the male.
Proserpina is amazingly fragmented, with chapters that start sometimes
twenty years before they finish, often recording their own evolution—includ-
ing dates—as much as any subject matter.29 Just as the natural world that
Ruskin tries to define is always in flux, so his “grammar of botany” is a process
rather than a product (25.216).30 The instability of Ruskin’s system cou-
pled with the fragmentation of the text undercuts not just his own classi-
fications, but all scientific classifications; as he says in Deucalion, “no existing
scientific classification can possibly be permanent” (26.418).31 To expose
flaws in existing scientific systems, Ruskin performs what Kirchhoff calls
“systematic desystematizing” (1977, 257).32 This scientific deconstruction
produces a text that remains always unfinished; the nomenclature never gels.
Ironically, like Darwin’s tangled bank, Ruskin’s depiction of botany produces
more ideas and images than can possibly survive in a single text. The result
is a dizzying picture of nature that is as untamable and unstable and pro-
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lific as Ruskin himself. But in that superabundant chaos lies the opportu-
nity both to revise science as feminine and to recognize that the natural world
defies notions of fixed species, permanent categories, or stable identities. Instead,
Ruskin creates a performative science in which plants’ and animals’ iden-
tities depend upon what roles they play.
Athena’s Natural Hieroglyphs 
and the Play of Signification
Ruskin subverts the Victorian sense of science as masculine more subtly by
reading the objects of Naturalist study mythically, as living, acting hiero-
glyphs within the Greek goddess Athena’s “natural language.” Finding that
Athena ultimately controls science through language should not surprise us
since, in The Eagle’s Nest, Ruskin specifically identifies Sophia—the
Christian abstraction of Athena—as controlling both science and art
(22.132–34).
The Athena that Ruskin creates in The Queen of the Air governs language
in several ways: she is goddess of the air, personifying and controlling the
medium through which sound waves and thus spoken discourse travels; she
wields “formative” or syncretic power, bringing together like and unlike ele-
ments to build crystals, to give life, to make metaphors, to bind signifier to
signified; and she controls a system of “natural hieroglyphs.” In Ruskin’s
thinking, each corporeal animal is a hieroglyph: real living, breathing, fly-
ing, crawling creatures are signs; the “grammars of zoology” that followed
The Queen of the Air during the next fifteen years interpret Athena’s hiero-
glyphics. Every item in Ruskin’s hieroglyphic code, in which serpents and
birds are “living Words,” is “wholly under the rule of Athena” (19.345). His
most vivid example is the snake, which Ruskin describes as “that running
brook of horror on the ground”; the serpent evokes “horror . . . of the myth,
not of the creature” (19.362). It is “a divine hieroglyph of the demoniac
power of the earth. . . . As the bird is the clothed power of the air, so this
is the clothed power of the dust; as the bird is the symbol of the spirit of
life, so this of the grasp and sting of death” (19.362–63).
Ruskin thus feminizes signification itself, not only by giving Athena gov-
ernance over the “living hieroglyph,” but also and more importantly by hav-
ing Athena’s formative power forge the linguistic link between each
hieroglyphic signifier and its inevitable signified.33 Because for Ruskin all
living things and natural objects are signs in Athena’s grand system of hiero-
glyphics, and because scientific investigation is in part an effort to decipher
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their meaning, Ruskin’s sciences on any topic are already positioned under
Athena’s control. But even more to the point, two of his science books are
about animals specifically identified as Athena’s hieroglyphs in The Queen
of the Air: Love’s Meinie on birds and Deucalion’s chapter “The Living Wave”
on snakes. Furthermore, the crystals in the Ethics of the Dust (and the jew-
els from “The Iris in the Earth” in Deucalion) are the province of Neith,
whom Ruskin identifies as the Egyptian Athena.
Flowers ruled by Proserpina also fit into Athena’s hieroglyphic code. One
way Ruskin manages this is to turn flowers into birds and snakes, and vice-
versa.34 For example, he compares blossoms to birds by explaining an etymology
for “petalos” in Greek meaning “to fly” “so that you may think of a bird as
spreading its petals to the wind” (25.231). He recognizes the fundamentally
metamorphic method of his hieroglyphic thinking by quoting Charles
Bonnet, the eighteenth-century discoverer of parthenogenesis, to say “some-
times it was difficult to distinguish a cat from a rosebush” (25.220). Ruskin
is joking, but he also means it. Athena’s living hieroglyphs shape-shift not only
across species, but also from animal to vegetable to mineral and back again.35
Even in the order of Cytherides (home to all of Shakespeare’s heroines), a ser-
pent influence appears: the Viola Cornuta’s stalk is “thickest in the middle,
like a viper.” Its calyx has a “fanged or forked effect; feebly ophidian.” Ruskin
sums up this flower by complaining, “On the whole, a plant entirely mismanaging
itself,—reprehensible and awkward, with taints of worse than awkwardness;
and clearly, no true ‘species,’ but only a link” (25.40–42). The corruption of
this flower is not just in its being half violet (or Viola), half pansy (or Juliet),
but it in its inability to decide if it is a runner or not. Again he identifies the
plants by their behavior or performance, not by their hereditary stock or any
other traditional Linnaean method of classification. Paradoxically, Ruskin expects
his hieroglyphs to incarnate eternal types, so that pansies and violets, as sim-
ilar as they are, remain distinct; runners should stay runners and not indi-
vidual stems. He envisions a universe where living signifiers transmute
themselves metaphorically rather than physically, where, even while dissolv-
ing and reforming, the ideal forms and what they represent are still identifi-
able. Yet he knows, with his flimsy Darwinian joke about “species” and “link,”
that there are no fixed species and that there are myriad links. Ruskin here
abominates all things hybrid and mutated and half-evolved, but he evokes
them in fascination. His powerful descriptions revel in their existence and in
the process of metamorphosis, because finally mutations are hieroglyphs, too.
The serpent ranks as a hieroglyph for Ruskin not only because of its mythic
and cultural associations, but also because of its ability to perform symbolic
serpent feats. Ultimately, a serpent represents a serpent because it acts like
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a serpent: were a serpent to look exactly the same—having inherited pre-
cisely the same physique and claiming exactly the same descent—but were
to behave in some other fashion, for Ruskin it would not represent “ser-
pent.” It is the snake’s observed action that earns it Ruskin’s horror and admi-
ration, not its origin in the primordial slime—or as he calls it, the
“calcareous earth” (19.359). Nor is he interested in its originary source of
energy, as other scientists would be, which as he acknowledges in The Eagle’s
Nest is the heat and light of the sun. What interests Ruskin, as he describes
a “small steel-grey serpent” by the Lake of Brientz (22.196), is the snake’s
“exquisite grace, strength, and precision of the action” that the animal dis-
plays as “[w]ith an almost imperceptible motion, it began to withdraw itself
beneath a cluster of leaves” (22.197):
Without in the least hastening its action, it gradually concealed the whole of
its body. . . . I saw what I thought was the glance of another serpent, . . . but
it was the same one, which . . . used its utmost agility to spring into the wood;
and with so instantaneous a flash of motion, that I never saw it leave the
covert, and only caught the gleam of light as it glided away into the copse.
(22.197)
Ruskin’s fascination with the serpent, as with the Japanese jugglers and
the little dancer with the donkey I discussed in chapter 1, is with its skill.
Even though the snake is not on any stage, not acting with an audience in
mind, still Ruskin reacts to its precision, strength, and grace in action with
the same tribute he gave to performers who demonstrate similarly astonish-
ing talents. Just as the swallow establishes its ethos of wholesome domestic-
ity though its behavior, so the snake establishes its ethos of mystery and unnaturalness
though the execution of its seemingly unaccountable motion. Living hiero-
glyphs gain their mythic meaning through performance.
As with the codification of flower names and their mythic significances
in Proserpina, the correlation of gemstones with moral qualities in
Deucalion builds a readable language of “natural hieroglyphs,” like that described
in The Queen of the Air.36 When women dress themselves in the right jew-
els (which are not so much the gold, crystal, and onyx of the subtitle as moral
characteristics, such as charity or grace, as in Proserpina), they take on an
important role. The tabernacle they should decorate turns out to be both
their own bodies, equally with those of their “poor sisters” (26.196).37 As
Sawyer explains,
In the logic of the lecture, jewels are the primary signifier that renders three
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other systems interchangeable—women, the nation (Tabernacles), the nat-
ural order. In all these ‘grammars,’ and in so much of Ruskin’s thought, the
unacknowledged wish appears to be to control the world through signs,
which are made ontologically primary to the things they signify. (275n)
Again women perform both the subject and object of study. Like the 
crystals personified as little girls and the little girls themselves as readers of
crystal-signs both within and without the Ethics of the Dust,38 like the women-
as-flowers and readers of flower-signs in Proserpina, like the wives and swal-
lows in Sesame and Lilies and Love’s Meinie, in Deucalion the reader,
constructed here specifically as female, cannot stand outside the system to
read from a meta-position, but is already implicated in it as another sign.
Sawyer suggests that the psychological motivation for creating these signs
is a wish to control (or at least to organize) the outer world through them.
This is certainly true for Ruskin, as it is to some extent for all of us. It is
the fiction that language offers us; we structure disorder and pretend to con-
trol it by naming what we experience and manipulating the names. Since
for Ruskin a species achieves its species identity through action and the nomen-
clature must adapt, action and language become identical, bringing us ver-
tiginously into the realm of a performative science.
Ruskin’s rhapsody on the swallow and his glorification of the wife in such
similar terms sometimes backfire and belittle women rather than elevate them.
But his syntheses emphasize not only that Ruskin sees everything hieroglyphically,
but also that for him these likened terms are again interchangeable, remind-
ing us of Fischer-Lichte’s insight into the semiotics of the theater, in which
actors are signs of signs, and so on. For Ruskin, a swallow is a woman; we
have seen that a woman is a tabernacle (26.195–96); clearly a tabernacle is a
church (26.196); a church is a crystal (18.320–24); a crystal is a girl (18.271,
221); a girl is a flower (25.388); a flower is a snake (25.221, 283); a snake is
a bird (26.308–309). The circle of slipping signifiers works in any other direc-
tion, and the distinction between girl and woman is not significant here: for
example, a woman is also a flower (18.142), a bird is a flower (25.242), a flower
is a crystal (25.250), and so on in dizzyingly metamorphic vision of the world
as each unit acts like, performs, or becomes the next. Since all these objects,
including women, are interchangeable signs, not only can everything be seen
as performing something else, but also everything, including girls and
women and swallows, is a hieroglyph in Athena’s language. To pursue botany,
mineralogy, geology, ornithology, or astronomy rightly, in Ruskin’s view, brings
the scientist to a better understanding of each hieroglyph studied and to a
better chance of learning to read its (interchangeable) meaning.39
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Conclusion
Ruskin’s view of nature as revealing spiritual truth sounds at times like
Natural Theology, which reads nature as God’s other scripture. This movement
was vanquished by mainstream Victorian science. Ruskin, like Tennyson and
so many others, had already lost his childhood belief to the clink of geologists’
“dreadful Hammers” (36.115) even before The Origin of Species (1859) 
was published and rocked the Christian world’s religious confidence.
Nevertheless, in rejecting so much that he felt was wrong about his century’s
science and technology, Ruskin did not simply return to the position of Natural
Theology. Despite his interpreting the living hieroglyphs as “Words of God”
and despite the often reactionary tone Ruskin takes regarding Darwin and oth-
ers, his late scientific studies do not evince an orthodox Christianity; his lumi-
nous hieroglyphs have too much independent life and are too pagan to be satisfying
evidence for the argument from design.40 Instead of religion, Ruskin uses notions
of myth and performance to interpret transcendent truths that he feels mate-
rialist science necessarily overlooks.
I have argued that for Ruskin the feminized scientist plays the role of
the appreciative audience at nature’s play, but he uses a theatrical analogy
to put the scientist on stage, too. The opening chapter of The Eagle’s Nest
describes a dance performance Ruskin attended at the Gaiety Theatre about
two years earlier, and the purpose of his story is to point out that the great
skill, artistry, imagination, and good can be subverted, used for what he sees
as ultimately an evil purpose:
The supposed scene of the dance was Hell, which was painted in the
background with its flames. The dancers were supposed to be demons, and
wore black masks, with red tinsel for fiery eyes; the same red light was rep-
resented as coming out of their ears also. They began their dance by
ascending through the stage on spring trap-doors, which threw them at
once ten feet into the air; and its performance consisted in the expression
of every kind of evil passion, in frantic excess. (22.133)
Having previously told his sports-prone undergraduates that the oppo-
site of good rowing is not bad rowing, but ignorance of how to row, Ruskin
here distinguishes between the wisdom and folly in rowing versus the wis-
dom and folly in dancing. Unlike rowing, “the folly . . . of dancing does
not consist in not being able to dance, but in dancing well with an evil pur-
pose; and the better the dancing, the worse the result” (22.133). He explains
his point:
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These demon dancers . . . were earning their bread by severe and honest
labor. The skill they possessed could not have been acquired but by great
patience and resolute self-denial; and the very power with which they
were able to express, with precision, states of evil passion, indicated that
they have been brought up in a society which, in some measure, knew evil
from good, and which had, therefore, some measure of good in the midst
of it. Nay, the farther probability is, that if you inquired into the life of
these men, you would find that this demon dance had been invented by
some of them with a great imaginative power, and was performed by them
not at all in preference of evil, but to meet the demand of a public whose
admiration was capable of being excited only by violence of gesture, and
vice of emotion. (22.134–35)
The moral point Ruskin makes is obvious: great artistry can be employed
for ethically suspect purposes. Although norms change over time (and what-
ever disturbed Ruskin about this dance might appear very tame in the age
of MTV and late-night digital cable), the point that art and ethics messily
intertwine remains with us. What Ruskin asks his students and readers is
that as scientists, artists, and stage performers, we refuse to devote our best
work to evil ends.
In employing mythical and theatrical examples to remake scientific study
into a way to read and to appreciate the natural world, to understand and
to love it better, to serve it and to preserve it, Ruskin feminizes science. Indeed,
Ruskin’s nineteenth-century vision of science presages twentieth-century eco-
feminism, which also bases its philosophy on valorizing ancient claims of
innate connections between women and the earth. Ruskin’s life-long effort
to reconcile science and art culminates in his late “grammars” of ornithol-
ogy, botany, and mineralogy. That he should try to capture science as his
ally is not surprising in a time when science had just become the “new mythol-
ogy” (Levine 1987, 8). In effect, Ruskin tries to redefine science so that he
can pursue it in good conscience. This is what makes it finally feminine,
since in his view women are men’s moral guides. In The Laws of Fésole Ruskin
declared “all great Art is Praise” (15.351). He picks up the aphorism again
and applies it to history in The Bible of Amiens: “all great Art is Praise. So
is all faithful History and High Philosophy” (33.29). But what of all great
science, of what Victorians still called Natural History and Natural
Philosophy? The science Ruskin proposes in these books is a science of praise.
As he tells his undergraduates in The Eagle’s Nest, he wishes to teach “to all
persons entering life—the power of unselfish admiration” (22.286); here
he goes so far as to say that the highest form of charity is justly “giving praise”
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(22.268). Appreciative applause in a theater, too, is a necessary “sign of praise”
(17.337). This great task of praise that comprises the work of artists, his-
torians, philosophers, philanthropists, audiences, and scientists, happens also
to be that of women. In “Of Queens’ Gardens” Ruskin charges women that
their “great function is Praise” (18.122). A science that nurtures and pre-
serves the natural world, that sees beauty without destroying it, that builds
upon a sense of identity with rather than antagonism toward nature, that
studies nature to understand it and to appreciate it better rather than to
enslave it, that praises rather than dissects, this is—in Victorian terms and
in the terms Ruskin himself uses—a feminine science.
Throughout Ruskin’s scientific texts, his scrupulously careful empirical
appreciation of nature becomes indistinguishable from his technique for remark-
ing with equal meticulousness on art, architecture, or theater. While rec-
ognizing the conservatism of Ruskin’s science as he reacts against some of
the most significant innovations and discoveries of his time, we must also
recognize the progressive and even revolutionary qualities of Ruskin’s sci-
entific thinking: there is first his promotion of women in science through
the many avenues discussed here, but also there is the way in which his think-
ing undermines fixed epistemological and ontological categories, and
finally there is the way in which he insists that all modes of intellectual endeavor
connect. For Ruskin, actions constitute identity even for non-human
species, concern for the environment and for social justice converge, aes-
thetics cannot retreat from science or vice versa. Nature acts upon scien-
tists who respond as an analytical but reverent audience. Ruskin draws on
mythic symbolism to anthropomorphize stones, flowers, and birds; as they
perform their roles in a universe burgeoning with metamorphosis, so we
learn to perform ours, he hopes, in a better, more compassionate way. But
we also learn the fragility of all categories of knowledge and thus of our own
ever-shifting identities.
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“Pantomimes at the London Theatres.” The Illustrated London News 66 (January
2, 1875): 12.
Top: Beauty and the Beast at the Princess; middle: Cinderella at the Crystal Palace;
bottom: Harlequin, the Children in the Woods, the Old Father Aesop, Cock Robin,
and Jenny Wren at the Adelphi.
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F3f
Playground and Playhouse
Identity Performance in Ruskin’s Education for Girls
As late as 1888, Ruskin insisted on theater’s usefulness for teaching: “I
have always held the stage quite among the best and most necessary
means of education” (34.549). He even refers to actors as “stage tutors”
(34.550). Certainly in mid-century and mid-life, he was putting his long-
held belief into practice. Ruskin wrote explicitly and practically about
improving women’s education in “Of Queens’ Gardens,” an essay from his
best-selling Sesame and Lilies (1865),1 a popular high school graduation
gift for girls in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. He put
his theories into practice with the girls at Margaret Bell’s liberal
Winnington School, where he lectured regularly. That practical experience
found literary expression in the series of ten Socratic dialogues called
Ethics of the Dust: Ten Lectures to Little Housewives, or the Elements of
Crystallisation (1866), in which an unnamed Old Lecturer2 discusses the
science of crystallography with a group of schoolgirls. Letters between
Ruskin and those real-life Winnington students (whom he depicted argu-
ing with and laughing at their teacher in Ethics of the Dust), have been
collected in The Winnington Letters, revealing more about his theatrically
inflected educational theory and practice. Throughout both the historical
and the fictionalized Winnginton experiences, Ruskin draws examples
from the theater, he uses theatrical metaphors in illustration of major
points, he performs for the girls, and he directs the girls’ performances for
others and himself.
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Not only does Ruskin perform when lecturing, but he also gets the girls
to act, dance, sing, and otherwise perform, too, as a means to learning.
Cathy Shuman points out in Pedagogical Economies that learning “only hap-
pens through an identification that transforms students as well as objects of
study” (206).3 The transformation, the impersonation, the getting out of
oneself is what teaches, or rather causes understanding, so that in such a
method a good teacher resembles a director who manipulates others into
acting, pretending, breaking down the barriers of subjectivity. An aspect of
Ruskin’s feminized science, Ruskin uses this technique of identification
between the girls and what they study throughout Ethics of the Dust. Ruskin
advocates a similar process of identification in assuming a permeable self as
the mode of reading in “Of Kings’ Treasures,” the first essay in Sesame and
Lilies (Helsinger 2002, 116).4
Although in “Of Queens’ Gardens” and the Ethics of the Dust Ruskin
never uses the now popular word “subjectivity” in the sense of “conscious
identity” and rarely even uses “identity” in this manner, he often talks of
the girls’ establishing and maintaining a “self.”5 In doing so, he resists the
Victorian notion of an innate or core identity, seeing instead a self devel-
oped through various kinds of performance and play in the educational
process. These texts are a particularly fruitful source of information on
how Ruskin understands selfhood as he discusses selfishness,  self-sacrifice,
self-culture, and finally interrogates what a “self ” is, resulting in a view of
identity as constructed through reiterated performances (Winnington
Letters 129).
In “Of Queens’ Gardens,” the Ethics of the Dust, and the Winnington
Letters, Ruskin relies on a role-playing pedagogy that depends upon the
malleability of the self. The playfulness of Ruskin’s educational method
stresses performance in the games he invents for his students in Ethics of
the Dust and records in the Winnington letters. He stresses a process of
change through education that goes beyond the notion of linear devel-
opment to a dislocation of identities, prefiguring his later books on sci-
ence, as discussed in chapter 2. His play-acting tutorials disrupt
epistemological categories as they cut across multiple boundaries,
including the dichotomies of performer/audience, teacher/student, lec-
turer/class, collector/collectible, scientist/nature, subject/object,
human/beast, and animate/inanimate. As we have seen with Ruskin’s
writing about theater and science, all epistemological and ontological
categories dissolve in Ruskin’s multifaceted vision of learning as per-
forming. Elin Diamond points out that performance is “a contested
space, where meanings and desires are generated, occluded, and of
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course multiply interpreted” (1996, 4). Ruskin’s Socratic dialogues in
the Ethics offer such a contested space: both as a record of past perfor-
mance and a script for imagined future performances, the iterated enact-
ments embody new meanings.
But before moving on to subtler issues, I will first demonstrate that
Ruskin did in fact argue in “Of Queens’ Gardens” for vastly improved
schools for girls, removing most discrepancies between men’s and women’s
education. These innovations often involved performance in one sense or
another, stripping away typical Victorian differences between boys’ and
girls’ education, empowering girls in the near eradication of gender from
student identity.
Seven More Lamps of Architecture, 
or How to Build a Better Girl
As we have seen of Ruskin’s writing on theater and on science, his pro-
gressive plan for girls’ education reveals an anxious recognition of identity
performance. Critics justly complain that part of Ruskin’s objective in vig-
orously improving instruction for girls in both “Of Queens’ Gardens” and
Ethics of the Dust is to make them suitable companions for future hus-
bands.6 However, this expressed goal is counteracted by the many practi-
cal improvements he urges that erase differences between education for
men and women. Further, his depictions of girls constructing their identi-
ties through gender-bending performances challenge traditional gender
roles.
Recent scholarship has brought attention to Ruskin’s real-world, prac-
tical efforts to improve women’s education. Jan Marsh and Pamela Garish
Nunn uncover Ruskin’s work mentoring and even underwriting women
artists; Dinah Birch details Ruskin’s direct contributions not only to insti-
tutions where he had an acknowledged position, such as the Winnington
School and Oxford, but also to the other women’s colleges at Cambridge
(Girton and Newnham), at Whitelands College, and Cheltenham Ladies
College (2002).7 Today, even after so much research has demonstrated
Ruskin’s exertion on behalf of women’s education, even though Linda
Peterson has detailed the philosophical debt of “Of Queens’ Gardens” to
Anna Jameson and Bessie Parkes (Peterson 88–97), and even though Seth
Koven has proven that “Of Queens’ Gardens” helped Victorian feminists
to justify their demands for independence, education, and jobs, and suf-
frage (Koven 190), “Of Queens’ Gardens” persists in common critical
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opinion as the text best epitomizing oppressive Victorian patriarchy
(Phegley 2). Kate Millett’s famous attack in Sexual Politics on Ruskin’s
woman-worshiping chauvinism still pervades most Victorianists’ under-
standing of his gender politics. To clarify precisely what is so progressive
about Ruskin’s curriculum, I enumerate his seven specific suggestions in
“Of Queens’ Gardens” for improving education for girls: 1) physical edu-
cation, 2) happiness, 3) uncensored reading, 4) nature, 5) better treatment
for girls’ teachers, equal to boys’, 6) avoiding theology, 7) science. Some of
these suggestions correlate to performance more obviously than others (as
I will show), but all eliminate differences between men’s and women’s edu-
cation, encouraging the construction of an identity based on study and
action rather than gender.
Like Plato (for boys, that is), the very first thing Ruskin requires for a
girl’s education is physical training.8 Few Victorian girls’ schools taught
physical education. Ruskin gives it priority: “The first of our duties to
her—no thoughtful persons now doubt this,—is to secure for her such
physical training as may confirm her health, and perfect her beauty; the
highest refinement of that beauty being unattainable without splendour of
activity and of delicate strength” (18.123). Although Ruskin tells the mid-
dle-class Manchester audience that first came to hear this lecture in
December 1864 that no thoughtful person doubts that girls need exercise,
he knew that Winnington, where he taught, was rare in including team
sports for its students.9 In this essay famous for its rich prose describing the
“true wife,” Ruskin redefines feminine refinement performatively as a
“splendour of activity.” Exercise makes for “the highest refinement of that
beauty”; one might otherwise think physical exercise produces brute
strength, not delicacy. Throughout the passage he yokes the terms that will
gain the approval and consent of his gender-conscious, socially aspiring
audience (“beauty,” “delicate,” “refinement”) with terms that make his real
point (“health,” “physical training,” “activity,” “strength”). He posits a new
aesthetic of vigorous womanly beauty that incorporates health, strength,
and action. Through the reiterated act of exercise, we physically remake
ourselves.
Ruskin next insists that girls be made happy: “Do not think you can
make a girl lovely, if you do not make her happy” (18.124)10 He comes back
to this discussion later in Ethics of the Dust, where he claims that girls
should be made so happy that they must dance for sheer bliss. I will dis-
cuss dancing and happiness in relation to performance in Ethics of the Dust
below, but for the moment, Ruskin redefines feminine beauty in perfor-
mative terms: one manifests loveliness by dancing for joy.
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The most significant injunction Ruskin makes to parents concerns
what their daughters should read: “The chance and scattered evil that may
here and there haunt, or hide itself in, a powerful book, never does any
harm to a noble girl; but the emptiness of an author oppresses her, and his
amiable folly degrades her” (18.130). Recommending uncensored reading,
he insists that “if she can have access to a good library of old and classical
books, there need be no choosing at all. . . . turn her loose in the old
library every wet day, and let her alone. She will find what is good for her;
you cannot. . . . Let her loose in the library, I say” (18.130–31). Peterson
points out that this is the same free access to a library that Victorian fem-
inist Bessie Parkes urges (Peterson 97).11 To a Victorian audience, the
advice to let a girl read uncensored books from an old library without
direction or pre-selection could mean her poring over the ribald novels,
plays, and politically radical essays of the eighteenth century, rather than
the approved moral fiction and the religious sentiment of the nineteenth.
She would plunge into the uncut Shakespeare, not Bowdler or other “fam-
ily” versions. Consider the difference between Ruskin’s injunction here
and Lewis Carroll’s advice in the preface to Sylvie and Bruno that someone
should write a “‘Shakespeare’ for girls” since no currently available editions
are suitable for girls between 10 and 17 years of age because “they are not
sufficiently ‘expurgated’” (497).12 In contrast, Ruskin would have girls
read Greek and Latin classics, which he encourages them to study in their
original languages, and which include sexual, military, political, and philo-
sophical material normally deemed inappropriate for young women of the
period. Ruskin makes no distinction between boys and girls in this issue.13
The solitary acts of exploring a library and reading books are the defining
rituals for a scholar; Ruskin’s insistence that girls perform them fully is his
most stringent blow at gender difference within student identity, despite
the syrupy and gendered justification he offers to support it.14
Another force Ruskin considers significant in girls’ education is nature,
not surprising when we remember how in his writing on science—as is true
of Victorian culture more generally—he sees women and nature as closely
allied.15 In “Of Queens’ Gardens,” Ruskin makes two points in using nature
to educate girls. First, regarding the importance of happiness just mentioned
above, he wants girls to enjoy less restricted childhoods that involve unfet-
tered access to wild and beautiful spaces. Second, he wants nature itself to
be protected, as discussed in chapter 2. In “Of Queens’ Gardens” he reasons
that because nature teaches children, we must protect nature. It is a peda-
gogical argument for cleaning and conserving the planet:
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[D]o not think your daughters can be trained to the truth of their own
human beauty, while the pleasant places, which God made at once for their
schoolroom and their playground, lie desolate and defiled. You cannot
baptize them rightly in those inch-deep fonts of yours, unless you baptize
them also in the sweet waters which the great Lawgiver strikes forth for
ever from the rocks of your native land—waters which a Pagan would
have worshipped in their purity, and you worship only with pollution.
(18.135–36)
Performing the public religious ritual of baptism becomes a metaphor
of the most basic stewardship of the earth and a mode of participating in
the reverent and supportive attitude he promotes in his overtly scientific
works. Once again he correlates women with nature as both worshiper and
worshiped, as previously we saw them as both subject and object of scien-
tific inquiry. In keeping with Ruskin’s pattern of taking ancient Greek reli-
gion seriously (as in The Queen of the Air),16 this passage upends the typical
British Victorian hierarchy of Christianity over every other religion by
capitalizing “Pagan” and by reversing expectation in linking pagan prac-
tice with purity and Christian practice with pollution. This reversal stress-
es Ruskin’s point that self-conscious action (or, to put it in theological
terms, works)—not salvation—ultimately determines who we are. For
Ruskin, the identity “Christian” depends neither on church baptism nor
on purity nor on belief, but on repairing the human destruction of the nat-
ural world.
Ruskin next urges respect for girls’ teachers with a logic and persuasive
impact that must have won him the admiration and gratitude of many peo-
ple who, like Emily Davies, were working hard to improve the conditions
of governesses and teachers:17
But what teachers do you give your girls, and what reverence do you show
to the teachers you have chosen? Is a girl likely to think her own conduct,
or her own intellect, of much importance, when you trust the entire for-
mation of her character, moral and intellectual, to a person whom you let
your servants treat with less respect than they do your housekeeper (as if
the soul of your child were a less charge than jams and groceries), and
whom you yourself think you confer an honour upon by letting her some-
times sit in the drawing-room in the evening? (18.132–33)
Such a plea for the improvement of the status of governesses and teachers,
which earlier in the passage he contrasts specifically and bitterly with the
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much superior status of boys’ tutors and teachers, speaks directly to the
center of Victorian feminist activity.18 Again Ruskin presses the boundaries
of gender difference by insisting on equal conditions and equal status for
male and female teachers.
The sixth suggestion Ruskin makes is that girls be discouraged from
over-involvement in studying theology. In “Of Queens’ Gardens,” Ruskin
redirects middle-class women’s energy away from embroidering altar cloths
toward more useful philanthropic action, making a material difference for
social justice in the wider world. That such action should be substantial
and influential is evident in the identity he invents for his audience as
“queens” in “Of Queens’ Gardens”; even the point of the title is to open
up women’s domestic sphere to include England and all the world as a
venue for practical activity. In comparison with the claustrophobically
house-bound role of Patmore’s heroine in Angel in the House, Ruskin’s
politically engaged queen is a far more powerful figure.19 Ruskin sees
women’s abilities squandered on church-related triviality when they could
be channeled into significant productive use.
The question of Ruskin’s distrust of theology has already been fully dis-
cussed by other critics, who note his frustration with the religious fanati-
cism of Rose La Touche. 20 Her adolescence involved a major mental (and
ultimately physical) health crisis brought on by her decision, against her
mother’s wishes, to join her father in taking communion before having
been confirmed in the Anglican church. Despite the conflict between her
parents, both of them joined Rose in disapproving of Ruskin’s heathenish
notions.21 In other words, at the bottom Ruskin’s negative reaction to girls’
study of theology is a personal distress over Rose’s beliefs. The issue divid-
ing Rose and Ruskin seems not to have been their thirty-year age differ-
ence, but Ruskin’s devastating loss of faith. The years during which he
met, became friends with, corresponded with, fell in love with, and pro-
posed to Rose coincided with the Winnington years, which we will discuss
below. This period also, after the death of his father on March 2, 1864,
saw Ruskin’s biggest changes in identity, both from believer to unbeliever
and from professional writer to professional lecturer or performer (Birch
1989, 148; Shuman 174).
The Winnington Letters—particularly those to headmistress Margaret
Alexis Bell—are full of Ruskin’s unconversion angst, which he discusses
more obliquely in Ethics of the Dust. In Ethics, after recounting to the chil-
dren a dream of how the Egyptian goddess Neith and god Pthah visit him,
Ruskin says to the girl he dubs Egypt, “you could not think, Egypt, what
a strange feeling of utter loneliness came over me when the presences of
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the two gods passed away. It seemed to me as if I had never known what
it was to be alone before.” (18.229). Ruskin’s description of the Old
Lecturer’s loneliness sounds very much like Ruskin’s despair at losing his
belief in God about this time. He never refers to it directly in the Ethics,
but he refers to it often in letters to the free-thinking Miss Bell. His
Sunday lectures on the Bible were unorthodox enough to raise the com-
plaints of at least one parent, but he wrote nothing about his loss of faith
publicly because of a promise he had made to Rose La Touche’s mother not
to publish anything about his religious doubts for at least ten years (Burd
1969, 82).
Ruskin couches his loneliness in walking without his god in mytholog-
ical terms, bringing home the religious sincerity of ancient Egyptian beliefs
(so often thought of as merely stories), promoting respect for ancient reli-
gions as he did in discussion of the Pagan above. Also, as I demonstrate
momentarily, he emphasizes the character Egypt’s participation in the
play-within-a-play: Egypt, one of the twelve school girls, consistently
refers to herself as having lived in a time “when I was queen” (18.229).
Called Egypt “for her dark eyes,” her primary role is a student-character at
the fictional school. But she generally also maintains her character-with-
in-a-character as the queen of Egypt or as a personification of Egypt itself.
While casting Egypt as a little girl participates in a typically Victorian
patronizing feminization of the North African country, Ruskin neverthe-
less introduces to an audience of British school girls and other readers the
notion that non-Christian religions, both ancient and modern, deserve
respect. Furthermore, as Queen of Egypt, she can model how to provide
better stewardship of the earth.
Girls’ study of at least one science is the seventh and last in Ruskin’s list
of innovations. We have already seen that Ruskin feminizes science in
Proserpina, Love’s Meinie, Deucalion, and The Eagle’s Nest, so it should not
come as a surprise that in “Of Queens’ Gardens” he advocates women’s sci-
entific education: “she should be trained in the habits of accurate thought;
. . . she should understand the meaning, the inevitableness, and the loveli-
ness of natural laws; and follow at least some one path of scientific attain-
ment” (18.125–26). Here again Ruskin eliminates any difference between
boys’ and girls’ curriculum; he uses precisely this formula for boys at
Oxford, where he feels that to procure a “very good first-class” degree a stu-
dent should achieve a high level of proficiency in either “chemistry or
botany or physiology” (16.453; emphasis is Ruskin’s). A more troubling
question of degree of attainment arises a moment later regarding girls’ sci-
entific study: “as far as to the threshold of that bitter Valley of Humiliation,
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into which only the wisest and bravest of men can descend, owning them-
selves for ever children, gathering pebbles on a boundless shore”
(18.125–26). Interestingly, although he uses the gendered word “men”
here, these scientists become gender-neutral in their journey toward admit-
ting ultimate ignorance. I noted in chapter 2 that for Ruskin women can
become scientists and that male scientists are feminized. Here, as men
transform into children, we see that the humbling and even infantilizing act
of scientific inquiry ultimately eradicates gender altogether.
In a passage reminiscent of Jane Eyre’s feminist exclamation from the
leaden roof of Thornfield Hall, Ruskin makes a final plea to his audience
in “Of Queens’ Gardens” to provide their daughters with an education
equal to their sons:
And not only in the material and in the course, but yet more earnestly in
the spirit of it, let a girl’s education be as serious as a boy’s. You bring up
your girls as if they were meant for sideboard ornaments, and then com-
plain of their frivolity. Give them the same advantages that you give their
brothers—appeal to the same grand instincts of virtue in them; teach
them, also, that courage and truth are the pillars of their being:—do you
think that they would not answer that appeal, brave and true as they are
even now, when you know that there is hardly a girls’ school in the
Christian kingdom where the children’s courage or sincerity would be
thought of half so much importance as their way of coming in at a door.
(18.132)
Victorian culture’s emphasis on a girl’s deportment or her “way of com-
ing in at a door” dismays Ruskin. Here in 1865 he prefigures an image
from the play Frou-Frou, which we have already seen will cause Ruskin so
much distress in 1872. In Frou-Frou, the eponymous heroine’s admirer
effusively describes her mode of entry: “a door opens,—and hark! . . . A
rustling flutter of silken skirts sweeping along like a whirlwind—Frou-
Frou! Into the room with a twirl, . . . always Frou-Frou!” (4). Reacting
against such a superficial model of womanhood, Ruskin sees the founda-
tion of a girl’s (or boy’s) identity—“the pillars of her being”—as sincerity
and courage. Just as good deportment must be practiced, abstract qualities
that constitute identity also need to be established through rehearsal and
performance. Rather than merely making a good entrance, girls need to
train for a much more traditionally masculine role in which they learn to
be “brave and true” rather than to be pouting and kittenish like the pro-
tagonist of Frou-Frou. Just as Ruskin redefines feminine beauty as strength
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and activity, here he redefines feminine virtue (with the Latin root mean-
ing “manliness”) as courage and sincerity.
As a final example of how startlingly radical Ruskin’s gender-neutral
pedagogical ideas become, Ruskin proposes the establishment of frank and
honest sex education. He does not do so in a public lecture. In a letter to
a friend who wants to teach continence to the youth of England, he says
this:
But I shall at least ask of modern science so much help as shall enable me
to begin to teach them at that age [fifteen] the physical laws relating to
their own bodies, openly, thoroughly, and with awe. . . . But really, the
essential thing is the founding of real schools of instruction for both boys
and girls—first, in domestic medicine and all that it means; and second-
ly, in the plain moral law of all humanity: “Thou shalt not commit adul-
tery,” with all that it means. (34.529)
Ruskin, who never had sex with his own wife, who consistently fell in
love with the innocence of young girls, who felt uncomfortable discussing
the reproductive capacity of plants in Proserpina, who conceived of femi-
nine perfection as the virgin Athena, encourages the straightforward expla-
nation of their bodies and how they function and perform to young people
of both sexes. One would not have thought that the quintessential idealiz-
er of chaste Victorian womanhood would have urged detailed sex educa-
tion for both boys and girls, but we have here another instance of how
Ruskin’s practical suggestions for education subvert gender differentiation.
While Ruskin never escapes a notion of complementary spheres for men
and women, the process he designs and puts into practice to fit women for
their gendered role involves a curriculum that asks students to perform as
students, eliminating gender as an aspect of student identity.
Like theater, education lays bare the paradox or inconsistency informing
a core identity that is true and eternal. We change. We grow. We learn, for
good or ill. And among other categories of identity, we learn gender. Ruskin
believes that what he suggests is a change in curriculum only; boys and girls
study virtually the same thing22 because women must act as men’s ethical
guides and they need an equal education to do it effectively. However,
changing the curriculum results in learning gender differently from before;
Ruskin’s plan in “Of Queens’ Gardens” produces girls’ growing away from
the gender dichotomy he also famously upholds in the same text.
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In the Playhouse
In Ethics of the Dust, Ruskin (as the Old Lecturer) addresses young female
students themselves, instead of their mothers and fathers as in Sesame and
Lilies.23 Published shortly after Sesame and Lilies, the Ethics of the Dust
derives from Ruskin’s experiences from 1859 to 1868 at the Winnington
school, where he lectured and which he helped support (Burd 1969, 19).
Ruskin admired the school’s progressive plan enough to help the school’s
director, Margaret Bell, financially; Ruskin’s father suspected Miss Bell of
cultivating Ruskin’s friendship as much for his ability to help her mone-
tarily as for his talent in teaching the girls. Ruskin’s experiences at the
school have a theatrical hue; his sweetest memories from that time are of
watching the girls dance. Observers besides Ruskin note a theatrical
undercurrent to the Winnington School and students; Georgiana Burnes-
Jones describes the pretty spectacle of many girls dancing in unison in the
gallery (Burd 1969, 37) and even of Ruskin’s tall, thin figure as a black line
moving in a quadrille among the white-clad girls (Hilton 2000, 59).
Ruskin sprinkles references to plays throughout the dialogues of Ethics of
the Dust (Molière’s Le Bourgeois Gentihomme, Burnand’s Villikins and his
Dinah, and Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night all appear); he likely included such
allusions in his real life lectures to the Winnington girls as well. Ruskin
puns on the school’s Thespian ambiance in a telling letter to his father John
James Ruskin dated August 8, 1863; Ruskin writes that all the girls do at
the Winnington schoolhouse is play, “except that if Miss Bell called it a
‘playhouse’ it might be mistaken for a theatre” (Winnington Letters 412).24
I have shown that in “Of Queens’ Gardens,” Ruskin establishes seven
aspects of an ideal education for girls. In that essay, he also offers as girls’ role
models the great female characters of Shakespeare, who, he says, “has no
heroes—. . . only heroines” (18.112). In that lecture aimed at the girls’ par-
ents, the goal for young women is to acquire the intellect of Portia, the brav-
ery of Juliet, “the patience of Hero,” “the passion of Beatrice,” and so on, as
they take on the role of ruling queens.25 In Ethics of the Dust, so long as each
character acts the part of Mary, Lily, Florrie, Sybil, or Egypt, and so on, as
named in the dialogues, all she need do is become a good scholar, studying
French, arithmetic, and music (18.266). Curiously, the subjects the lecturer
mentions are the most traditional possible to imagine for Victorian girls.
There is no self-referential mention of this text-book on ethics and mineral-
ogy. Nor is there mention of the entirely unconventional subjects that the
dramatis personae are actually engaged in studying, both within the fiction-
al frame of the book, and without it in the mirror relationship between
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writer and reader. Nor is there mention of the progressive curriculum cov-
ered by the historical Winnington students. The list of stereotypical subjects
lulls the reading audience into imagining for a moment that the world
depicting Socratic dialogues between an internationally famous scholar and
a dozen average schoolgirls, where children discourse on philosophy and
fairy tales, where myth and magic hold their own with crystallography and
architecture, is entirely normal, after all, and would provide any typical
Victorian girl a place to study and flourish, if only she can learn the part.
Ethics of the Dust takes the form of ten dialogues between the lecturer
and a group of twelve female students, ranging in age from nine to twen-
ty. Most readers have not found the book compelling as literature—
Ruskin wryly mentions his publisher’s request that he “write no more in
dialogue!”; nevertheless, Ruskin declared the Ethics of the Dust his own
favorite among all his works (18.203). Carlyle praised it highly as “radiant
with talent, ingenuity, and lambent fire” (Cate 1982, 113). Compounding
critical reaction against the work on aesthetic grounds is the book’s indis-
putably patriarchal tone. Throughout Ethics of the Dust, more than with
Sesame and Lilies, we hear avuncular joking and heavy-handed playfulness,
which Raymond Fitch characterizes as “jocular chauvinism” (525). It
brings Dinah Birch to say that the book is “especially irritating for a
woman to read” (1989, 150), and may be part of John Rosenberg’s remark
that the book is “charming if trivial” (160). It is certainly a factor in Paul
Sawyer’s opinion that Ruskin’s
sugared phrases . . . rationalize submission and reduce the range of moral
action to a dollhouse scale, the only scale on which perfect behavior is
attainable. . . . Ruskin’s Winnington, in short, stands for a never-never land
of harmony, before there ever broke out a contradiction between govern-
ment and liberty, duty and desire, or the wishes of the parent and the
child. (1985, 248)
Nevertheless, the Ethics of the Dust fits a pattern of encouraging scientif-
ic education for girls, of taking their ethical capacity seriously, of
demonstrating that identity is fluid and is constituted through perfor-
mance, and of undermining fixed epistemological and ontological cate-
gories. In terms of identity performance, Ethics of the Dust turns out to
be a much more interesting document than the critics’ dismissals would
suggest.
Generically, the book is a conundrum. In a sense, Ruskin has devoted
his only published drama to the issue of girls’ education; both Emma
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Sdegno and Cathy Shuman refer to it as a play in their criticism. Carlyle
also praises the work for being properly dramatic with stage directions and
a “very pretty stage and dramatis personae”; indeed he refers to the whole
work as “a most shining Performance” (Cate 1982, 113–14). It is also fic-
tionalized autobiography, in which Ruskin has cast the girls of
Winnington as students and himself as their teacher, basing much of the
book firmly on real events. As an amalgam of theater and autobiography,
Ethics of the Dust is odd in that the girls are not only fellow performers in
the dialogues, but also are the audience for Ruskin’s lessons at Winnington
(2002); among many other lectures, Ruskin read his own essay “Of
Queens’ Gardens” aloud to the Winnington girls (Winnington Letters
530–31). Ruskin’s public lectures were famous as theatrical events; Hilton
points out that “like Gladstone and Dickens, neither of whom he resem-
bled in other ways, Ruskin was a master of the public occasion. Ruskin’s
lectures are all triumphs of the Victorian art of dramatic speech-making”
(Birch 2000, 75). Fusing the self-reflexivity of Ruskin’s and the girls’ per-
formances at Winnington and in Ethics of the Dust, Ruskin describes the
Winnington girls as “a pleasant sight to see and a pleasant audience to read
to” (Winnington Letters 422–23).
Ethics of the Dust is also and perhaps most obviously an example of a
philosophical genre, most familiar to us from Plato’s dialogues. The form is
a curious choice for Ruskin, considering that Plato’s dialogues are notori-
ously seen as anti-theatrical, presenting his low opinion of mimetic art in
general and of rhapsodes, actors, and the theater in particular. Most critics
do not consider Plato’s dialogues to be plays,26 but Ruskin’s Socratic dia-
logues differ from Plato’s in several ways. Plato rarely includes stage direc-
tions (Protagoras being an exception), let alone elaborate movement like the
lecturer’s choreography, in which he directs the girls to run around the play-
ground as though they were liquid molecules and then to coalesce in crys-
talline shapes. Also, Plato’s dialogues function as dialogue-essays, in which
the interlocutors exist primarily for Socrates to refute them and so carry his
argument forward (although there’s plenty of humor along the way), where-
as Ruskin’s dialogues include moments in which the children deflect or
even completely redirect the course of the lesson. While Birch correctly
observes that Ruskin includes dissenting voices in order to contain them, I
would counter that the girls’ points do not always evaporate under the Old
Lecturer’s arguments; certainly the historical dissenting girls’ rebuttals 
didn’t just evaporate either, as can be seen from the letters they wrote him
from Winnington and through the long years of their friendships with him
afterwards. In contrast, Socrates’ interlocutors are always vanquished. Also,
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Plato’s dialogues do not appear to be intended to instruct the fictional inter-
locutor or anyone he represents, but instead to instruct a later reader who
will agree with Socrates at the interlocutor’s expense. Ruskin’s book con-
structs a readership of girls similar to those in the dialogues; he hopes these
readers will identify with the Winnington students and be persuaded along
with them (at least, as he has generally depicted the interaction). Moreover,
Ruskin himself, as I have discussed in chapter 1, was more theaterphiliac
than theaterphobic. Certainly, Ruskin’s former student—and occasional
theater companion—playwright Oscar Wilde could not be accused of anti-
theatricality; Wilde’s Socratic dialogues “The Critic as Artist” (1890) and
“The Decay of Lying” (1891) follow Ruskin’s in rejecting Plato’s antithe-
atrical stance. Finally, Ruskin names his Ethics of the Dust for Aristotle’s
Ethics, nearly half of which Ruskin had committed to memory as a young
man, selecting it as the only Greek book he took away with him from
Oxford in 1840 (Burd 1985, 64–65). Aristotle opposed Plato’s antitheatri-
cality, lauding mimetic art in general and theater in particular.
In the Poetics, Aristotle justifies drama (and poetry) partly on what he
calls the human instinct for imitation. Ruskin repeatedly identifies imita-
tion as fundamental to learning, perhaps most famously in “Of Kings’
Treasuries,” the companion essay to “Of Queens’ Gardens.” So finally the-
ater and education have the same basis, as suggested by Ruskin’s comment
that the stage is a necessary means of education (34.549). Yet the issue of
imitation is a complex one for Ruskin. Rebecca Stern points out that learn-
ing by imitation hints at a contradiction in Victorian notions of identity:
one must imitate to learn, yet for a Victorian inheriting Rousseauian
notions of education through nature, learning should be a transcendental
blossoming or unfolding of innate ability: “the repetitive, imitative aspects
of identity are disturbing in that they suggest ways in which even human
‘nature’ is ultimately assembled” (Stern 438). There should be no need for
imitation in the development of an authentic, natural self; nevertheless, the
Victorians—Ruskin among them—knew that one must mimic to learn.
For Ruskin, one must also play to learn. Ruskin’s play on the word
“playhouse” in his quip to his father highlights an important issue regard-
ing the relationship between imitative play and identity performance
recurring throughout the dialogues. We are all familiar with the idea that
children learn through play and that adults also can learn through role-
playing. There are also many obvious differences and similarities between
pretending in play and performing in a play. But what is the relationship
between one kind of playing and another? To what extent is pretending the
same as performing? How does playing a part on stage relate to perform-
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ing an identity in life? Or rather to constituting a self through reiterated
performances? These questions, which current theater and performance
theorists tease out for us,27 are already at work in Ethics of the Dust, as the
following pages demonstrate. As discussed in chapter 1, in Fors Clavigera
Ruskin asserts that pantomime reality is realer than the reality he finds in
the streets outside the theater because theater manifests the True Ideal
(defined long before in Modern Painters). So too in Ethics of the Dust,
Ruskin breaks down the barriers between being and performing, between
adult and child, between “real” and “play.”
Ruskin prepares his readers at first to understand “playing” as “exercis-
ing imagination” in the preface to the first edition of Ethics of the Dust
(18.202). He dramatizes this idea in a passage in which the Old Lecturer,
designated by the letter “L,” has just described a fanciful valley in which
diamonds are strewn about like dew and must be swept away in glittering
heaps if people want to walk on the grass. In this exchange between the
Old Lecturer and Florrie, the youngest student at age nine, Ruskin “plays”
both on the notion of play and on the correlation of size, age, and matu-
rity:
Florrie. Now you’re just playing, you know.
L. So are you, you know.
Florrie. Yes, but you mustn’t play.
L. That’s very hard, Florrie; why mustn’t I, if you may?
Florrie. Oh, I may, because I’m little, but you mustn’t, because you’re—
(hesitates for a delicate expression of magnitude).
L. (rudely taking the first that comes). Because I’m big? No; that’s not the
way of it at all, Florrie. Because you’re little, you should have very little
play, and because I’m big, I should have a great deal. (18.211)
Ruskin teases always with a purpose.28 The Lecturer next demands to
know why he must be more truthful than the author of fantasy, such as
The Arabian Nights, a work familiar to the girls in both print and pan-
tomime forms. Isabel (age 11) readily answers that she likes to know
about “real things” (18.211). Predictably and maddeningly, Ruskin asks
in response, “What do you call real things?” (18.211). As with his com-
ment in Fors that the world inside the pantomime is more real than the
world outside the theater, Ruskin complicates basic ontology (what is?
and what is real?), just as elsewhere in the Ethics of the Dust he asks what
lives and what does “alive” mean (18.238).29 Along with these questions,
what “play” is and who can play are just as serious questions, when both
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playing as pretending and playing as playacting add up to a fantasy real-
er than reality.
Human adults and children are not the only things that play. Ruskin
also uses the word “play” to describe what crystals do. In one of the most
memorable scenes from Ethics of the Dust, the Old Lecturer directs the girls
to run around the playground in confluence and then stop in a pre-
arranged pattern to crystallize themselves. In what Sawyer calls “inspired
bizarreness reminiscent of the Alice books” (1985, 246), they make them-
selves into diamonds, rubies, emeralds, Derbyshire spar, Iceland spar, gold,
and silver (18.248). Ruskin used this hands-on method to teach the his-
torical Winnington girls; Lily Armstrong and Isabel Marshall (on whom
the characters Lily and Isabel are based) close an 1865 letter to Ruskin by
saying they must go because “they have to turn into particles” (Winnington
Letters 571–72). This letter expresses their reaction to having read Ethics
of the Dust; in another round of self-reflexivity, by making particles of
themselves, they play the part that Ruskin has written for them. In the
book, the Old Lecturer tells the girls that when they crystallize themselves
on the playground into the shapes he has prescribed, even “when you con-
struct the most difficult single figures, you have only learned half the
game—nothing so much as the half, indeed, as the crystals themselves play
it” (18.277). For crystals, playing the game correctly is absolutely a matter
of identity: missteps in crystal choreography cause them to lose “all shape
and honour; and even their own likeness, in the contest” (18.278).
Anthropomorphizing the crystals does more than provide a combined sci-
entific and moral lesson, it breaks down the barriers between animate and
inanimate; this is no surprise coming from Ruskin, who in The Queen of
the Air declares that “the links between dead matter and animation drift
everywhere unseen” (19.362).
Ruskin’s wordplay in Ethics of the Dust with “play,” “real,” and “alive”
come to a head with his discussion of identity or “self.” He presses the
notion that crystals and girls constitute themselves into “selves” by estab-
lishing boundaries with others. A girl, a rock, or a tree exists as an entity
only in its rigorous differentiation from the rest of the universe.
Playing One’s Self
Over and over again within Ethics of the Dust Ruskin emphasizes how
important it is that girls be educated in the fields for which they have indi-
vidual—that is, not gender-based—talent. According to Cook and
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Wedderburn, the manuscript version of Ethics of the Dust states this even
more explicitly: “this, children, is what you have all to do, . . . namely, to
ascertain your powers, tastes, special gifts and graces; and to cultivate
these. . . . You are not to think that Titian would have helped the world
by not painting, or Casella by not singing” (18.287n). By honing their art,
the girls define themselves and refuse to be defined by rigid social stric-
tures, crossing gender lines to find appropriate role models. Ruskin further
argues passionately that, contrary to Victorian expectations, young women
should not sacrifice themselves or their talents to others. He loathes the
common Victorian notion that a woman should behave as Virginia Woolf
in “Professions for Women” describes Patmore’s infamous Angel in the
House behaving, giving up all her own opinions and sense of separate
identity, submerging herself in husband, father, or religion (Woolf
237–38). Ruskin calls such self-sacrifice suicide; again he redefines femi-
nine behavior to disallow debilitating actions typically seen as definitively
feminine. He clarifies this in dialogue with Violet (age 16):
Violet. But self-sacrifice is not suicide!
L. What is it then?
Violet. Giving up one’s self for another.
L. Well, and what do you mean by “giving up one’s self ”?
Violet. Giving up one’s tastes, one’s feelings, one’s time, one’s happiness,
and so on, to make others happy.
L. I hope you will never marry anybody, Violet, who expects you to make
him happy in that way. (18.283–84)
The permeable self that Ruskin recognizes in Violet’s eagerness for self-
sacrifice strikes him as fearfully dangerous, even fatal. Only by rigorously
exercising one’s tastes, consciously pursuing one’s interests, persistently
performing one’s art can one maintain a separate existence and prevent
obliteration. Establishing boundaries to define the self, which are always
in danger of breaking down, requires continual and time-consuming effort
and action to protect. Ruskin’s position here, that one creates and main-
tains a separate identity through the repeated reassertion of defining char-
acteristics in a conscious display before others, is a position that identity is
constituted through performance. The paradox is that once one has estab-
lished a self through performance, Ruskin holds it in primacy over other
possible selves, giving the illusion of a core or intrinsic identity to that
which requires continual performative upkeep to preserve.
When in his works on political economy Ruskin tries to imagine a
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society structured on a kind of familial cooperation instead of the com-
petition that marks free enterprise, he invokes the same ideas. In Ethics of
the Dust he uses precisely this imagery for social reform, stressing a “polit-
ical economy of cooperation” over a “political economy of competition”
(18.360). In an excerpt plucked from Modern Painters V, soot, dirt, and
water compete futilely for mastery of a path, and in their struggle pro-
duce only undifferentiated mud. If the elements could cooperate instead,
each crystallizing itself separately, in place of the muddy mess, the path
would be strewn with diamonds, sapphires, and snowflakes. This image
constitutes the final lesson in Ethics of the Dust, as the old lecturer asks
the eldest and wisest schoolgirl Mary to perform the passage for the oth-
ers, mimicking Ruskin by reading aloud from Ruskin’s earlier text. So
important is this message that Ethics of the Dust quotes Modern Painters
verbatim to relay it; the fictional girls and the real readers know that it
comes from a much more famous book that exists outside the make-
believe world of the Old Lecturer and his students. This lends a peculiar
reality to the fictive realm of the dialogues while emphasizing their fic-
tionality by calling attention to the literary frame. Ruskin does this to
highlight a point about political economy, which the girls need to under-
stand in training as social critics and moral guides to men. Ruskin oppos-
es the market competition that pits laborers against one another in a fight
for jobs, or any kind of competition, such as school examinations,30 that
squanders effort instead of harnessing it, just as we saw him dismiss
Darwinian competition as part of Natural Selection and deride competi-
tion among ambitious scientists. Paradoxically, the process of teaching
the girls to be true to themselves by cultivating their own talents,
indulging neither in self-sacrifice nor in competition, promotes both the
idea of a core self with intrinsic qualities (each girl perhaps preparing to
crystallize into a separate gem) and the idea of a performed constitution
of self (such crystallization can only occur after lessons, after reiterated
rehearsal, and in the act of differentiation from others).
Earlier, when the girls struggle with the old lecturer’s question of what
it means to be alive, of whether crystals—which we have seen him anthro-
pomorphize throughout the Ethics of the Dust—are alive, the Old Lecturer
poses the question differently: “the difficulty is not so much saying what
makes a thing alive, as what makes it a Self ” (18.238). Here he raises self-
hood or identity above life as the most significant issue for the children.
He goes on: “As soon as you are shut off from the rest of the universe into
a Self, you begin to be alive” (18.238), suggesting again that one consti-
tutes identity by establishing the boundaries between oneself and others,
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in other words, between the performing self and the audience. When
Mary (age 20) complains that Ruskin’s definition of “alive” doesn’t distin-
guish between a rock and a tree, he finishes up as ambiguously as he
began: “if you choose to think of the crystals as alive, do, and welcome.
Rocks have always been called “living” in their native place” (18.239).
Ruskin playfully denies basic distinctions between animal and mineral,
bringing us to a dynamic universe in which rocks live, crystals play, and
they all dance.
Identity Dancing
In the dialogue entitled “Home Virtues,” the Old Lecturer employs a
strategy that Ruskin uses everywhere in his writing: first introducing his
topic with a startling assertion that shocks his audience into attention;
then proceeding to reinterpret the assertion until it is no longer shocking
and in fact begins to seem entirely reasonable. The bombshell in this chap-
ter is that “dancing is the first of girls’ virtues” (18.293). Not surprisingly,
twentieth-century critics have found this remark offensive. Bauer, for
example, says Ruskin here represents women as “intellectually inferior and
morally childlike” (79). We see similar reactions to Ruskin’s corollary
shockers in which he offers dressing and cooking as girls’ other great
virtues; nevertheless, the importance of these three duties, as the Old
Lecturer reinterprets them for his indignant students, is that each action is
a performance that constitutes identity.
The statement that dancing is the first of girls’ virtues would have been
as ludicrous to the Victorian audience as to ours (at least, judging from the
schoolgirls’ reactions in Ethics of the Dust). Here he plays with the notion
of deportment as a virtue that he had debunked a few months earlier in
Sesame and Lilies. He explains his point that girls should be “always want-
ing to dance” as this:
Their first virtue is to be intensely happy;—so happy that they don’t know
what to do with themselves for happiness,—and dance, instead of walk-
ing. . . . The last and worst thing that can be said of a nation is, that it has
made its young girls sad, and weary.” (18.296)
Thus we find at the most basic level another instance of the progres-
sive Ruskin’s primary lesson for educators, that any program’s purpose
should be to produce happy, healthy people. “Dressing” turns out to
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mean dressing others; women’s duties include seeing that the world’s poor
have adequate clothing, which women should provide through philan-
thropy or though social action. Likewise, “cooking” turns out to mean that
women should procure for everyone an adequate food supply. But danc-
ing meant much more to Ruskin than the animal expression of joy
described here, although he attaches importance to that as well. For him,
girls’ dancing symbolizes the idyllic Winngington experience.
Ruskin was never able to write the chapter he planned on Winnington
for his autobiography Praeterita, but among the memories he described in
1885 as “becoming the most important” to him were “the Dances at
Winnington” (Burd 1969, 21). The girls’ dancing and singing held such a
special meaning for him that he intended the chapter heading for
Praeterita to be “he heard music and dancing” (1969, 20).
The Winnington Letters also records Ruskin’s interest in the relationship
between performance and identity as expressed in dance. We have already
seen that he choreographs playground dances for them to demonstrate
how crystals form, identifying them closely with the minerals they study.
He also writes of the beautiful effect created by the children’s singing to
each other’s dancing, but he focuses on how the dancing reveals aspects of
identity:
How strange the effect of climate is!—the two most graceful [dancers] of
all have both been softened by warm climates, the one I chose for the Sun
in my Zodiac dance having passed all her childhood at the foot of the
Andes—and—don’t be shocked—the other is the Bishop of Natal’s
youngest daughter—who moves as lightly and quietly as a leopard, hav-
ing an infinite sweetness of temper joined with the African wild training.
(Winnington Letters 425)
There are a number of startling things about these comments by Ruskin
on dance, education, and identity at Winnington. They are even more
apparent in his comment that “I think that education and race are the
great means of forming character. I can not yet form even an opinion how
far national scenery helps.” (Winnington Letters 237). The most surprising
point that arises out of Ruskin’s statement about dancing here is that race
is a means to form character.
Ruskin’s word usage does not suggest that race predetermines character,
an opinion we might expect given the prevailing Victorian understanding
of race as hereditary, very different from our current academic definition
of race as socially constructed. Instead, Ruskin’s phrasing states that race
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is a means to form or to constitute character. Analogous to education, race
becomes a process for Ruskin rather than an intrinsic trait. Contrary to
what one might anticipate, Ruskin almost implies that just as one can
change educational approaches to affect character in different ways, so too
can one change races. This is an intriguing take on race, neither inherent
nor static, but suggesting that race, like education, is manipulable and
dynamic. Even given that for the Victorians, the word “race” meant species
or nationality as often as it referred to attributes associated with human
skin color, the malleable effect of race in this statement is astonishing.
Ruskin’s final query about national scenery regarding the two girls he
mentions, one of whom is the daughter of the deposed Bishop of Natal,
John William Colenso, seems partially to answer his question about how
education and race form character. For Ruskin, the girls living in warmer
climates are made graceful by their environment, growing to resemble the
leopards and so forth. Yet if race is performed (as I have already shown that
it is for Ruskin in chapters 1 and 2) and if it is a means to form character
(as he says it is here), than the zodiac song and dance that Ruskin devises
for the girls is a method using the performance of race alongside more tra-
ditional educational means to establish their identities as he wishes.
In a letter to American poet James Lowell, Ruskin refers to play-acting
and stage-movement at Winnington while reading poetry with the girls.
They have been performing Lowell’s poems, including the 275-line dra-
matic monologue “Columbus.” Here Ruskin quotes (or slightly mis-
quotes) Lowell’s “The Origin of Didactic Poetry,” a clunky but humorous
jab at overly moralistic verse, in which most of the Roman pantheon
speaks. In this poem, the goddess of wisdom, Minerva, invents and then
regrets inventing didactic poetry. Lowell makes his point pithily: “The
muse is unforgiving;/Put all your beauty in your rhymes,/ Your morals in
your living.” Didactic verse is boring; morality has no place in art. The
question immediately arises as to how this Wildean perspective fits into
Ruskin’s fame as the passionate moralist, asking us once again to consider
that Ruskin demands both (in his own mind, without contradiction) that
art exist for art’s sake at the same time that art be ethical.
He tells Lowell:
We had Columbus and Cromwell—and nearly all the prettiest minor poems
on successive evenings—the last evening I got a nice blue-eyed girl to be
Minerva, and recited the “when wise Minerva yet was young.” You should
have heard the silver laughing (n. b.—I had studied curtseying all the after-
noon before—in order to get myself nicely out as Venus—). (36.327)
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While teaching contemporary American poetry to the girls at
Winnington, Ruskin also teaches them the fun of being Columbus,
Cromwell, Minerva, Venus, and so on, building an imaginative set of iden-
tities to stretch their own. In another inspired moment of bizarreness, the
tall, angular Ruskin acts the part of not just any woman, but of the volup-
tuous Goddess of Love. No one really needs to practice curtseying; Ruskin
reiterates a gendered act that identifies him with the girls.
Conclusion
In Ruskin’s writing on education, the notion of identity performance goes
beyond the formation of character to a disruption of a belief in a core or
essential self. According to Shuman, Ruskin prefers “pedagogical rituals
that transform the relations between the subject and object of knowledge
and blur the lines between observer and spectacle, teacher and student”
(171). “Of Queens’ Gardens” erases gender from student identity by cre-
ating a curriculum for girls that is virtually identical to that of boys and
initiates girls into the fundamental rituals of the scholar. In Ethics of the
Dust, Ruskin subverts traditional pedagogical hierarchy by couching all the
mineralogy lessons in the form of dialogues, decentering his own authori-
ty, and questioning the very notion of self-hood. Likewise, by presenting
education as performance, Ruskin hints that the roles the girls learn to play
both in their classroom theater and in life are malleable. Acting as teacher
and casting the students as audience and then reversing their positions
demonstrates the interchangeability of identities between performer and
spectator. When Ruskin insists that the girls do not merely play-act crys-
tals but are crystals, he undermines distinctions between animate and
inanimate, subject and object, animal and mineral, as radically as he sub-
verts the distinctions between genders and species in his other scientific and
theatrical writings. Finally, Ruskin figures the Winnington experience
most nostalgically as a dance, a ritual performance that registers how iden-
tities dissolve and coalesce with each step, turn, and curtsey.
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“Scene from ‘Aladdin and His Wonderful Lamp’ at the Drury Lane Theatre” and
“Scene from ‘The Babes in the Wood’ at Covent Garden.” The Illustrated London
News 66 (January 9, 1875): 28.
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F4f
Ruskin and the Wilde Life
Self and Other on the Millennial Stage
Contemporary theater exhibits a fascination with Victorian culture as a
vehicle to explore current concerns. The 1990s and early 2000s have
brought us several blockbuster musicals based on Victorian materials, such
as an opulent revival of The King and I (1996), the pop phenomenon Jekyll
and Hyde (1997), followed less successfully by Jane Eyre: The Musical
(2000), Dracula (2004), and Andrew Lloyd Webber’s mediocre but well-
received The Woman in White (2004). Both The King and I and Jane Eyre
reach back to their nineteenth-century sources for examples of spirited fem-
inism, appealing strongly to turn-of-the-twenty-first-century audiences.
Plays showcasing the wit and tragedy of Oscar Wilde, such as off-
Broadway’s Gross Indecency: The Three Trials of Oscar Wilde (1997) and The
Judas Kiss (1998), have found an avid audience. These plays highlight
Wilde’s iconic function in contemporary culture as the definitive victim of
homophobia and the founding father of gay identity.1 More surprisingly, the
life story of Ruskin has inspired two major American stage adaptations that
offer a feminist reading of the Victorian era, indicting a patriarchal Ruskin
for his marriage’s failure. While playing to more limited audiences than
either the hugely popular musicals based on nineteenth-century stories or
the widely performed plays about Wilde,2 both the 1995 opera Modern
Painters and the 1999 hit off-Broadway play The Countess succeeded, one
at the packed open-air opera venue in Santa Fe, the other with enthusiastic
New York audiences. These two pairs of shows about Wilde and Ruskin that
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premiered between 1995 and 1999 highlight the cultural work of contem-
porary theater to help mold our understanding of ourselves. Tom
Stoppard’s acclaimed The Invention of Love (1997) also brings both Ruskin
and Wilde—as well as its protagonist A. E. Housman—to the stage.
As mentioned in the Introduction, Ruskin’s importance in his own time
can hardly be overestimated. His ideas influenced Victorian artists, architects,
writers, and social theorists, promoting economic and educational reforms,
defending Turner, advancing the Gothic revival, inspiring and championing
the Pre-Raphaelites, and indirectly starting the Arts and Crafts movement.
Among his most famous acolytes were William Morris, Charlotte Brontë, Leo
Tolstoy, Marcel Proust, Frank Lloyd Wright, and Mahatma Gandhi, who trans-
lated into Gujarati Unto this Last, the book Gandhi credited with changing
his life. In 1906 the founding group of twenty-nine Labour MPs identified
Unto this Last as the book that most influenced them, more so even than Marx
((Rosenberg 131). But despite the fact that three towns in the United States
are named for Ruskin,3 hardly anyone in America outside of the academy now
knows who he was. His relevance, according to current staged versions of his
life, is as a sexually repressed and patriarchal madman. Even Ruskin’s
renowned eloquence, even his recognized status within these dramas as some-
one important to the history of ideas, serves only to emphasize his prudish
chauvinism. In both cases, Ruskin’s purpose is to allow contemporary audi-
ences to feel good about how far we have come since 1854. As John Kucich
and Dianne Sadoff explain in Victorian Afterlife about other texts and
authors, at work here is “postmodernism’s privileging of the Victorians as its
historical ‘other’” (xi). Theater’s glance back at Victorian sexuality allows ours
to stand out in greater relief; indeed, these revisions construct a teleology in
which present-day sexual relations and sex roles are quite simply more
advanced than the Victorians’. Thousands of audience members viewing Ruskin’s
repression as quintessentially Victorian find it easy to feel self-righteously com-
placent about today’s more relaxed sexual attitudes. We construct an identity
of liberation antithetical to a fictional Victorian identity, creating an illusion
of progressiveness based on a false sense of how far we have come.4
In contrast to plays about Ruskin, the recent plays about Wilde that I dis-
cuss here offer a model for contemporary audiences to emulate in crafting
identities that make room for the possibility of gay existence.5 Whereas Ruskin
on stage acts the pathologically repressed prude allotting us a position of supe-
riority, Wilde on stage acts the archly urbane defender of same-sex love whose
apotheosis establishes the viability of gay identity validated by his self-
sacrifice. Unlike general audiences at plays about Ruskin, most theater-goers
know something of Wilde’s own work. They typically have read or at least
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have encountered a reworking of The Picture of Dorian Gray or have seen a
production of The Importance of Being Earnest, perhaps even in high school.
Movie and television adaptations abound, as do theatrical re-imaginings.6
While Wilde’s famous epigrams and familiar aesthetic philosophy enter the
dialogue of the plays I discuss here, it is not his writing, any more than Ruskin’s,
that makes him important in depictions on the turn of the millennium stage,
but representations of his sexuality. As valuable a service as such cultural work
is in depicting what Martha Ertman calls the “poster child” for gay identity
(153), these plays diminish the complexity of their subject. The historical
Wilde’s sexuality defies easy categorization and his understanding of his own
tragedy has as much to do with losing his art and his children as with suf-
fering martyrdom for love of men.7 As with Ruskin, Wilde’s usefulness now
as stage character depends on pinning him down, flattening him out, tam-
ing the wildness—so to speak—of his self-consciously performed persona.
All five shows depend upon a sense of historical accuracy for their appeal,
even the Brechtian Gross Indecency and even The Invention of Love, which
takes place in a dream state. All derive their illusory aura of authenticity from
the use of life-writing; in addition, both Gross Indecency and more briefly the
opera Modern Painters rely on trial records, highlighting the devastating effect
of legal intervention in these men’s lives. Unlike the fantastical The
Invention of Love, Modern Painters and the play The Countess draw from Ruskin’s
and his wife Effie Gray’s letters and diaries as well as from Ruskin’s autobi-
ography and criticism to depict the Ruskins’ miserable wedded life; likewise,
Gross Indecency and, to a much lesser extent, The Judas Kiss pluck dialogue
and incidents from Wilde’s letters, criticism, and historical documents. Appropriately
for both Wilde and Ruskin, all of these shows blur to one degree or another
the boundary between criticism and art. Yet, in adapting texts that are about
ideas into staged representations of a life, all five plays result finally in plots
concerning domestic interaction rather than the questions of art and social
justice that animate Ruskin’s and Wilde’s own work. All reify current
notions of sexual identity as a basic category of existence at the expense of
recognizing either nineteenth-century ontological categories or the slipper-
iness of such categories over time. None of these performances quite fits either
Ruskin’s or Wilde’s conception of performative identity.
Realism and Feminism off Broadway
Gregory Murphy’s The Countess received excellent reviews from The New
York Times, The New York Post, the New Yorker, and Time Out: New York.
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Directed and produced by Ludovica Villar-Hauser, this small costume drama
ran for over six hundred performances.8 The Countess depicts the disinte-
gration of Ruskin and Effie Gray’s marriage and the mounting attraction
between Effie and their friend, the young Pre-Raphaelite painter whom Ruskin
mentored, John Everett Millais, deserving the New York Times’s comment
that the play is “erotically charged” (E1). A straightforward, accessible, real-
istic drama, The Countess focuses tightly on a very short period of Ruskin’s
life, from June 1853 to April 1854. While Ruskin omitted his six-year mar-
riage from his autobiography Praeterita altogether, the play uses other kinds
of life writing with meticulous care.
Of course, the play takes poetic license for dramatic effect, dropping
characters, imagining witty conversation and unrecorded sexual advances,
but it follows recorded facts we have about these private lives surprisingly
closely. The Countess includes myriad details from published letters and
sketches, most notably those found in Mary Lutyens’s book Millais and
the Ruskins.9 Any scholar familiar with these materials will find their con-
tinual echoes throughout the script almost eerie, but the temptation to judge
these plays based on their factual correctness is a mistake. They do not aspire
to the condition of scholarship: they contain no footnotes; they are not
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Production of The Countess by Gregory Murphy, at the Samuel Beckett Theater,
off Broadway, New York, 1999. Joshua Millais, photographer. Pictured are James
Riordan as John Ruskin, Jy Murphy as John Everett Millais, and Jennifer
Woodward as Effie Ruskin.
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published by university presses. Like the opera Modern Painters, The Countess
encourages the audience to take Effie’s side against Ruskin; he comes across
in this play as cruel and manipulative. Members of the audience audibly
gasp and even hiss when Ruskin berates Effie and disdains her physical
person.10 Those knowledgeable about the importance of the historical Ruskin’s
cultural contributions often watch with an increasingly heavy heart while
the play’s Ruskin behaves in such an abominably controlling way; some
want to defend or excuse the historical Ruskin, futilely taking sides in a
case that was decided 150 years ago. The Countess even sparked a hot exchange
of letters to the Editor in the New York Times.11 The power of these pro-
ductions to incite such a reaction is the very reason to remind ourselves of
something obvious: the Ruskin and Effie and Millais in New York or Santa
Fe are literary personae, interpreted on stage. Such a play or opera asks us
to consider what happens when historical personages become characters,
when their own written words become dialogue, when their self-representations
become dramas.
Part of the fun of any show based on a true story is that it is supposed
to be true. But as representations of history, such plays are at least as false
as the letters, diaries, and autobiographies that they come from. While this
point may be apparent to literary critics, to many in the audience, the fic-
tionality of life writing is an unfamiliar notion. When giving post-perfor-
mance remarks after productions of The Countess to audiences eager to know
more about Ruskin’s life, I have found it necessary to explain that no one
claims that Effie, Millais, and Ruskin lied in narrating these events so cru-
cial to their reputations and their happiness, just that their written expe-
riences come to us as artificial constructs, recalled after the fact and related
in artfully crafted words, prepared with rhetorical appeal to persuade read-
ers to understand and agree that each was right in what he or she did. Even
diaries involve an effort to make sense of one’s own actions, to clarify moti-
vation, if only to oneself. As James Olney and others have shown, life-writ-
ing of all kinds brims with self-justification, failed memories, and
misrepresentations.12 So the first thing to say about all these plays based
on autobiography is that their attractive sense of authoritativeness is illu-
sory. This must be true even of the renditions most faithful to their source
texts.
In addition, there remains a problem that historians are very familiar with,
but that play-going audiences may not realize: any particular collection of
manuscripts is pre-selected for the researcher by the collectors. In this case,
the group of documents now at the Pierpont Morgan Library in New York
known as the Bowerswell papers, on which Gregory Murphy based The Countess,
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include many manuscripts by Effie, Millais, Ruskin, and their families and
friends. But they came from the home of Effie’s parents in Bowerswell, Scotland.
The choice of documents Effie’s family collected reflects their concern with
vindicating the Grays’ and Millaises’ actions regarding the Ruskins’ annul-
ment and the Millaises’ marriage. While in Britain or America today a wife’s
decision to sue for annulment of an unconsummated marriage to one famous
man and subsequent marriage to another would not require much justifi-
cation, the Millaises and Grays certainly felt strongly the need to safeguard
their relatives’ reputations. They conscientiously gathered whatever mate-
rials they could in that cause.
Beyond the illusion of authenticity provided by basing a play on life-
writing, the realistic genre in drama presents additional complexities. A real-
istic play’s nonexistent fourth wall heightens the effect of verisimilitude because
the audience observes seemingly unmediated action. Paradoxically, realis-
tic drama feels more objective than the first-person account of a letter or
diary or autobiography. When we pick up documents written by husband
and wife in the middle of their marriage’s collapse, we would be naive to
imagine they write objectively. But when we watch a play unfold, though
based on the same letters, the action comes to us as though unbiased by
which hand recorded which incident. But added to the biases inherent in
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The Criterion, London production of The Countess, West End, 2005. Andrew Muir,
photographer. Pictured are Nick Moran as John Ruskin, Damian O’Hare as John
Everett Millais, and Alison Pargeter as Effie Ruskin.
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the source material are the playwright’s selections and omissions for dra-
matic effect, satisfying our expectations for a realistic plot with tidy cause
and effect, clear motivations, and psychological verity. Yet such neatness does
not exist in life and certainly does not exist in the cacophony of voices per-
colating in the self-representations of Ruskin, Effie, and Millais. What adds
to the audience’s sense of realism and objectivity in the portrayal of history
is another layer of mediation created by the writer between the historical
figures and the performers’ action.
Along with the false sense of objectivity that comes with dramatizing auto-
biography, there is a strange immediacy in the theater that makes an actress
playing a real historical person, such as Effie Gray Ruskin, seem more real
than the long-dead Effie we meet in her own letters, now obscured by the
thick interference of a century and a half gone by. This impression of real-
ity in the theater operates very strongly. The director creates a vision of truth.
A living woman a few feet away speaks and schemes and kisses and argues
and cries. The audience, transported into an imagined past by the actors’
talent or the playwright’s skill, willingly forgets how much the most
painstaking historical portrayal is still an illusion. For example, Tara
Millais, a descendant of Effie’s and John Everett Millais’s and thus a living
embodiment of Effie’s DNA, spoke of how wonderful it was in watching
this play to see her great-great-grandmother brought to life.13 The unrelated
actress’s craft creates a palpable illusion of reality.
Evidence that the play uses its realism to reject Victorian patriarchy abounds.
The play shows Ruskin and his parents unsympathetically as they try to dom-
inate Effie, dramatizing how powerless she is legally as a married woman in
early 1850s England.14 Likewise it demonstrates the problems that arise when
people receive too little education in sexual matters, as no doubt happened
much more frequently in nineteenth-century Britain than now; there is a cer-
tain irony to this, considering that later in his life, Ruskin writes advocat-
ing sex education for girls and boys, as we discussed in chapter 3 (34.529).
The play reveals, through Ruskin’s disillusioned reaction to Effie, that a cul-
tural idealization of women hampers real relationships; conversely, it makes
the modern feminist point that when women internalize the dominant cul-
ture’s expectations for their bodies and find they can not measure up, they
believe they are physically defective, inadequate, deformed. In addition, the
play provides a strong woman character, Lady Eastlake, who recognizes that
there is nothing wrong with Effie, encouraging her to leave Ruskin. Finally,
the play’s plot provides Effie with the strength to achieve her freedom.
Nevertheless, the play finally does reinforce the Victorian social
arrangements and even the Victorian ideology it portrays, more in its 
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characterization of Effie than of Ruskin. Indeed, the realism and the cachet
of authenticity achieved by adapting autobiographical materials perhaps mark
the play as patriarchal,15 despite the playwright Greg Murphy’s stated effort
to the contrary. The clearest example is that the play ends by having Effie
leave her husband so that she can marry Millais, reinforcing the marriage
plot. More pervasively, Effie remains extremely decorous and domestic through-
out, acting uneasy in situations that could be construed as compromising;
her discomfort protects her position as a gentlewoman in the eyes of the
audience because it proves she is not wanton.16 She spends her time on needle-
work and sketching, thoroughly suitable nineteenth-century feminine
behavior. Effie is visibly agitated in trying to discuss sex even with her cham-
pion Lady Eastlake. Her likableness for the audience depends not on her
bucking Victorian convention, but on her being a victim of it. The play does
not include the historical Effie’s flirtatiousness, her love of parties and gallery
openings, the duel challenged over her stolen jewels, the young Austrian
officer who squired Effie about Venice while Ruskin was busy writing or
sketching, not only because of theatrical time constraints, not only because
of focus on the love story between Millais and Effie, but also because these
incidents would not show Effie in the light of the oppressed Victorian angel
in the house. Outside of that role, as depicted in this play, she would lose
even the turn of the twenty-first-century audience’s intense sympathy.
The contemporary audience loves Effie because she satisfies all their expec-
tations for a Victorian heroine. Even the protagonists of Victorian novels
take more gambles sexually than this late twentieth-century play gives Effie:
virtually any novel by George Eliot or Thomas Hardy will provide exam-
ples. The Countess does not risk the possibility of ambiguity for her, as though
anyone other than a spotless paragon might not work within the Victorian
context for a present-day audience. Other than a passionate and guilt-rid-
den kiss, the play goes to considerable lengths to resist anything that could
sully her within imagined Victorian judgment. In other words, the play com-
mits the same “sin” that it claims Ruskin does, idealizing Effie. So even though
Murphy’s stated intent is to defend Effie not only from her Victorian detrac-
tors, but also from her twentieth-century biographers, to help us understand
how isolated and frustrated she must have felt (in which he succeeds admirably),
the play exculpates Effie and condemns Ruskin exclusively within current
understanding of Victorian terms. 17
While the play’s defense of Effie as a vindication of her right to a ful-
filling sex life seems tremendously modern and feminist and certainly cor-
rect, it is in fact no more than what Victorian society had already granted:
Effie got her annulment, and Ruskin got ridiculed. So while Murphy suc-
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cessfully shows Effie’s untenable position with Ruskin and highlights
Victorian women’s vulnerability within marriage, it breaks no new ground;
indeed, it recuperates Effie in the most old-fashioned way imaginable. For
many years Queen Victoria refused to allow the quasi-divorced Mrs.
Millais to be presented at court, relenting only when Millais lay dying; the
play signals Effie’s vindication by having the Queen finally receive her. The
play is as patriarchal as the Victorian world it recreates, not only on stage
but also in the approving mind of the audience. Perhaps more troubling to
admit is that the erotic charge for present-day audiences observed by The
New York Times surely depends in part upon the patriarchal Victorian set-
ting: the triangle involving an abusive and powerful husband, a legally vul-
nerable and neglected wife, and a devoted and impetuous young lover needs
the perceived power dynamics of Victorian gender relations to maintain the
same erotic appeal. In twenty-first-century Britain or America, Effie Gray
would not be legally bound to obey her husband, and John Ruskin would
not be trapped without possibility of divorce. In chapter 1 I discussed the
historical Ruskin’s concern that the surrogate outrage we experience at the-
atrical presentations can dull our intention to make material improvements
for social justice outside the theater; that point might well serve as a cri-
tique of the compromised feminist outcome of The Countess.
Aspiring to the Condition of Music
Even people familiar with the tragic soap opera of Ruskin’s love life prob-
ably never imagined that it would become the topic of a real opera, but with
1995’s world premiere at the prestigious Santa Fe Opera, it did. Modern
Painters not only tells the story of Ruskin’s marriage and its notorious dis-
solution, but also chronicles his doomed love for the very young Rose La
Touche, whom it depicts as only thirteen (rather than eighteen) when he
proposes marriage18; in addition it recounts the disastrous Whistler trial, in
which the young American Impressionist painter James Whistler sued the
influential art critic over a bad review, exacerbating the aging writer’s increas-
ingly severe bouts of mental illness. The Santa Fe Opera commissioned com-
poser David Lang, best known for co-founding the “Bang on a Can Music
Festival” in New York, and librettist Manuella Hoelterhoff, the Pulitzer-Prize
winning culture critic for the Wall Street Journal. Francesca Zambella
directed, having just won the Laurence Olivier Award for a production at
the English National Opera. It received positive reviews from Vogue and the
Village Voice, but has not been produced since.19 The opera is a musically
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minimalist yet philosophically expansive look at all of Ruskin’s adulthood,
less factually accurate than The Countess but more committed to commu-
nicating the beauty of Ruskin’s language, organized more thematically than
chronologically. Although it is very odd to think of an opera as an adapta-
tion of critical texts, this one largely is. Besides some quotations from the
autobiography Praeterita, characters often sing lush passages directly from
Ruskin’s criticism, including Modern Painters (1843–1860), The Stones of
Venice (1851–53), The Seven Lamps of Architecture (1848), The Crown of
Wild Olive (1866), Unto this Last (1860), Sesame and Lilies (1865), and Storm-
Cloud of the Nineteenth Century (1884). But perhaps it should not surprise
us, since Wilde already tells us that “criticism . . . is the only civilized form
of autobiography” (1027).
Very different issues arise in adapting autobiography to a Masterpiece
Theater-like costume drama than to an opera, rarely a realistic form. As
a genre it revels in artificiality, often highlighting virtuosity over content,
always subordinating words to music. Of course, a realistic play is also a
study in artifice and convention; William Demastes, Brian Richardson,
and others point out that what defines a play as realistic or not changes
over time and across cultures.20 Nevertheless, as a genre today, realistic
drama depends upon the audience’s acceptance of these established con-
ventions (linear time, reasonable cause and effect, plausible plot, likely dia-
logue, ignoring the audience), as marking it somehow true to life. In contrast,
opera traditionally depends upon the audience’s expectation of grandeur
and excess. Although some of the same issues of authenticity arise in watch-
ing an opera based on life-writing as in a play, the historical accuracy of
an opera does not increase its appeal to the same degree. Opera promises
extravagant emotion and mythic circumstances, no matter how prosaic
the narrative it presents. Far from creating an illusion of greater objec-
tivity than its autobiographical sources, Modern Painters—with its styl-
ized sets, lengthy arias, and richly metaphorical language—seems outside
discussions of subjective and objective portrayal of real events. Neither
does opera offer the same sense of immediacy that a realistic play does;
the medium acts as a buffer between the audience and the character, no
matter how good the acting and singing, because the conventions of real-
ism do not include song as a likely mode of conversation. Far from fol-
lowing the record as rigorously as The Countess, Modern Painters radically
rearranges chronology, changes facts, and combines circumstances.21
Highlighting some of Ruskin’s most purple prose as lyrics, its creators con-
centrate more on transmitting the poetry of Ruskin’s language than in telling
his story.
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The opera takes its title from Ruskin’s magisterial five-volume analysis of
J. M. W. Turner and many other artists, which he wrote over seventeen years,
from 1843 to 1860, documenting his own intellectual development as well as
offering a fount of social, mythological, and (as I have shown in chapter 1)
opera criticism. However, the opera’s seven scenes are organized around the
chapter titles of another of Ruskin’s famous books, The Seven Lamps of
Architecture, published in 1849, soon after Ruskin’s marriage began. The seven
lamps are Sacrifice, Truth, Power, Beauty, Life, Memory, and Obedience. The
opera provides little direct relationship between its action and the seven ele-
ments Ruskin describes as necessary for a nation’s healthy architecture, but as
abstract terms they resonate thematically with the subject matter of each of
the roughly chronological episodes from Ruskin’s life. The result of naming
and structuring the creative work after the critical suggests that Matthew Arnold
was in this respect right: criticism provides the stream of ideas for artists, quite
literally. The opera also dramatizes art as criticism and criticism as art, almost
as though the subject matter were Wilde’s “The Critic as Artist,” insinuating
that the boundary between the two is meaningless.22 In addition the show implies
that opera is structured like architecture23: it is meant to last, to be worthy of
sacrifice, to be a monument and a living, inhabitable cathedral of music, meant
as much for future generations as for us. In organizing their opera along the
Seven Lamps, Lang and Hoelterhoff make a very grand claim.
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Modern Painters, Santa Fe Opera, July 1995.Hans Fahrmeyer, photographer. Ann
Panagulias as Effie, François Le Roux as John Ruskin.
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Nevertheless, although beguiled by the beauty of Ruskin’s writing and
the significance of his ideas, the creators are faced with the fact that what
is opera-worthy about Ruskin is the story of his scandalous marriage and
the other personal tragedies of his life. The show reveals the tension
between their fascination with his language and their attraction to his dirty
laundry in that the opera’s best moments appear in the juxtaposition of Ruskin’s
riveting words to a wildly dramatic version of his private troubles.
While The Countess reveals the calamitous wedding night retrospectively,
only in Effie’s halting confession of misery to her older friend Lady
Eastlake, Modern Painters symbolically renders the failed nuptials in the sec-
ond scene, “Truth,” where it portrays Ruskin’s idealization of women as the
reason for his marriage’s collapse. The scene opens with the wedding din-
ner, showing Effie and her parents eating with the Ruskins. The singers cre-
ate a cacophony that Ruskin ends by simply ringing his glass: he rises alone
to toast Effie as his future wife, as though oblivious to the commotion. 24
The strings here intensify the sweetness and romance of his gesture. He sings:
“I dreamt of a woman like an angel / who brought peace into my home, /
In her presence all division disappeared” (11). Ruskin’s words in the
libretto recall “Of Queens’ Gardens” (18.122). Of course, that essay was
in fact written seventeen years later with Rose, not Effie, in mind.25
This toast is the segue to Ruskin and Effie’s wedding night. In their bed-
room, the young couple tells each other what they expect from life
together: she a round of costume balls and gallery openings; he a rigorous
work schedule. Ironically, historically and in the opera, both get exactly what
in this duet they say they want. What they don’t get is a physical relation-
ship. As Effie pleads with him to come to bed, Ruskin reads aloud from a
book, intoning lyrically to Effie of a beautiful woman:
She lies on her pillow, a hound at her feet
Her arms folded softly over her breast
Her dress is simple, of medieval style,
with flowing drapery, marble white.
Around her head a fillet of flowers. (12)
However, this blossom-crowned beauty lying on a pillow is not Effie, and
she knows it. In fact, although the audience never discovers her identity,
Ruskin’s pretty song describes a statue on a tomb; the woman’s white pil-
low is marble; she sleeps in her grave. The book he reads from is his own
Modern Painters, which describes the funeral effigy.26 Ruskin does not even
look at Effie in her nightgown as he recalls this deathly figure—probably
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a good thing, since Ruskin has suffered enough bad press sexually without
adding necrophilia to the list. Instead, the bridegroom reads himself to sleep,
fully clothed, serenading his lovely homage to the cold sculpture of a long-
dead Renaissance woman, while the living wife covers her face on their unhappy
bridal bed.
In The Countess Ruskin describes the same sculpture, this time to
Millais, emphasizing more fleshly details: “One day we will go to Lucca,
and I’ll show you della Quercia’s sculpture of Ilaria di Caretto. You will not
believe the perfect sweetness of her lips and closed eyes, or the way her dress
folds closely beneath the curve of her breasts” (12). Both playwright and
librettist see in this passage, based on an 1845 letter to Ruskin’s father, a
key to Ruskin’s debilitating idealization of women. Hoelterhoff suggests that
Ruskin envisions abstracted beauty, whereas Murphy views it in palpably
physical terms. He considers Ruskin’s focus on the sculpture analogous to
problems men still have with unrealistic expectations about women’s bod-
ies: Murphy mentioned in interview that today men are taught to want tall,
thin models rather than alabaster effigies, but the idea is the same.27
This almost anatomical interpretation of Ruskin’s idealization of
women certainly works both biographically and dramatically as a way to
understand Ruskin’s disillusionment with his wife once he saw her naked.
However, while the opera and the play try to work out Ruskin’s private woes
by pinning his ideal of womanhood to a marble statue, the empowering
effect of his gender mythology on Victorian women (other than Effie) goes
unnoticed. When Ruskin writes about housewives’ queenship in “Of
Queens’ Gardens,” he concerns himself with redefining and enlarging the
domestic sphere so that women will take on greater responsibility outside
the home. Seth Koven and others have shown how Victorian feminists found
Ruskin’s ideas useful. Likewise, when Ruskin advances a progressive edu-
cation for girls, he promotes their equal schooling with boys. Contrary to
what the play and opera depict, the historical Ruskin’s ideal for the iden-
tity “woman” concerned what women should do rather than how they should
look.28
The final scene in Modern Painters, “Obedience,” stages a lecture
famously described by A. E. Housman. Ruskin takes a beautiful landscape
by J. M. W. Turner, depicting an English scene from before it was polluted
by heavy industrialization, and paints ugly modern additions—including smoke,
factories, railroads, and prisons—onto the glass that covers the painting, com-
pletely disfiguring its beauty. Housman describes this lecture as brilliant and
its effect on students at Oxford as electrifying, but the opera presents it as the
ravings of a mad seer failing to convince a crowd of jeering workers (contrary
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to the historical Ruskin’s overwhelmingly positive reception by working-class
readers).29 The libretto’s method of describing alternately the wretched state
of the environment and the appalling condition of the workers’ lives—lifting
passages from The Crown of Wild Olive, The Storm-Cloud of the Nineteenth
Century, and Unto this Last—underscores Ruskin’s link between a just soci-
ety and a healthy ecology. Yet Ruskin’s song turns into an incantatory mum-
bling as he goes from singing repeatedly, “There is no wealth but life,” to chanting
“Blackened sun, blighted grass, blinded man” (31), signifying his final insan-
ity. 30
In both the first and the last scenes, Ruskin futilely addresses working
men, first to prevent their demolishing a beautiful building, later to edu-
cate them about art and ecology. In each case, the workers dismiss Ruskin
as insane, just as the press really had rejected Ruskin’s social activism as the
preaching of “a mad governess” (17.xxviii). The opera follows suit, depict-
ing a feminized Ruskin. The practical, burly workmen with hammers and
menacing voices come across as masculine compared to the aesthetic,
moralistic, idealistic, and poetic Ruskin, weak and ineffective. Likewise, in
comparison to the opera’s virile Millais, who imagines himself as a
medieval knight on horseback in armor rescuing Effie, who then fathers eight
children during his enthusiastically consummated marriage with Ruskin’s
neglected bride, the opera emasculates Ruskin. Even in comparison to the
lively Effie, who verbally castrates her former husband by shrieking her revenge,
Ruskin is feminized. The emasculation is made explicit in the spoken line
“He is impotent,” cut from the opera before its premiere because the audi-
ence tittered.31
The ultimate potency in this opera resides in Ruskin’s words. The best
moment in the opera is the very last. The Santa Fe Opera House is out-
doors; the audience sits in the open air at night in the high desert. The lights
of Los Alamos shimmer like fireflies in the distant background behind the
stage, while a women’s chorus quietly chants one of Ruskin’s most famous
lines about Turner: “It is the living light which sleeps but never dies” (3.308).
But now it is the light of Ruskin’s language that never dies, as we hear him
cry out the famous firefly passage from the end of his autobiography Praeterita:
How they shone!
As I entered the town through the gleaming gate
bright, silver hued
and I felt inside me
a light more intense than the stars. . . . (32)
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The stage darkens around Ruskin; light in the center brightens, and sud-
denly he is gone, dropped off the back of the stage, like Tosca. While the
opera’s focus on sexual dysfunction obscures subtle gender subversion in Ruskin’s
prose, nevertheless, these rich passages reinvest Ruskin with the power of
his own vigorous imagery. The feminized man—now stripped of any
meaningful gender—has become most potent as the disembodied spoken
word, reverberating on the empty stage bathed in white light.
Ruskin and Wilde in the Underworld
Stoppard’s brilliant and very funny play The Invention of Love, about A. E.
Housman’s youth at Oxford, includes both Ruskin and Wilde as charac-
ters. Directed by Richard Eyre, The Invention of Love opened at the
National Theatre in London on September 25, 1997 and moved to the
West End’s Haymarket Theatre shortly afterwards. It premiered in the
United States in 2000 at the American Conservatory Theater in San
Francisco, and arrived on Broadway at the Lyceum Theater, March 29,
2001; it has had numerous productions since.32 Not a realistic play, The
Invention of Love takes place in Hades with flashbacks to Oxford. Its char-
acters are dead or are remembered in their college days by the dying
Housman; two actors play the protagonist, allowing the old Housman to
react to, comment on, and even to converse with his younger self.33
Stoppard’s play chronicles the old Housman’s realization that perhaps he
should have had the courage to declare openly his love for the young het-
erosexual Moses Jackson at Oxford for whom he wrote poetry, instead of
burying himself in the classicism that formed the bulk of his life’s work.
Covertly introduced in the play’s opening seconds by an allusion to one
of his Oxford lectures, Ruskin drifts on and off stage, playing croquet with
fellow don and aesthete Walter Pater. Both wear angel wings as they dis-
course decoratively on art, life, and society. Unlike the patriarchal tyrant
of The Countess or the pitiable, impotent pedophile of Modern Painters, this
Ruskin is hilariously pretentious, declaring, “I have announced the mean-
ing of life in my lectures” (15).34 Referring to his utopian social project of
St. George’s Guild, Stoppard’s Ruskin cares more about his undergraduate
student’s prettiness than any principles of social justice. Ruskin says:
I had my students up at dawn building a flower-bordered road across a
swamp. . . . There was an Irish exquisite, a great slab of a youth with white
hands and long poetical hair who said he was glad to say he had never seen
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a shovel, but I . . . taught that work with one’s hands is the beginning of
virtue. Then I went sketching to Venice and the road sank into the swamp.
My protegé rose at noon to smoke cigarettes and read French novels, and
Oxford reverted to a cockney watering-place for learning to row. (15)
While the historical Ruskin really did set his students to road-building and
really did make the crack about Oxford as a place for learning to row (22.274),
Stoppard’s Ruskin is a clever maker of empty aphorisms. He resembles a Gilbert
and Sullivan parody of Oscar Wilde more than the passionate moralist crit-
ics recognize35; indeed the character of Bunthorne from their operetta
Patience also makes a cameo appearance in this play, appropriately before the
“real” Wilde shows up. Very different from The Countess or Modern Painters,
this depiction of Ruskin leaves out women completely; instead of fearing women
or repressing desire for them, he displaces onto art an attraction for the “Irish
Exquisite” we recognize as Wilde. But Ruskin’s utility in Stoppard’s play is
not that far off finally from The Countess and Modern Painters. Ruskin acts
the warped and faded aesthete, too wrapped up in rigid theories of beauty or
impractical social experiments to pay attention to what genuinely matters, which
in the dead or dying Housman’s estimation is sex after all. Moreover, The Invention
of Love portrays Ruskin as puritanical and hypocritical. In an even more sin-
ister note, in the National Theatre production, the actor playing Ruskin also
plays the M.P. Labouchere, whose earlier legislation against acts of “gross inde-
cency” between men resulted in Wilde’s conviction and imprisonment.
The historical Wilde, who overlapped with Housman at college, also stud-
ied with both Ruskin and Pater, remaining friends with them afterwards
(Ellmann 47–52). Not only did Wilde and Ruskin go to the theater together,
but also they were sufficiently intimate that Oscar and his wife, Constance,
asked Ruskin to be godfather to their son Vyvyan. Ruskin declined, saying
he was too old, as indeed in 1886, at the age of sixty-seven and only a few
years away from complete disability, he was (Ellmann 266; Amor 61). In
the play, Stoppard’s desiccated Ruskin becomes a backboard against which
we bounce our own superiority. In contrast, Stoppard assigns Wilde a much
more positive role, making the flamboyant wit into a model both for Housman
and for the audience. At the end of the play, Wilde at last appears in per-
son. He has been talked about—perfectly appropriate to Wildean practice—
all throughout the play. He arrives to be ferried across the Styx. With instructions
to pick up “a scholar and a poet,” Charon has been waiting since the very
first scene for a second passenger, despite Housman’s emphatic assurances
that no second passenger would show up, sure that he is both the scholar
and the poet. Wilde’s appearance in Hades vindicates the ferryman and sug-
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gests that Housman is more scholar than poet, more repressed than liber-
ated, more closeted than out. In the set of binaries implicit here, Wilde’s
claim to identity as poet is at one with his identity as gay.
Wilde talks glibly about art and what he has learned from Ruskin. He declares,
“I banged Ruskin’s and Pater’s heads together, and from the moral severity of
one and the aesthetic soul of the other I made a philosophy that can look the
twentieth-century in the eye” (96).36 But Wilde’s foundational modernism in
art and aesthetics is conflated with his bravery in loving Lord Alfred Douglas,
known as Bosie. Although in college and for many years afterward until 1886
the historical Wilde had sexual relations only with women (Ellman 277),37
most of the characters in The Invention of Love and indeed the play itself equate
the aesthetic long-haired Wilde’s plum- colored breaches with practices that
they variously call “spooniness” (40), “beastliness” (7), or “buggery” (17). As
we shall see in a moment with Gross Indecency, this requires us not only to
read backward from our twentieth/twenty-first century vantage point in which
a gay identity category already exists but also to assume that all the sex Wilde
had in the years before his first homosexual experience with Robbie Ross at
the age of thirty-three somehow did not count.38 In other words, in this play
even the undergraduate Wilde symbolizes daring in same-sex love as much
as new ideas in art. As Stoppard’s Wilde says to Housman of both love and
poetry: “Better a fallen rocket than never a burst of light” (96).
The Invention of Love conjures Ruskin only to dismiss him as impotent
(94), as making virtue into a vice (93), as too removed from real feeling to
be of any use at all. In contrast, Oscar Wilde appears as the example of what
Housman could have done, had he the courage to choose illicit love and its
poetry over scholarship. Ruskin, along with Pater and Jowett, represents the
latter, the sublimation of sexuality into erudition and dry aesthetics. Again
Ruskin—even for Stoppard—serves to establish through opposition post-
modern identities as sexually and socially liberated; Stoppard’s Wilde, on
the other hand, articulates his own contribution explicitly: “The blaze of
my immolation threw its light into every corner of the land where
uncounted young men sat each in his own darkness. I awoke the imagina-
tion of the century” (96) to the identity of the homosexual.39
Wilde’s Trials
Gross Indecency: The Three Trials of Oscar Wilde, written and directed by Moisés
Kaufman, premiered with great success off Broadway at the Greenwich House
theater in 1997, transferring to the larger Minetta Lane Theater a few months
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later. By 1998 it had opened in Plymouth, England and by 1999 was play-
ing in London at the Gielgud Theatre. It has enjoyed brisk performance
regionally ever since. More conventionally biographical than the dream-vision
netherworld landscape of The Invention of Love, both Gross Indecency and
The Judas Kiss concentrate on the period of Wilde’s life from his court tri-
als to his final break with Bosie. Despite moments of humor provided by
quotations of Wilde’s own or inventions of Wilde-like wit, Gross Indecency
and The Judas Kiss are tragedies, enacting what in retrospect we know is
Wilde’s doom as we are “ushered into a narrative” of destruction that Joseph
Bristow describes as “almost as relentless as Oedipus Rex” (1995, 24).40
By far the more rigorous and interesting play, Gross Indecency dramati-
cally presents records from Wilde’s three trials (from H. Montgomery Hyde’s
compilation The Three Trials of Oscar Wilde)41 interspersed with other Victorian
documents, such as letters from all the principals, Wilde’s lectures and other
writing, newspaper accounts, and the later autobiographies of Bosie and Frank
Harris. Abandoning the fourth wall, Gross Indecency nevertheless promotes
a sense of documentary realism. However, as with Ruskin, Wilde’s signifi-
cance as a writer and as a philosopher of art becomes almost irrelevant; what
emerges from this focus on his fall, guaranteed by a slip in admitting that
he avoided kissing a particular boy “because he was, unfortunately,
extremely ugly” (57), is that Wilde’s real importance lies in his narrative of
martyrdom for the right to homosexuality. What is so interesting about this
reification of Wilde as gay before that identity existed historically is that
Wilde’s actual sexuality and his sense of self were far more slippery and thus,
one could argue, both more queer and more postmodern than these plays
suggest. As S. I. Salamensky points out, the historical Wilde’s “sheer per-
formativeness,” his flippant, verbose, and consciously artificial “behaviors
enthusiastically stressed their own theatrical quality” (578). Wilde’s personal
theatricality highlights the instability of identity, but current theatrical rep-
resentations squash it. As Alan Sinfeld explains, “it is hard to regard Wilde
as other than the apogee of gay experience and expression”; nevertheless,
his being always already gay is a historical anachronism (2) . But The Invention
of Love, Gross Indecency, and The Judas Kiss reinforce the notion that
Wilde’s boundary-breaking aesthetic pose and his flamboyant persona
were consubstantial with his homosexuality. These plays do not recognize
that to some degree flamboyance as a signifier of homosexuality began as
an imitation of Oscar and can not be read backwards as a sign of Wilde’s
gay identity. Even Wilde’s later defense of Uranian love’s nobility does not
come with a statement of exclusivity. Wilde argued for freedom to explore
beauty and sensation wherever he found it: in sexual terms, that meant with
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female prostitutes in college; in ardent marriage to his wife Constance; in
his introduction to same-sex experiences by his friend Robbie Ross;
through his besotted love affair with Bosie; and in entertaining dalliance
with the “rent boys” who proved his downfall. The identity labels based on
sexuality that these plays depend upon and solidify do not quite fit either
the details of Wilde’s life or his definition of life as art.
Gross Indecency recognizes and dismisses the idea that Wilde might more
accurately be labeled by the current use of the word queer, with its conno-
tations of indeterminacy and disruption, rather than gay or homosexual. The
play does so primarily by incorporating an interview between the author
(played by Kaufman in the original production) and scholar Marvin
Taylor, based on the real-life scholar Marvin Taylor, curator at the Fales Collection
at NYU, who stands in for other Wilde scholars and queer theorists, such
as Joseph Bristow, Ed Cohen, Jonathan Dollimore, and Alan Sinfield. Kaufman’s
Taylor comes off as ridiculous in arguing for a Foucauldian historicization
of the term homosexuality.
Taylor: [W]hat happens in the trial is [Wilde] comes head on up against
legal discourse, and perhaps I would even say legal-medical discourse.
And he begins to lose to this sort of patriarchal medical discourse that
makes him appear to be a homosexual, as opposed to . . . hum . . . some-
one who has desire for other men.
Moises: Are you saying that Wilde didn’t really think of himself as
“homosexual”?
Taylor:  . . . It is after the Wilde trials that people began identifying
themselves as a specific type of person based on the their attraction to peo-
ple of the same sex. See, it created the modern homosexual as a social sub-
ject. . . . You know Foucault talks about how it was impossible for men in
the Victorian era to think of themselves as gay or homosexual because that
construction didn’t exist. (76)
Michael Schiavi reports that in the off-Broadway production “the baffled
Kaufman squinted, to the audiences’ hysterical laughter, at Taylor’s stumbling
depiction of Wilde as ‘a disruption of all kinds of things, of class, of gender,
of hum sexuality, hum’” (410). The attitude of the play toward these distinctions
is best summed up by Tony Kushner in his “Afterword” to Gross Indecency.
While declaring admiration for the “whole splendid Queer Theoretical
Company” (138), including Marvin Taylor (137), Kushner comments that
“Wilde was destroyed at an early age by reactionaries, conservatives, liberals,
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and homophobes (and I know, I know, you can’t call them ‘homophobes’ because
there are no ‘homosexuals’ and blah blah blah)” (139). So finally, even for
people who know that Wilde’s usefulness as a model for homosexual identity
is the product of anachronism, this anachronism makes him most precious
for gay liberation. To the notion that such a limiting reduction of Wilde’s life,
work, and persona ultimately diminishes the elasticity of Wilde’s performed
existence, which could actually open up the possibility of even more ways of
being than we now recognize, the response is “blah blah blah.”
Gross Indecency presents Wilde’s fall primarily through staged but his-
torically viable documentary evidence, offering—despite its Brechtian
anti-realist presentation—an even greater sense of authenticity than the real-
istic drama of The Countess. Audiences leaving a production of Gross
Indecency feel (rightly) that they have learned something about Wilde’s life.
But mostly what they learn is that Wilde suffered for being gay.
Apotheosis
The Judas Kiss, by David Hare, intensifies Wilde’s suffering to Christian mar-
tyrdom. Directed (like The Invention of Love) by Richard Eyre, The Judas
Kiss opened with Liam Neeson playing Oscar Wilde in 1998 at the
Playhouse in London, earning mixed reviews. It moved to Broadway’s Broadhurst
Theater a month later, with the London cast. Like The Countess, The Invention
of Love, and Gross Indecency, it too continues in production regionally. Echoing
De Profundis, this play presents Wilde as a Christian martyr. In the first act,
Wilde sacrifices himself for Bosie by staying in England at Bosie’s request
to continue the fight against Bosie’s father, the Marquess of Queensbury,
when he could have fled the country before criminal prosecution. Again in
the second act, after release from prison, Bosie (carrying on with other lovers)
betrays Wilde by abandoning him for money in the form of an allowance
from his family. Because this straightforward realistic drama does not pre-
sent the trials themselves, there is no staged shocking courtroom lie by Wilde
that he did not have sex with men, and of course no climactic revelation
that he had. There are no celebrated witticisms on the stand. Instead, there
is the story of Wilde’s catatrophic obsession with a spoiled, aristocratic Adonis,
and Bosie’s caddish disregard for Wilde’s best interest.
The Judas Kiss allows for even less ambiguity regarding Wilde’s gay iden-
tity than Gross Indecency. Wilde refers to himself outright as an invert (18),
a pederast (76), and one who loves boys (87). No Marvin Taylor character
presents a queer analysis of Wilde’s biography. With none of the aesthetic
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posing from The Invention of Love or imitating in lecture the parody of him-
self created by Gilbert and Sullivan, Hare’s Wilde disastrously throws away
his reputation, career, friends, freedom, and family for love of a manipula-
tive, unworthy user. When Wilde’s friend Robbie urges Wilde to save him-
self from prison and ignominy by fleeing from London in defiance of Bosie’s
wishes, Wilde responds:
I have acted out of love. I have defended this love. . . . The redeeming fact
of my life. . . . It is what I have left. . . . All else has now been taken away.
So now would you take even that from me. You would tell me I have been
deceived and used in all this? . . . If the love between us is not as I think
it, I shall have suffered to no purpose at all. (49–50)
For Hare, Wilde’s suffering for love actuates his existence.
Their private affection gives Wilde purpose, but for Hare’s Bosie the point
of their relationship is to proclaim their gay identity. Bosie accuses Wilde
of cowardice and duplicity in having not proclaimed his homosexuality on
the stand:
Lying in public! . . . You could have defended Greek love! How will his-
tory judge you? . . . You will be known for ever as the man who was
ashamed to admit his own nature! . . . When a better time comes, when
this kind of love is accepted and understood, then you will be condemned
because you took the coward’s way. (100–101)
Although the play sides with Wilde in sacrificing himself for love and
highlights Bosie’s self- centered hypocrisy in leaving Wilde, the charge of
his denying his true or core self remains. Bosie’s expression of the play’s con-
cern with Wilde’s lie only makes sense if Wilde has an intrinsic rather than
socially constructed identity. By the end of the play, Wilde has sacrificed
himself not just to free Bosie but as a Christ figure whose self-sacrifice frees
succeeding generations to be true to their own natures. But The Judas Kiss’s
apotheosis of Wilde eradicates any indeterminacy in his identity, crystal-
lizing him as essentially and exclusively gay.
Conclusion
The Oscar Wildes of The Invention of Love, Gross Indecency: The Three Trials
of Oscar Wilde, and The Judas Kiss participate in the vision of Wilde as a
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gay icon for contemporary audiences to admire, to feel outrage on his behalf,
and to sympathize with, to model themselves after, and to feel finally relief
that no matter how bad their own coming-out scenarios might be, Wilde’s
will always be worse.42 All depend on the audience’s identifying Wilde as
homosexual, which, while understandable and even valuable, is a narrower
construction than either history or Wilde himself would acknowledge. For
Gross Indecency, Wilde is a brilliant, hubristic victim; for The Judas Kiss, he
is an eloquent, self-destructive martyr; but in both cases he is the quintes-
sential gay man, struggling for a place to survive in a homophobic culture.
Even The Invention of Love ultimately restricts his significance to a more
essential expression of self than to a performed one. These Oscar Wildes
operate primarily to maintain him as a glittering figurehead of gay identity
for twenty-first-century audiences. 
The John Ruskins of The Countess, Modern Painters, and The Invention
of Love operate primarily to establish the turn-of-the-millennium specta-
tors’ superiority to the supposedly frigid (and homophobic) Victorians, despite
the fact that the historical record shows that the Victorians often do not fit
these stereotypes of sexual repression. Victorian attitudes toward sexuality
were not as monolithic and very often not as puritanical as the rebellious
and dismissive Modernists claimed about the previous generation.
Beginning at least with Stephen Marcus’s The Other Victorians and going
on through Porter and Hall’s The Facts of Life to a long list of books and
articles, researchers have drawn a picture of a diverse set of attitudes toward
sex.43 Ultimately, the sympathetic opera Modern Painters uses Ruskin’s own
words against him, making him pitiable. The Countess not only indicts Ruskin
but also necessarily renders the stage Effie less complex than the historical
Effie’s correspondence reveals. For Modern Painters, Ruskin is a tragic, bril-
liant madman; for The Countess he is an eloquent, manipulative tyrant; but
in both cases he is a quintessential Victorian prude, too wrapped up in ideal
beauty to recognize it in the flesh. Although Murphy believes his drama
reveals to play-goers that they do the same thing, neither show holds a mir-
ror to its public. Instead, the audience reacts with relief that no matter how
bad their relationships are, at least they (probably) consummated their own
marriages. The audiences disapprove of Ruskin’s failure to appreciate Effie,
confirming their complacency about their own enlightenment regarding sex
and women’s right both to a loving, respectful relationship without psychological
abuse and to physical pleasure within that relationship. So in neither case
do these theatrical representations awaken audiences to their own faults. Rather
they function to validate audiences in their self-satisfaction and to reinforce
current identity categories as natural and fixed.
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The historical Ruskin and Wilde died over a century ago, within
months of each other. They each left a tremendous legacy of extraordinary
writing, serious ideas, and both documented and incalculable influences.
Both have also sparked a growing proliferation of Ruskins and Wildes as
literary characters, not only in The Countess, Modern Painters, The
Invention of Love, Gross Indecency: The Three Trials of Oscar Wilde, and The
Judas Kiss but also in a variety of films, novels, radio plays, and other kinds
of representation. As time goes by, there will be more. What purpose do
theatrical Ruskins and Wildes perform? What cultural work do they
accomplish? How do they contribute to the construction of current iden-
tities? What does Ruskin- or Wilde-as-character represent?44 In a sense, any
theatrical adaptation of autobiographical material diminishes the histori-
cal subject and will always say as much or more about the adaptor’s culture
than that of the figures represented on stage. The Countess, Modern
Painters, and Gross Indecency demonstrate how fragile the selves created in
letters and autobiography are, how inevitably words change out of context.
Even the most sensitive, nuanced attempt reduces a full life to a few hours’
span, choosing what is dramatic, powerful, symbolic, or entertaining to suc-
ceed or fail as a work of art, not as a somehow genuine translation to stage
of the historical person’s lived experience. Even the so-called historical Ruskin
or historical Wilde is inaccessible, available to us only as a textual artifact
that we read rather than meet. Such texts stand ready to be interpreted and
re-created for us by critics, scholars, autobiographers, novelists, play-
wrights, directors, actors, audiences, and readers. With each iteration, a new
Ruskin or new Wilde appears. While we use these figures to confirm the
seeming solidity of our current identity categories, the repetition and per-
formativity of each incarnation ultimately undermines the security of these
labels. Recognizing the artifice of each performance reveals to us the insta-
bility and constructedness of our own identities more surely than it recon-
structs a Ruskin or Wilde long past.
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“Scene from ‘Jack in the Box’ at the Drury Lane Theatre.” The Illustrated London
News 64 (January 10,1874): 28.
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Conclusion
Queering Ruskin
Throughout this book I have touched repeatedly on the issue of Ruskin’s
sexuality. As I conclude my argument that Ruskin’s writing shows a reluc-
tant recognition of identities as performed rather than innate, I would like
to address the enigma of his sexuality directly. At the beginning of the
twenty-first century in the western world, sexuality and identity have
become almost synonymous. People commonly are labeled or label them-
selves in conversation by sexuality: “I’m straight,” “ . . . a lesbian,” “gay,”
“bi-,” “queer,” or, most recently, “metrosexual,” all variations on a theme
of sexual polarity. Amazon.com lists literally hundreds of books on sexual
identity, while the homo/hetero opposition so dominates our thinking that
no other possibilities enter America’s consciousness as it watches Queer Eye
for the Straight Guy. Even bisexuality is perceived more as an oscillation
between homo and hetero than its own subject position.1 What Ruskin’s
apparently unusual sexuality offers us now is a vehicle to talk about how
completely we circumscribe and limit our identities within the current
homo-/hetero-/bi-sexual triad. Foucault and many other sex historians
have proven that the identities of homosexual and heterosexual are late
nineteenth-century discursive inventions2; Derrida and deconstruction
have taught us to distrust the hierarchies inherent in such definitions
through linguistic bipolarity. Both Ruskin’s writing and his biography
afford an opportunity to enlarge this limiting discourse of dichotomies.
While occasionally critics suggest that Ruskin may have been homosexual
without realizing it, most have not really known what to make of Ruskin’s
unsatisfied desire, other than to snicker or to diagnose a pathology.3 And
so I say the enigma of Ruskin’s sexuality because, even though some recent
books and articles have speculatively and pejoratively labeled Ruskin a
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pedophile, in fact we know virtually nothing of his sex life other than that
he had none, at least not with his wife of six years.
The recent scholars and critics using the term pedophile to describe
Ruskin employ it even though they agree that we have no hint of molesta-
tion (Hilton 2000, 438; Robson 40). However, pedophile does not simply
mean “one who loves children” and has never been analogous to Anglophile
or bibliophile, suggesting instead predatory sexual feelings or actions.4 The
most concrete detail that might seem to confirm this charge of pedophil-
ia is that Ruskin proposed marriage to the very slender eighteen-year-old
Rose La Touche when he was forty-seven; they had met eight years earlier
when he became friends with her family. He became increasingly fond of
her in intervening years.5 While today such a mismatched (if not quite
May–December) courtship may provoke raised eyebrows and snorts of
disgust, it was not that unusual in 1866. The eighteen-year-old Rose post-
poned giving a definitive answer to Ruskin’s proposal for three years, until
she would reach the age of twenty-one (when legally she could marry
whomever she pleased), apparently not because of her own youth or
Ruskin’s middle age, but because, as an evangelical Christian whose father
had been converted and baptized by the famous Mr. Spurgeon, she—and
her parents—disapproved of Ruskin’s religious doubts. Nevertheless, by
way of encouragement, Rose sent her lover “a copy of Elizabeth Sheppard’s
Charles Auchester (1855), a novel in which teenage, musical heroines are
wooed by much older men” (Hilton 2000, 100). Never approving a match
for their daughter with the infidel Ruskin, the La Touches only broke off
the delayed engagement entirely when they received a damning letter from
Ruskin’s ex-wife (probably charging that he was impotent),6 not because
they felt that the mid-life Ruskin’s having begun to fall in love with their
teenage daughter some time in the few previous years was wrong or sick or
particularly inappropriate due to their age difference.
It is of course Effie’s description of their wedding night that has pro-
voked the most speculation about Ruskin’s desires or his scandalous lack
of them. In a famous letter written after the fact to defend her own course
of action in leaving the unconsummated marriage after six years, Effie
states that Ruskin declared on their first night together that, when he saw
her naked, he was disgusted with her person (Lutyens 1967, 156); later
Ruskkn agreed himself that he had found her not formed to excite desire
(Lutyens 1967, 191). So critics and scholars, playwrights, librettists, and
anyone who has ever heard the tale since, have wondered exactly what
form would excite his desire. Once they hear about his tragic love of Rosie,
the most frequently suggested figure is that of the prepubescent girl.
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Ruskin’s commitment to teaching at Winnington also adds fuel to this
fire, although again there is no evidentiary whisper of molestation, or even
of his ever having made a student there feel uncomfortable. Many of the
Winnington students maintained long friendships with Ruskin after he
stopped lecturing at the school (Hilton 2000, 133). The principle evidence
of pedophilia Catherine Robson offers in Men in Wonderland is textual
analysis of the imagery Ruskin uses to describe the girls at the progressive
school, which she sees as manifesting fantasies “that would appear to con-
firm everyone’s worst fears about Ruskin’s delight in the beauty of little
girls” (40). She points to passages in his prose describing little girls made
up, as she describes it, of “endless gazing and coquettish conversations;
kisses, laps and wriggling; the breathless excitement of the playroom; little
fingers and buttons; most of all, perhaps the wetness of those eyes” (40).
Robson’s summary of Ruskin’s language regarding his friendships with the
Winnington girls brims with sexuality, but I am not sure that it is Ruskin’s.
The last comment that Robson describes is intended to indicate Ruskin’s
erotic view of the girls’ “wet eyes, round-open,” “eyes all wet with feeling”
(qtd Robson 4); yet these lines appear in a letter Ruskin writes to his octo-
genarian mother describing the Winnington students as they listened to
music. While we cannot know Ruskin’s unconscious thoughts, clearly he
himself did not expect his elderly parent to interpret his description sexu-
ally. More importantly, if such wet eyes were evidence of his particular sex-
ual attraction to girl-children, they should only appear in reference to
young girls; yet Ruskin uses this description in other contexts. For exam-
ple, in the same group of letters, he refers to Alfred Tennyson’s “half wet
half open sparkling eyes” when the poet was also visiting the school
(Winnington Letters 150). No one has yet insinuated Ruskin’s attraction to
the aging poet laureate. I can offer many more examples of what Robson
evocatively calls the “world of soft and flexible moistness” (40) beyond his
descriptions of little girls. The term pedophile, in our common under-
standing based on daily newspaper revelations of physical and psycholog-
ical violations by “pedophile priests,” coaches, teachers, scout leaders, and
so on, surely involves more than vivid prose in a lushly descriptive style.7
Whatever Ruskin’s sexuality was or was not, it did not involve molesting
children.8 Nevertheless, for a number of readers, Ruskin’s obvious pleasure
in the company of active, playful, intellectually eager girls bears no con-
struction other than that of sexual perversity. The question is, why? The sce-
nario in which children delight in dressing Ruskin, already fully clothed, in
a backwards overcoat (the small fingers and buttons remarked upon above)
becomes sinister for Robson in a way it probably would not have if we had
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never known that his marriage to a robustly adult woman remained uncon-
summated. It is this lack of sexual activity that provokes us. As shocking as
the reason for Ruskin’s annulment was to the Victorians, the scandal of no
sex is so incomprehensible to us now that it requires a pejorative term. All
entertaining speculation aside, we will never really know why Ruskin
rejected Effie on their wedding night and avoided physical involvement
with her during the rest of their marriage. More uncomfortably, we will
never know exactly how young Rose was when Ruskin first fell in love with
her,9 since he wrote the apotheosis of Rose-as-child that appears in his auto-
biography long after he had proposed to her, long after her death as a men-
tally ill young woman of twenty-six, and even after he had himself slipped
into periods of insanity in which he confused her with St. Ursula. Indeed,
we do not even know if, for Ruskin, being in love involved sexual feelings
at all. All we know is that his love life does not fit any patterns we are famil-
iar with now, when we expect people to be either heterosexual or homo-
sexual, or to complete the dialectic, bisexual. Ruskin, who never had sex
with anybody (as far as we know), disrupts this neat paradigm.
I won’t spend more time defending Ruskin from this charge for which
there is no support and of which his contemporaries felt no hint; my real
point in raising the issue is that the concern over what to call him stems
from our very contemporary need to label people according to their sexu-
ality. To the extent that such labels might promote acceptance and under-
standing of self and others, they are surely a good thing. But why do we
feel the need to ascertain and to judge Ruskin’s sexuality? Why do we need
to define it in order to define him? How, ultimately, is that useful? In the
theatrical representations discussed in chapter 4, Tom Stoppard, Greg
Murphy, David Lang, and Manuela Holterhoff see Ruskin as someone
who deflects the sexual onto the aesthetic, and for each of them this makes
him tragically unfulfilled, even sick. While such characterization makes for
satisfying entertainment in the theater, it misses the truly radical possibil-
ities inherent in an aberration of such interest. Ruskin’s sexuality supplies
“resistance to regimes of the normal,” Michael Warner’s definition of queer
(xxvi). Ruskin’s missing desire becomes a perversion that subverts; in
Jonathan Dollimore’s terms, it is a “transgressive agency,” “a perverse
dynamic [that] denotes certain instabilities and contradictions within
dominant structures” to the point of “sexual dissidence” (33). In the sense
of queer as looking aslant or as any “disruptive desire” (Hall 2003, 16).
Ruskin’s strange or mysterious sexuality highlights what is missing in our
current paradigm and presses us to admit that we have reified into a fixed
identity that which is basically a performed one.
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In a sense, for contemporary readers Ruskin’s lack of sexual perfor-
mance is a lack of identity performance. The fact that Ruskin does not fit
into the sexual identities that we acknowledge now, and indeed caused a
scandal of inactivity in his own day, gives us an opportunity to consider
what is wrong with the our whole mode of classification.10 Although we
may think of postmodern identities as more fluid and more generous than
previous eras’, the oddity of Ruskin’s case exposes that our seeming welter
of possibility is in fact sharply limited after all. So, despite the promise of
this chapter’s title, rather than queering Ruskin, I want to suggest that
Ruskin queers us.
Not only does the cipher of Ruskin’s sexuality subvert rigid notions of
identity, but also and more importantly, so does the uncomfortable focus
on performed identity in his writing about theater, science, and education.
This nineteenth-century thinker offers twenty-first-century readers a rad-
ical take on the instability of epistemological and ontological categories as
he grapples with his own anxiety about how they shift. I don’t want to
argue a cause-and-effect relationship, that Ruskin’s transgressive sexuality
prompted him to undermine identity categories. But his usefulness today
stems in part from his rupturing our neatly bipolar sexual paradigms just
as he dislocated Victorian notions of a core identity based on essence
rather than performance. Theater provides the best venue for Ruskin to
express his concern with the self because it manifests the malleability of
identities as they are performed on stage. For Ruskin, theater provides
entertainment and escape; it also offers pedagogical examples to imitate;
more importantly, it is a great art form requiring skill and talent that
demand appreciation from an aesthetically attuned and sympathetic audi-
ence. As popular culture, theater supplies a wealth of illustrations for
Ruskin to use to make points of all kinds in his lectures and books. More
importantly, transformation scenes in pantomime create a universe of fan-
tasy metamorphosis that permits the manifestation on stage of a truer real-
ity than that which exists off stage. In this heightened ontological state, the
actors and the audience exist more intensely than anything in the brutal
world outside the theater, always in such terrible need of repair. But
unnervingly for Ruskin, theater also routinely provides examples of the
permeability of boundaries he recognizes as porous but would just as soon
see as unbreachable. Ali Baba, his forty thieves, and their forty friends
played by girls ungirling themselves by smoking cigars; a Japanese juggler
re-creating his English audience by balancing on a pole unnaturally, like a
monkey; a young girl’s dancing like a snake or an insect: these examples all
flirt with the evaporation of divisions between gender, race, nationality, and
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species. While Ruskin vehemently wants such borders to be permanent
and intrinsic, his discomfort over their depiction on stage as fleeting and
performed, along with his own despairing descriptions of the shifting mar-
gins of existence throughout his writing, show how strongly he recognizes
the instability of all categories of identity and knowledge.
Nowhere is this more apparent than in Ruskin’s writing about science.
While grappling with his reactions to Darwin’s theory of evolution
through natural selection, coming to understand its validity while wishing
it were not so, Ruskin imagines a science based on myth in which meta-
morphosis occurs through symbolic rather than competitive value. He uses
examples drawn from the theater repeatedly to provide the only vehicle to
express adequately the performative quality of all existence. The shape-
shifting that turns one species into another and teaches evolution to
Darwin tells Ruskin nothing of species’ origin but only of meaningful cor-
respondences between them as each signifies something else in a natural
language that Ruskin imagines luminously apparent to everyone who
learns to read it. This kind of observation distinguishes Ruskin’s science as
a gentle, passive, meticulous scrutiny that constitutes the identity of a fem-
inized scientist, who not only performs in this non-competitive and non-
exploitative manner in scientific research, but who also reacts to the per-
formance of nature as a good audience should, with an astute and sympa-
thetic reception. Ruskin feminizes science more directly by encouraging
women to become scientists, by encouraging men to accept women as sci-
entists, by writing science textbooks for girls, by teaching girls and women
a variety of sciences, by quoting non-traditional authorities they would
recognize and feel comfortable with, and finally by reorganizing Linnaeus’s
taxonomy according to girls’ names from Shakespeare’s plays, suggesting
that in a sense the flowers play their part in nature’s spectacle. By identi-
fying women ever more closely with the subject they study, Ruskin breaks
down the barriers between observer and observed, between scientist and
specimen. He subverts all ontological and epistemological classifications as
even non-human species are identified by how they act rather than how
they look, and as science merges with ethics. By focusing on the signifi-
cance of an aesthetic manifestation of form in the moment rather than a
search for origin as revealed by form over time, Ruskin erases the conven-
tional boundary between science and art.
The maturation of children into adults through education is another
kind of unsettling metamorphosis that fascinates Ruskin. Ruskin tells us
that clouds, flowers, and children change before our eyes, that they exist
as they are only for a moment, literally. Knowing that children will in large
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part become what their parents teach them to be, Ruskin writes urging a
more progressive plan of education for girls and puts his ideas into effect
when lecturing at the Winnington school. In demanding equal education
for girls, Ruskin erases gender from student identity, a surprising move in
the famous essay “Of Queens’ Gardens,” often seen as the quintessential
statement of Victorian claustrophobic idealizing of women and mytholo-
gizing their separate sphere. Even more radically, in Ethics of the Dust
Ruskin dramatizes a world in which, far from being innate, identity is per-
formed. In that book, Ruskin interrogates the meaning of the word “self ”
and suggests that even inanimate things play themselves in a universal
spectacle that observers enjoy and learn from. In using the dialogue form
for these lectures, Ruskin abdicates the role that the Old Lecturer would
seem to have on the platform stage. By decentering his own authority as
lecturer, Ruskin subverts the traditional hierarchy in education and theater,
splintering the paired identities of teacher/student, performer/audience,
lecturer/listener, and so on. As the girls learn mineralogy, mythology, and
ethics, they also learn that, like crystals, their core or essential selves only
appear to be stable; really they are a confluence, fixed into a particular pat-
tern by a moment in time. Identified with living crystals, the girls demon-
strate in these playlets that distinctions between animal and mineral,
between human and rock, are as vague as those between species, between
nations, and between genders that we have seen Ruskin explore in his writ-
ing on theater and on science.
Ruskin’s inventive wildness evaporates completely from the theatrical
performances of Ruskin’s life that the late twentieth century has brought
us, which ignore his radicalism in order to depict him as tragically emaci-
ated in love, at best displacing erotics onto aesthetics, at worst deformed
in his desire for an ideal woman to the point of rejecting and restricting
real ones. The simmering dislocations of our seeming reality that attract
and disturb Ruskin disappear from these depictions of Ruskin as Other,
the repressed Victorian prude against which we, in most stereotypical fash-
ion, can construct our own contemporary identities as progressive, liber-
ated, healthy, and sane. This is standard fare for the current but erroneous
image of Victorian sexuality, as noted by many scholars,11 but Ruskin’s case
seems particularly egregious considering the gap between his importance
for Victorian culture and his popular perception now. These depictions of
Ruskin are in direct contrast to depictions of his contemporary Oscar
Wilde, whose function in concurrent plays is as the premiere model of gay
identity. Ironically, one could argue that the preponderance of Wilde’s life
experience is (anachronistically) more heterosexual than Ruskin’s: unlike
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Ruskin, Wilde passionately and pleasurably consummated his nuptials,
fathered two children with his satisfied bride, remained married twice as
long, and reacted with agony (rather than Ruskin’s relief ) when his wife
left him (Hunt 235; Ellmann 486). Obviously my point is not to re-label
Wilde as straight, but to emphasize that acknowledging Ruskin’s unknow-
able sexuality as outside our present set of identity categories throws the
instability of our other seemingly settled categories into greater relief.
Excellent theater in their own right, these fin-de-millennium productions
construct a Ruskin and a Wilde for today’s spectators that masks the very
aspects of their insights that are most postmodern: in Ruskin’s case, his
vision of the self that—to his own fascinated distress—is as permeable,
fluid, and performed as any current gender theorist’s.
Our postmodern identities defined through sexual orientation would be
very foreign and indeed distasteful to Ruskin, particularly since whatever
his sexuality was would not fit into our current paradigm. But if post-
structuralist gender theories, particularly those of Judith Butler, have last-
ing impact, then Ruskin’s concern over the fluidity of gender (as well as
nation, race and species) on stage and enacted in science and education
help expand our understanding of gender identity as performed. Examples
of identity performance rattle Ruskin; he records his reactions in purple
prose that has resonated across centuries. Ruskin’s sexuality rattles us, and
we record our discomfort in puerile ridicule that obscures his profound
utility.
One way in which Ruskin is genuinely useful as a theorist today is in
terms of something one might call ethical aesthetics. Another way to talk
about this is that Ruskin’s approach—like current cultural studies
approaches—requires social justice. Elin Diamond points out that “cultural
studies seeks to link the humanities, social sciences, arts and political econ-
omy” (1996, 6); this is precisely what Ruskin does. Yet Ruskin values
beauty in itself, however difficult that is to define. From a postmodern per-
spective that inherits both an “art for art’s sake” mentality that celebrates
the art object divorced from its context and a historicist perspective that
recognizes ways in which notions of beauty are the result of social con-
struction, Ruskin’s insistence on the identity of aesthetics and social justice
must give us pause. Ruskin’s theories of theater, performance, and pan-
tomime truth resonate with his theories of art, architecture, and political
economy, intriguing us not because he has the answers, but because he rais-
es questions that still haunt us.12 He is a formalist who nonetheless insists
that architecture built under circumstances that exploit the worker is nec-
essarily inferior and degraded art. He is a passionate social critic whose lan-
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guage and preoccupation with beauty not only imply a detached and
escapist aestheticism but also surely help institute it. More than a litany of
paradoxes, this set of complications suggests that Ruskin—as much as
Friedrich Nietzche, Karl Marx, Wilde, or Brecht—grapples with issues of
aesthetics, ideology, identity, and social conscience that confront us now.
Ruskin’s resistance to easy answers can never reconcile ideal beauty with
the reality of class relations, aesthetics with sexuality, self with construc-
tion of self. Nevertheless, he shows how a serious mind recognizes that in
the pleasures and anxieties of theater reside a continually transforming
power, that in the destabilizing effect of performance lies the potential for
the realignment of beauty and justice.
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NOTES
Introduction
1. The original production of The Invention of Love won the Evening
Standard Theatre Award, 1997.
2. In 1995 the Santa Fe Opera premiered a widely reviewed opera about
Ruskin called Modern Painters with music by David Lang and libretto by Manuela
Hoelterhoff.
3. In his autobiography, Gandhi describes how reading Ruskin’s Unto This
Last caused in him “an instantaneous and practical transfomation“ (299). His
determination to live the principles he found in this book resulted in his immedi-
ately founding the Phoenix Settlement based on its concepts, which he carried back
with him to India many years later (298–310).
4. Most prominently, Kate Millett in Sexual Politics, but also many other
excellent critics, including Deirdre David.
5. An indication of interest in Ruskin and gender is Yale’s edition of Sesame
and Lilies (2002) in its “Rethinking the Western Tradition” series, which reprints
Ruskin’s important lecture on women’s roles and girls’ education, “Of Queens’
Gardens,” as well as new criticism on it. Several other excellent pieces on Ruskin
and women’s education have appeared recently, such as in Shuman’s Pedagogical
Economies (2000), Green’s Educating Women (2001), Birch’s volume of essays
Ruskin and Gender (2002), and Robson’s Men in Wonderland (2003); however,
none takes a performance approach. My own Ruskin’s Mythic Queen (1998) con-
centrates on Ruskin’s writing about women and mythology rather than broader
identity performance.
6. In addition to Sesame and Lilies, see The Queen of the Air (about the
Greek goddess Athena) and Ethics of the Dust (about the Egyptian goddess Neith).
7. These include John Keats, Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Dante Gabriel
Rossetti, George Eliot, Max Müller, Andrew Lang, and Jane Ellen Harrison.
8. I argue that uses of myth in twentieth-century feminist theory and gen-
der studies continue in Ruskin’s vein. Mine was the first book-length study on
Ruskin and gender; it remains the only monograph on that topic to date.
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9. This story created a stir in both The Guardian and The New York Times.
See Warrell 2003. My thanks to Pallavi Rastogi for pointing out the Times article
and to the VICTORIA listserve, moderated by Patrick Leary, for the piece in the
The Guardian.
10. Hereafter, all citations of Ruskin will be from the the standard library edi-
tion of Ruskin’s works in thirty-nine volumes, Cook and Wedderburn edition
(1903-12), unless otherwise indicated. Parenthetical citations will include only the
volume and page, separated by a period.
11. Ruskin’s fascination with the theater, which he attended avidly and wrote
about often in works on other subjects, is perhaps most usefully understood as part
of his attraction to the heightened reality he derives from all forms of critical expe-
rience. That is, for Ruskin the whole universe plays itself for us to enjoy and to
learn from; as an appreciative audience, we analyze and interpret. Nothing really
exists unless it is performed and observed.
12. Thanks to Dan Novak for bringing this chapter in Kate Flint’s book to
my attention.
13. See Weltman’s Ruskin’s Mythic Queen for detailed analysis of the identity
between girls and crystals in the Ethics of the Dust (124–48).
14. He contradicts his depiction of a toyless childhood in the very same text,
in which he attributes his having developed a good architectural sense to the ben-
efits of a large, elaborate set of building blocks.
15. Perhaps Ruskin was inviting comparison with John Keats, who wanted
his gravestone to read only “Here lies one whose name was writ in water.” 
16. Biblical quotations come from the Authorized King James version.
17. Metaphorically so: Reuben slept with Bilhah, his concubine stepmother,
not with his blood mother, Leah.
18. He alludes in letters to a habit of masturbating (Hilton 2000, 135–36;
Simpson 1982, 33) by saying that he shares Rousseau’s weakness, which was well
known.
19. See Dollimore’s Sexual Dissidence and Dellamora’s Victorian Sexual
Dissidence.
20. See Gagnier’s Subjectivities: A History of Self-Representation in Britain,
1832–1920 for a seminal treatment of subjectivity in regards to Victorian autobi-
ography, including Ruskin’s Praeterita. As Gagnier explains, the “post-structural
conception of subjectivity claims that the I, the apparent seat of consciousness, is
not the integral center of thought but a contradictory, discursive category consti-
tuted by ideological discourse itself (10).
21. Each of these terms comes freighted with decades of complicated, multi-
valent usage. Their distinctive nuances are important intellectually and even polit-
ically, but I have chosen words that behave the most flexibly, absorbing
connotations from more specialized terms while retaining the resonance of plain
English. But no matter which of these terms I use, I operate under the post-
Foucauldian and post-Derridaean assumption that our identities or subjectivities
are socially constructed, that is, that we are who we are because language and dis-
course constitute us within an overarching framework of possibility.
22. Bodies that Matter stirs up the sex/gender distinction to argue for the lin-
guistic and performative construction of the sexes as well as genders (since there is
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no access to the notion of biological sex except through discourse, which
inevitably shapes our only way of thinking about it). The construction of seem-
ingly natural divisions of gender (and sex) is “a temporal process” of establishing
and destabilizing norms through reiteration:
As a sedimented effect of a reiterative or ritual practice, sex acquires
its naturalized effect, and, yet, it is also by virtue of this reiteration
that gaps and fissures are opened up as the constitutive instabilities
in such constructions, as that which escapes or exceeds the norm, as
that which cannot be wholly defined or fixed by the repetitive labor
of that norm. (Butler 2003, 10)
Even more stringent a statement of the effect of reiterated performance to create
and to subvert identity than in Gender Trouble, Bodies that Matter pushes past nat-
uralized gender polarity to subvert perceptions of biological difference through the
lens of performance as a kind of discourse. 
23. This calls for me to address what I mean by performance, performativiti-
ty, and theatricality. These three words are a fashionable part of critical discourse
in the first decade of the twenty-first century, and their histories are even more
complicated than identity, subjectivity, and self. Erika Fischer-Lichte defines the-
atricality in severely semiotic terms: actors are entirely replaceable by other actors
in their parts, making the actors signs that represent other cultural signs outside
the performance, so that theatrical signs are “always signs of signs”; the experience
of theatricality provides consciousness of this doubling (88). In “The Politics of
Discourse: Performativity Meets Theatricality,” Janelle Reinelt defines theatricali-
ty somewhat differently, seeing more divergence between the text-based experi-
ences of spectators in a theater-like setting suggested by the term theatricality and
the particular instances of bodies engaged in temporal action suggested by the
term performance, only to complicate the distinction. W. B. Worthen in “Drama,
Performativity and Performance” also usefully synthesizes the multiple threads of
discussion about performativity. Beginning with linguistic theorist J. L. Austin’s
definition in How to Do Things with Words of a performative speech-act as one that
in itself performs an action (as in the oft-quoted example of a judge pronouncing
a couple to be married), Worthen travels through John Searle to speech-act theo-
ry’s appropriation by post-structuralist theorists, such as Eve Kosofksy Sedgwick,
who (influenced by Claude Lévi-Strauss and Jacques Derrida) join Judith Butler
in her idea from Gender Trouble and Bodies that Matter that gender is constituted
through reiterated performance of gendered acts. In Performance and
Performativity, Andrew Parker and Eve Sedgwick pull together diverse theatrical
and philosophical uses of performativity, pointing toward their amalgamation in
performance studies (1995, 2–6). Lynn Voskuil provides a useful critique in both
her essay and book entitled Acting Naturally.
24. In Dandies and Desert Saints: Styles of Victorian Masculinity, James Eli
Adams argues that Carlyle, Arnold, Newman, Pater, and Wilde depict “intellectu-
al vocations as affirmations of masculine identity” (2). He does not include
Ruskin. Instead, Adams reads Ruskin’s definition of gentlemanliness as due to
heredity, bodily breeding, and physically innate qualities, citing passages from
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Modern Painters V (7.343–45) to prove it (167–68). Yet, as Adams points out, the
key characteristic of gentlemanliness for Ruskin is “touch faculty” or the power of
responding with great sensitivity (like a mimosa plant, which curls away at a
touch, as Ruskin explains in “Of Kings’ Treasuries”). Curiously, Ruskin sees this
characteristic best cultivated in women, but wants to promote it among men.
Thus, Ruskin won’t work for Adams’s list not because Ruskin defines identity as
innate but rather because Ruskin redefines masculinity as feminine.
25. Intellectual history usually credits Pater, in his celebrated “Conclusion to
The Renaissance,” with the Victorian articulation of such Heraclitan flux, but
Ruskin has already done it obliquely over and over in his writing about art, archi-
tecture, education, science, and culture. However, Ruskin is deeply disturbed by
the disorienting temporality he describes, whereas Pater appears both to revel in it
and to offer an antidote—the aesthetic mode of appreciation. 
26. This is like Hegel’s notion of self-consciousness that “never exists in iso-
lation” (Hall 2003, 51).
27. See also Kucich and Sadoff. 
28. See Donald Hall’s Queer Theories for an excellent introduction to these
ideas.
Chapter One
1. Despite the puppet show’s immense popularity, Ruskin particularly dis-
liked the violence of Punch and Judy. The entertainment pervaded Victorian cul-
ture generally, and Ruskin’s life was no exception. In Praeterita Ruskin tells of how
when he was a small child, his Croyden aunt pitied his supposedly toyless existence
and gave him a beautiful Punch and Judy set. Though his mother thanked the
aunt, as soon as the relatives had left, she removed it (35.20). Nevertheless, the
image of Punch and Judy permeates Ruskin’s work and even his dreams; he
describes one in which the Judy puppet “seemed to bruise under the blows, so as
to make the whole as horrible and nasty as possible” (Diaries 2.684). On a curi-
ous biographical note, Ruskin refers to himself as Punch and his cousin Joan as
Judy (Winnington Letters 705); one of his real-life Winnington school friends, Lily,
who writes him for many years, also refers to Joan as Judy (Winnington Letters
694).
The traditional puppet show’s plot is violent and misogynist: Millett reacts
with understandable disgust to the way in Sesame and Lilies Ruskin misrepresents
Bill Sykes’s brutal murder of Nancy in Oliver Twist as a mutual battery; Ruskin
compares it to Punch and Judy’s beating each other before Punch kills Judy
(Millett 100). Though space does not allow analysis of Punch and Judy here, the
puppets’ significance for Ruskin deserves further treatment.
2. See David Reide for a discussion of the self in Arnold’s poetry.
3. See Meisel for a fascinating look at stage “realizations” of well-known art
works.
4. Throughout his life, Ruskin’s mother objected to the theater, having “the
strictest Puritan prejudice against the stage” (35.176). His father, however, liked
it (he even performed in amateur theatricals in his youth), and frequently took
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Ruskin as a child. As an adult, Ruskin often went despite his mother’s dislike for
it, but only if she gave her permission—which she must have given routinely
(19.xxxvii note). For a discussion of Ruskin’s memory regarding his mother’s
admiration of his father’s remarkable beauty as he performed in “high, black feath-
ers,” including its gender ambivalence, see Birch, “Fathers and Sons” (148–49).
5. Ruskin’s diaries prove his voracious theater attendance, but rarely give
much description of the plays, operas, or pantomimes he has seen, usually record-
ing only the name of the entertainment or theater or principal actor, with an occa-
sional brief note, such as “delicious acting” (Diaries 2.707) or “rubbish” (Diaries
3.964) or “saw the vilest thing last night ever put on stage in my hearing or sight”
(Diaries 3.990). He mentions actors Charles Macready, the Bancrofts, Madge
Kendall, Ellen Terry, Henry Irving, and many others by name. His letters also
bring in Rachel: he dislikes her even more than Ellen Terry, whom he compares
unfavorably to Mrs. Kendall in a way that suggests that Ellen Terry’s un-ladylike
actions compromise her (Diaries 3.693), though he admits Terry is an excellent
actress (Diaries 3.1044).
Another clue to Ruskin’s theater-going habits resides in the letters of his many
friends. For example, Oscar Wilde reports having gone with Ruskin to a perfor-
mance of The Merchant of Venice with Henry Irving as Shylock on September 28,
1879. After the play, Wilde went on to a ball given by John and Effie Millais. “How
odd it is,” Wilde remarks on the juxtaposition of events: the “Millais ball” cele-
brated the marriage of the daughter of Effie Gray and John Everett Millais’s obvi-
ously consummated marriage. The oddity of going from the play with Ruskin,
whose six-year marriage with Effie was never consummated, to a ball given by
Ruskin’s former wife and former protegée struck Wilde even 23 years after the
Ruskins’ annulment (The Complete Letters of Oscar Wilde, 84–85).
6. There has been very little published criticism on Ruskin and the theater
other than my own previous essays; no article like Gatens’s or Correa’s on music,
for example. There is one essay by Tally on Ruskin’s impact on scenic design.
Because Kate Newey and Jeffrey Richards are working on a major multi-year pro-
ject at Lancaster University’s Ruskin Program called “Ruskinian Theatre: the
Aesthetics of the Late Nineteenth-Century Popular Stage,” we should expect more
publications soon on Ruskin’s influence on Victorian theater and beyond. In his
paper “Ruskin and the Theater,” Richards points out the extent of Ruskin’s inter-
action with Henry Irving. He extends that research in his paper “John Ruskin,
Wilson Barrett, and the Toga Play.” Both should see print before long.
Shakespeare’s influence on Ruskin has merited discussion by numerous critics,
such as Auerbach in Woman and the Demon. Most of Ruskin’s sustained analyses
of Shakespeare in his published Works center on the literary texts rather than on
the performance experience. But in letters and diaries, Ruskin often briefly
remarks on a particular actor or actress in a Shakespearean role (37.28, 30.341,
34.545, 37.303) or on an aspect of a production (Diaries 2.760).
7. See also Parker and Sedgwick.
8. For a detailed explanation of how Ruskin simultaneously establishes and
subverts gender dichotomy in the 1860s, see Weltman’s Ruskin’s Mythic Queen,
which analyzes his three most significant texts on women and myth: “Of Queens’
Gardens,” the Ethics of the Dust, and The Queen of the Air. Especially through his
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notion of queenship and his admiration for the goddess Athena, Ruskin blurs the
gender boundaries he appears to uphold.
9. See Booth’s Theatre in the Victorian Age for a clear, brief account of stock
characters and lines of business. I am indebted to Jennifer Jones Cavenaugh for
pointing out to me that while Victorian pantomime may blur gender boundaries,
Victorian stock characters only strengthen types.
10. This indictment is particularly damning for actresses, since women are
already associated traditionally with lying and mutability.
11. For Wilde’s idea of life imitating art, see his essays “The Critic as Artist”
and “The Decay of Lying.” 
12. See Ruskin’s The Queen of the Air (19.358–60) for several examples of the
tension between his acknowledgment of the accuracy of Darwin’s work and his dis-
gust with scientific interest in origin at the expense of symbolic meaning.
13. Ruskin often uses theater, which exemplifies what excites popular imag-
ination, to chastise the public for some moral failing. For instance, in Modern
Painters IV, Ruskin describes his distress over the audience’s pleased reaction to hor-
ror, as in the actresses putting on the death mask (6.397), and in Ariadne
Florentina, Ruskin describes an Italian play about boiling children as an example
of people’s love of death and horror (22.410). He also believes that immoral intent
invalidates skill, resulting in bad art: in The Eagle’s Nest he describes a dance
depicting Hell at the Gaiety Theater in this context (22.133), as we shall see in
chapter 2. It contrasts to the positive dream of an opera set in hell in his diary
(Diaries 3.783).
14. See Lutyens (1965, 106): the opera premiered in Vienna in 1842; its
definitive production opened in Paris, followed by London also in 1842. Ruskin
also records having seen Linda in Milan in his diary entry for August 1, 1862
(Diaries 2.566).
15. Ruskin wants as always to move them to despise the pollution and loss
of jobs brought on by an increasingly industrialized culture, and to make changes
that improve conditions in the environment and the work place. He hopes that
since the audience adores the performance, they can be roused to value the work-
ers and the land. He makes the same point when writing about the picturesque in
Modern Painters (7.268–69). See Landow for a discussion of Ruskin’s concern
about the aesthetics of poverty (235–36).
16. Later in Fors, Ruskin makes a related comment, pointing out that the
money that two young women whom he sees at the opera spent on tickets to
operas so that they could hear good singing might have been better spent teach-
ing the poor to sing (25.269). His choice of young women for this example sug-
gests several things about his attitude toward women: he assumes that their more
highly cultivated feelings are more responsive (as he hopes in “Of Queens’
Gardens”); he wants them to act as moral guides to men in their example of char-
ity and self-denial; finally, he implies that the young women attend the opera out
of a frivolous attempt to pass unfilled time, whereas men attending the opera seek
a legitimate mode of relaxation in reward for hard work.
17. He makes the same point in several different places (18.97), most notably
decrying the “mimicry compassion” opera arouses in us, “wasting the pity and love” we
feel in a pleasurable response to the theater instead of on repairing social ills (29.269).
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18. Auerbach goes farther and links theatricality itself with Woman: “this
demonic, elusive spirit of performance . . . is female” (1990, 12); “the spirit of play
is perceived by patriarchal culture as demonically female” (1990, 118n).
19. Ruskin’s secular parable here reminds us of the irony of appropriating the
tragic circumstances of Alpine peasants for our own pleasure. Metropolitan the-
ater-goers still recognize this feeling: for example, those attending a production of
Les Misérables when it first opened on Broadway in 1987 (before the current
Disneyfication of Times Square) surely picked their way with some discomfort
around local homeless people before handing over their then exorbitant $60.00
tickets to watch the simulacra of French homeless people sing beautifully for two
and a half hours on a Manhattan stage. Twenty years later, fans paying $100.00 a
seat for Rent may feel similar twinges of conscience. Ruskin begins by compli-
menting the “good and kind people, poetically minded” (6.390) in the audience,
careful to include himself in first person plural, inviting his readers to imagine
themselves, ourselves, there, before nudging us all toward a guilty recognition of
our own hypocrisy.
20. See Hilton (1985, 254–57) and Hunt (262–65) for Ruskin’s unconver-
sion experience.
21. Non-British readers will want to know that British pantomimes are not
silent, mimed performances, but rather spectacular song-and-dance, pun-filled
entertainments most typically associated with the Christmas season, borrowing
from music hall shows, interacting with the audience, drawing on conventional
bits, employing innovative stage machinery and lighting effects, and using popu-
lar comedians from other stage genres. Pantomime is often affectionately referred
to as “panto.”
22. Here Ruskin ignores the material lives of the actors as working men,
women, and children. He is not always unaware of their needs. In Praeterita he
tells of how when he was a young man, his mother, concerned that he had
squandered 100 pounds “on grapes, partridges, and the opera,” gave him five
pounds “to make peace with Heaven” in a donation to churches. Instead, he gave
it to an “overworked ballerina in Turin” because she “did her work well always;
and looked nice,—near the footlights” (35.498). But he seems surprisingly
unaware of performers as laborers. Elsewhere in Fors Ruskin adjures young
women not to become postal workers instead of taking care of children or
sewing (27.536), but he never offers a like injunction against acting as one of
the five hundred extras in a pantomime. Others did take note of children’s stage
labor. For example, in 1867 The Illustrated London News reports that “hundreds
of poor families” “yearly depend on this incidental gain . . . of a few shillings”
when they “let their children be hired” as imps or fairies in Christmas pan-
tomimes (December 7, 51.608). In contrast, Ruskin accepts amusement from the
“Arcadias of Pantomime” (27.256) with surprisingly little thought of how little
the huge pantomime casts earn, or how dangerous their working conditions had
become with gas flames licking at diaphanous costumes on a crowded stage.
Later, in the early 1880s, Ruskin learned more about the lives of performing chil-
dren through his friendship with the young Webling sisters, whose public poet-
ry recitations he esteemed (34.545–46). He entertained them in his home
(Diaries 3.999) and corresponded with them (Hilton 2000, 428). For more
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information about this relationship, see Webling. My thanks go to Dinah Birch
for making this and many other connections for me.
23. In London Labour and the London Poor, Henry Mayhew interviews street
performers, including Punch and Judy men. But while Ruskin identifies the per-
formers inside the theater with his notion of a heightened and more beautiful real-
ity, his relationship with Punch and Judy street performance is far more conflicted.
He both relished it as entertainment and despised it because of its violence. See
note 2 for more about Ruskin’s feelings about Punch and Judy.
24. Dickens’s own fascination with, involvement in, and influence on the
theater has been well researched. Among others, see MacKay, Glavin, and Vlock 
25. For another example, see note 13.
26. It also may seem to resemble Aristotle’s notion that mimesis is a distilla-
tion of the real, but for Ruskin theatrical truth is not merely imitative (3.103); it
is in some sense originary.
27. The fairy-tale ending Ruskin imagines is, predictably, both radical and
conservative. He points out that “in all dramatic presentations of Little Red
Riding Hood, everybody disapproves the carnivorous propensity of the Wolf. . . .
But once outside the theater, they declare the whole human race to be universally
carnivorous—and are ready to eat up any quantity of Red Riding Hoods, body
and soul, if they can make money by them” (28.53). And yet while he readily
points to a solution that would protect the poor from the wolfish hunger of capi-
talism, he does not do as well in regards to gender politics: he envisions a world in
which “nobody advises Cinderella to write novels instead of doing her washing”
(28.53). Nevertheless, Rachel Dickinson interprets this passage as empowering
women by emphasizing that Cinderella has a choice; what impresses Ruskin is that
her choice is usefulness.
28. The Ethics of the Dust has 1866 on its title page, but actually came off the
press in December of 1865.
29. For information on the popularity of Victorian pantomime across class-
es, see Booth. Ironically, Ruskin’s love of theater generally and fairy tale pan-
tomime particularly becomes lost in his posthumous status as a dull aesthete. A
1908 reviewer of the pantomime Pinkie and the Fairies envies children’s ability to
see fairies while grownups are doomed to talk of Turner and quote Ruskin (Davis
2006).
30. The huge numbers here are not exaggerated, although the sense of pro-
liferation is the result of Ruskin’s humor. Booth gives the number of thieves and
their followers in the 1886 production of Ali Baba and The Forty Thieves at near-
ly five hundred (35).
31. Cook and Wedderburn point out six separate passages sprinkled
throughout the Works in which Ruskin denounces tobacco as a curse (17.334n).
It would surely horrify Ruskin to know that from the 1890s to the 1950s, popu-
lar John Ruskin cigars were manufactured and sold widely in America. The box
sported at times a pink-cheeked, genial portrait, at times a gaunter, more Cubist
likeness of the cigar’s namesake.  The double irony of a cigar named for Ruskin is
that not only is it a vile tobacco product, but also it was a very cheap cigar, using
inferior tobacco and poor quality paper. See Dearden (128) for additional infor-
mation.
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32. See “Of Queens’ Gardens” (18.109–144) for Ruskin’s fullest explanation
of women’s role as moral guide of men.
33. Although several male Victorian critics express anxiety about actresses
playing male roles (for example, Archer decried an 1894 all-female production of
As You Like It), Powell analyzes their discomfort either as over the actresses’
usurpation of the male playwright’s intention or as over the artistic insignificance
of the cross-dressing (28).
34. For a psychoanalytic interpretation (and a concise history) of trans-
vestism in Victorian pantomime, see David Meyer. See also Laurence Senelick.
35. Although the spectacle of women performing with cigars provokes
Ruskin, women performing jobs more practically associated with men sometimes
prompts his admiration. For example, in Academy Notes he admitted that Lady
Elizabeth Butler’s much sought-after paintings of military scenes completely dis-
proved his earlier mistaken notion that women can’t paint battles (14.308). See
Marsh (1994) and Nunn for more information about Ruskin’s recognition and
encouragement of women artists. He also admired the skill of female iron work-
ers who succeed precisely where he previously thought women would fail
(29.173–75). My thanks to George Landow for bringing this point to my atten-
tion.
36. He readily carried himself back, however, indulging in the show at least
twice, according to entries in his diary. Tim Hilton speculates that this was only
in hopes of catching a glimpse of Rose, who was visiting London at that time
(2000, 117).
37. In Letters IX and X, Ruskin includes a brief mention of a performance of
the can-can in Paris that evokes his most extreme reaction of all, calling it the
“Chain of the devil” and the “Cancan of Hell” (17.359). He describes it as “per-
fect dancing, as far as finish and accuracy of art and fullness of animal power and
fire are concerned,” but he rejects the can-can as unmitigated evil, with “the object
of the dance throughout being to express in every gesture the wildest fury of inso-
lence and vicious passions possible to human creatures” (17.358).
38. The serpent metaphor and the images of vibration here prefigure Ruskin’s
famous description of the serpent in The Queen of the Air, where the snake (along
with the bird) symbolizes the goddess Athena. As he gives her more and more
power (not only wisdom and war, but also  air, metaphor, and finally language),
this most masculine of goddesses becomes for Ruskin the ideal woman. See
Weltman, Ruskin’s Mythic Queen (149–65).
39. For additional discussion of serpent imagery in Victorian culture, see
Auerbach’s Woman and the Demon and Dijkstra.
40. Ruskin’s concern with taste, audience, and class might well bring up the
question of how Ruskin compares and contrasts with Pierre Bourdieu; for consid-
eration of Bourdieu and the Victorians, see Gagnier (1991).
41. That this is a digression is clear: not only do Cook and Wedderburn leave
it out of their introductory outline, but also Ruskin himself admits in Letter XI
that he has “allowed” himself “to be led into that talk on theaters” (17.368).
42. In addition to the theater dreams discussed in this chapter, such as the
Punch and Judy show, the young girl with the Arabian keys, and the opera set in
hell, Ruskin records dreaming about the Christy Minstrels, dance, theaters with
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dwarves, anxiety about performing his own lectures (Diaries 2.690, 3.867,
3.1075, 2.688), and other moments.
43. For an analysis of the simianization of the Other in Victorian literature,
see Elsie Michie.
44. The dreamed keys also mean much more than this, recalling keys men-
tioned throughout Ruskin’s oeuvre. One example is his well known close reading
of “Lycidas” in Sesame and Lilies: there one key unlocks heaven; the other, prison
(18.75). This dream may also reveal Ruskin’s anxiety about evolution and declin-
ing religious faith. Equally significant here is the key of Fors Clavigera, one mean-
ing of which Ruskin explains as Fortitude with the key to the “gate of Art and
Promise” (27.xx). See also Caws for a psychoanalytic, biographical reading of this
dream, focusing on Ruskin’s relationship with his father.
45. Many books detail Ruskin’s failed romance with Rose La Touche. See
Hilton (2000) and Hunt (276–374).
46. For a study of the relationship between aesthetics, ethics, and economics
in Wilde as well as Mill and Ruskin that deals precisely with the categories of the
good, the true, and the beautiful, see Gagnier’s The Insatiability of Human Wants.
Nunokawa also mentions Wilde’s reconciliation of ethics and aesthetics (3).
Chapter Two
1. See Mill’s “Inaugural Address at St. Andrews” (1867), in Collected Works,
Newman’s Idea of a University (1852), in The Works of Cardinal Newman, and
Arnold’s “Literature and Science” (1888) in Complete Prose Works. See Gagnier
(2000) for the differences between Mill, Ruskin, Morris, and Wilde on Victorian
notions of aesthetics, ethics, and economics.
2. He urges readers to take the same humble approach to books in Sesame
and Lilies (18.63–64).
3. Spear characterizes Ruskin’s late science as “deliberately archaic and
Linnaean in conscious opposition to Darwinism” (51). Rosenberg goes further
and calls these late works of natural history “deliberately unscientific” “pseudo-
science” (181). Ruskin provides plenty of support for this position, especially in
the bitterness of his attacks on the ideas of Darwin and Tyndall, but Ruskin’s atti-
tude toward science is more complex than these comments suggest. Robert
Hewison explains Ruskin’s science as contemplative (177). Fitch explores Ruskin’s
science as expressions of his mythology. Fitch details Ruskin’s increasing rage
against the “scientific mob” (28.532) as he seeks through his works on Natural
History a “general system for the interpretation of the sacred everywhere” (599)
and makes a “deliberately anti-scientific effort to read and reclassify natural forms
as living myths” (601). Birch also sees Ruskin’s science as a mythic alternative to
materialism (1981, 173–94). Likewise emphasizing the mythic elements of
Ruskin’s science, Sawyer claims that Ruskin is not so much anti-science as he is
distinguishing “between good science and bad science, that is, between two com-
peting myths”: these are, in Ruskin’s terms, “savoir vivre” and “savior mourir”
(1985, 270). Sawyer points out that Ruskin’s science is a precursor of the ecology
movement (1985, 272). Likewise, Kirchhoff analyzes Ruskin’s ambivalence
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toward science and the radicalism of his effort to create a system that allows the
student to know nature without dominating it (1977). See also O’Gorman
(1999). All these positions have influenced my own, but none explores the con-
stitutive role gender plays in Ruskin’s science.
4. See Mellor (305–307), Easlea, and Russett.
5. In The Queen of the Air, Ruskin puts the natural hieroglyhic code “whol-
ly under the rule of Athena” (19.345), his ideal of womanhood and the most mas-
culine Greek goddess whose incorporation of phallic symbols in her Medusan
shield blurs the gender dichotomy Ruskin elsewhere upholds. Ruskin makes sig-
nification itself feminine by identifying what he calls Athena’s formative power as
that which weaves the linguistic connection between every hieroglyphic signifier
and its signified. Ruskin identifies Athena’s formative power as the Holy Spirit. In
“Ruskin and the Matriarchal Logos,” Sawyer points out that Athena becomes the
Law, “Logos as present, full, and female” (140). I argue that as Logos, Athena does
not simply reign over the “‘Words’ of God,” she is actually the Word itself (Ruskin’s
Mythic Queen 161–62). Furthermore, Ruskin argues that for the Greeks, Athena
literally is the air, including “the air carrying vibration of sound” (19.328). He fig-
ures sound as the serpentine sine (or sign) wave, carrying speech (Ruskin’s Mythic
Queen 163). Please see chapters 6 and 7 of Ruskin’s Mythic Queen for the complete
argument.
6. Anne Mellor offers quotations with comparable imagery from Isaac
Barrow, Robert Boyle, and Henry Oldenberg. For nineteenth-century examples,
see Keller (56–72) and Easlea.
7. For readers unable to visit the museum, an excellent virtual tour is avail-
able at their website: http://www.thegarret.org.uk/
8. See Kirkup and Keller (73); Haraway (292); Paxton (171–73); Fausto-
Sterling (179–87); Russett passim; Tuana passim.
9. See Tuana (35–50) for a clear overview of this issue.
10. Indeed that notion goes back at least as far as Aristotle (Schiebinger 55).
11. See Jed Mayer for more on Ruskin’s response to vivisection.
12. Ruskin records in his diary: “the dreadful Frou-Frou. (The best view of
Venice I ever saw on stage.) Gives me much to think of.” He complains the next
day that he is still ill from it (Diaries 2.719). In a celebrated 1880 production also
at the Gaiety Theatre, Sarah Bernhardt portrayed the unfortunate Gilberte.
13. The word comes down to us through later use of the name Frou-Frou in
the operetta The Merry Widow and the musical comedy The Gay Parisienne, etc.,
and pictorial representations of a frou-frou skirt in theatrical posters.
14. Ruskin does not so far feminize science as to imagine its giving life: the
nineteenth century construes that as monstrous usurpation, as in Frankenstein. For
two salient readings of Frankenstein as feminist critique of nineteenth-century sci-
ence, see Robin Roberts (1–40) and Mellor.
15. See Birch’s “Ruskin’s Authorities.”
16. Schiebinger points out that botany was considered the most appropriate
science for ladies in the nineteenth century, citing several prominent examples of
women botanists (36).
17. See Millett, Sonstroem, Gilbert and Gubar, Auerbach (1982), Helsinger
et al., Birch’s “Ruskin’s ‘Womanly Mind,’” Nord (1982), and Weltman (1998). For
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gender analyses, see Sawyer’s “Ruskin and the Matriarchal Logos,” Dellamora
(116–29), and Emerson (207–28).
18. For McClintock, “The ultimate descriptive task, for both artists and sci-
entists, is to ‘ensoul’ what one sees, to attribute to it the life one shares with it; one
learns by identification” (Keller 1983, 204).
19. See Shuman for a powerful analysis not only of Ruskin’s but also of sev-
eral other important Victorians’ attitudes toward competitive examination.
20. The two men enjoyed cordial personal relations, both loving the beauty
of the Lake District (25.xlvi). For important analyses of the relationship between
Ruskin’s science and aesthetics as they relate to Darwin, see Jonathan Smith
(20–33) and George Levine (forthcoming 2008).
21. That the sexual aspects of both these arguments should be the very one
that Ruskin dislikes should not surprise us. Yet Ruskin couches his rejection of sex-
uality in birds and plants as an aesthetic rather than prudish repugnance. 
22. Although the trout may not seem a likely image to link with domestici-
ty, in the recent opera Modern Painters, which is based on Ruskin’s life, an ensem-
ble piece about stewed trout foreshadows the failure of John and Effie’s marriage.
See chapter 4 for more on this opera.
23. See Kristeva’s “Woman’s Time” for the classic exploration of this issue.
24. Ruskin specifically identifies the capacity for change as feminine, label-
ing it unflatteringly “caprice” later in Proserpina (25.485). “Caprice” becomes sin-
ister as a characteristic of serpentine vines, which snake their way up poles and
wind around tree trunks, choking them. Ruskin identifies the honeysuckle
(despite its pretty flowers and rich scent) strictly as a parasite (25.527), declaring
that “a serpent is a honeysuckle, with a head put on” (26.306). Ruskin stresses the
capricious femininity of these plants: “The reason for twining is a very feminine
one—that it likes to twine” (25.485). He had more gallantly turned caprice into
a feminine virtue in “Of Queens’ Gardens,” where he explains his quoting Verdi’s
La donna è mobile to be a compliment to women’s adaptability in helping others:
women “must be wise . . . with the passionate gentleness of an infinitely variable,
because infinitely applicable, modesty of service—the true changefullness of
women” (18.123).
25. Darwin also personifies nature as feminine; however, his quite effective
but conventional rhetorical device is an analogy that allows him to explain natur-
al selection in familiar terms of breeders’ artificial selection of traits. He does not
mean that nature selects as an intelligent agent. In fact, he dismisses the notion of
agency implied in his personifying nature, explaining that he only uses such
metaphors for brevity and convenience (Beer 69).
26. Ruskin uses Shakespeare to discuss the relationship of art to science
before Proserpina. In The Eagle’s Nest, Ruskin invokes the Bard not for his hero-
ines’ names but for the man himself. After briefly quoting A Midsummer Night’s
Dream for “a faultless and complete epitome of the laws of mimetic art” (22.152)
to express the idea that the best art is but a shadow, he turns the tables on his
favorite dramatist. Having examined what Shakespeare would say “as a teacher of
science and art,” he asks what we can learn from Shakespeare “as a subject of sci-
ence and art” (22.154). This is meant to be fun for his students: first he enumer-
ates the chemical compounds that would constitute the poet, then how many
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vertebrae, then considers “that he differs from the other animals of the ape species
by being more delicately prehensile in the fingers, and less perfectly prehensile in
the toes.” Moving from chemistry and anatomy to natural history, Ruskin discusses
more individual aspects of England’s greatest writer: “the color of his eyes and hair,
his habits of life, his temper, and his predilection for poaching” (22.154). Of
course his point is that such a reductive approach to the study of Shakespeare is
hardly satisfying. Finally he arrives at his conclusion that the more art involved in
a particular branch of science, the more valuable that science is.
27. So in addition to Ruskin’s having conceived of an Ethics of the Dust (or
of the Mineral), here we have an Ethics of the Vegetable.
28. Ruskin abhors a botanical science that privileges the arrangement of the
flowers’ least significant parts from an aesthetic perspective, their pistils and sta-
mens, and relegates to less significance what to Ruskin are obviously more impor-
tant features, their beautiful petals or heady fragrance.
29. Especially in the second volume of Proserpina, Ruskin increasingly drifts
into autobiography. Apropos of the self-revelatory document he produces, Ruskin
asserts that real botany is biography (25.253). He means by this that flowers
should be studied like people, “where and how they live and die, their tempers,
benevolences, malignities, distresses, and virtues” (20.101). Such personification is
at one with Ruskin’s approach to all science and myth-making, but the implica-
tion remains that through his botany, we can read Ruskin’s life. This also implies
that just as science is ontological for women, so it is for Ruskin himself. This is
not the first time he assigns himself a feminine role; see Birch’s essay, “Ruskin’s
Womanly Nature” as well as my own Ruskin’s Mythic Queen.
30. For example, Ruskin first describes 12 Orders based on Greek mytho-
logical names, then supplements them with 16 more, arriving at 28 orders
(25.348–58). In Hortus Inclusus, the number is 25 (37.288). Ruskin’s inconsisten-
cy parodies the inconsistency he objects to humorously in the scientific authorities
whose work he revises.
31. In French feminist terms, Ruskin reveals the inadequacy of Lacan’s
Symbolic order, represented by the language Ruskin inherits from Linnaeus.
32. Another way of seeing “systematic desystemitization” is as an example of
“l’écriture feminine.” Proserpina demonstrates several defining characteristics: frag-
mentation, instability, irrationality, multiplicity, myth, humor, shifting prose
styles, and emphasis on process, flux, and circularity. See both Kristeva, “Woman’s
Time” and Cixous, “The Laugh of the Medusa.” 
33. For a fuller explanation of the ways in which Ruskin feminizes language
in The Queen of the Air, see Weltman (Ruskin’s Mythic Queen 149–65).
34. For example, each plant has two parts, one above and one below ground:
“one part seeks the light; the other hates it. One part feeds on the air, the other in
the dust” (25.218). Just as bird and snake represent the eternally opposed elements
of air and earth, in plants these elements also coexist without coalescing. Ruskin
carries the comparison further, and makes the root into a serpent: “a root contorts
itself into more serpent-like writhing than branches can; and when it has once
coiled partly around a rock, or stone, it grasps it tight, necessarily, merely by
swelling” (25.221). Ruskin’s insistence on the double nature of the plant, divided
above and below the dirt line, is itself unstable, as he leaps from the dust to the
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air, pointing out the resemblance between the earthly root and the clasp of a bird’s
claw (25.219).
35. Ruskin details the serpent as a symbol of degeneration or devolution at
length in The Queen of the Air. Evil change manifests itself through the snake,
which brings “dissolution in its fangs, and dislocation in its coils” (19.362–63).
Athena wields this destructive force as a corollary to her formative power. It is the
same power we have already seen in “Of Queens’ Gardens,” where women are
praised for the capacity to change. It is the same power we saw in the water leaves
whose variability so delights Ruskin. It is the same power that Ruskin recoils from
when he calls it “caprice” in women or in strangling vines. “Serpent nature” and
“serpent charm” corrupt flowers in the order he calls “Draconidae” (19.372). For
example, the foxglove and snapdragon “decorate themselves by spots, and . . .
swollen places in their leaves, as if they had been touched by poison. . . . The spir-
it of the Draconidae . . . enters like an evil spirit into the buttercup, and turns it
into a larkspur” (19.376–77). The serpent quality metamorphizes one originally
good species into an evil one, so that in Ruskin’s botany snapdragons and gladioli
are subverted irises.
36. In Deucalion’s “The Iris in the Earth,” Ruskin matches the colors of real
gems to the colors in heraldry, which traditionally carry moral significance.
37. Similar poor sisters are incarnated as feeble florets in “Of Queens’
Gardens” (18.142).
38. For further discussion of metaphor and signification in Ethics, see
Weltman (Ruskin’s Mythic Queen 124–27).
39. Another way that Ruskin both feminizes flowers (which previous
botanists had already proven to be male, female, and hermaphrodite) and demon-
strates their startling kinship across all rational lines of demarcation is his asser-
tion that they are crystals (25.250). He describes the young violet that “glows like
painted glass” (25.393), an image he uses earlier with even more striking effect
about the poppy—the flower he associated most tightly with Persephone—as
painted glass: “it is a flame, and warms the wind like a blown ruby” (25.258).
Likewise Athena’s bird “glows with air in its flying, like a blown flame: it rests upon
the air, subdues it, surpasses it, outraces it;—is the air” (19.360), “the rubies of the
cloud, that are not the price of Athena, but are Athena” (19.361). He has already
feminized crystals in The Ethics of the Dust. In this set of images, birds, poppies,
crystals, and the goddess all come together. Disciplinary categories dissolve—
ornithology, mineralogy, and botany are one.
40. Although Ruskin claims in Deucalion to ground his science in old-
fashioned Natural Theology, the religion he describes is belief in a vague,
unnamed “Spiritual Power” (26.334). While the method of Natural Theology
depends on revealing resemblances throughout creation to demonstrate the exis-
tence of a single creator, Ruskin’s mode of noticing similarities among virtually all
things tends to be not so much morphological as mythological: such similitude is
useless for the argument from design. As Sawyer has suggested, Ruskin’s Ruling
and Judging Spiritual Power is more Athena’s “Matriarchal Logos” than the God
of Ruskin’s evengelical youth (Sawyer 1990).
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Chapter Three
1. It is the second of the three essays in those editions that include “The
Mystery of Life and Its Arts” as the third essay in Sesame and Lilies. Earlier edi-
tions included only paired essays: “Of Kings’ Treasuries,” which presents the need
for men with financial means to establish and endow public libraries, and “Of
Queens’ Gardens,” which argues for an expanded role for women by redefining
the domestic sphere to include substantial duties outside the home and for a rig-
orous girls’ education to prepare them for this task. The book was Ruskin’s best
seller in his own life; Cook and Wedderburn record that it sold over 160,000
copies by 1905 (18.5). Ruskin’s most popular work in America, it was often taught
in high school well into the first third of the twentieth century (Helsinger et al.
96).
2. In two of the lectures he identifies himself as the author of Modern
Painters.
3. Shuman here draws from Fuss’s Identification Papers.
4. “Of Kings’ Treasuries” is full of interesting instances of identity perfor-
mance. It encodes interactive moments of audience reaction, focusing the reader’s
attention on the essay as a performed lecture. Ruskin furthermore castigates his
audience for wanting particular careers because of the identity labels (“my Lord”
or “Captain”) that go along with them rather than the chance to make a contri-
bution. He also denigrates the theatricality of religion and bemoans that “[t]he jus-
tice we do not execute, we mimic in the novel and on the stage; for the beauty we
destroy in nature, we substitute the metamorphosis of the pantomime,” yet anoth-
er example for our discussion in chapter 1. Helsinger describes Ruskin’s position
regarding the submissiveness of the permeable self in terms that resemble Keats’s
notion of “negative capability,” in which an author such as Shakespeare is able to
empty himself of identity and live in the characters that are created (2002, 116).
5. Other nineteenth-century authors use the word subjectivity in this sense,
as did Coleridge and Martineau (Oxford English Dictionary); Ruskin uses the word
subjectivity only once in the complete Works (5.204), meaning the opposite of
objectivity rather than “identity.” He does use “identity” as “self ” once in the
Works, in a letter to the poet W. C. Bennett, thanking him for a book of his poems.
In reference to having just read Bennett’s poem “Toddling May,” Ruskin says, “I
am terribly afraid of being quite turned upside down so as to lose my own iden-
tity, for you have nearly made me like babies” (36.144). Every other use of the word
“identity” is in regards to identifying properly a flower, artist, chemical, etc.
6. Examples span the centuries, from the amused response of the Victoria
reviewers in 1865 to Jan Marsh’s astute analysis in 2002 (153).
7. See Bauer on Ruskin’s egalitarian plans for boys and girls in the Utopian
St. George’s guild schools (85). Peterson argues for Ruskin as “champion of
women’s . . . educational reform” (102). Nord likewise points out that Ruskin allies
himself with “those who wanted to reform women’s education” (2002, xxi). She
also complicates Ruskin’s position by pointing out that “the graceful, educated cul-
tivated woman is also a ‘production’ of culture, likened to a monument or work of
art” (2002, xxii). But, most importantly, she points out that Sesame and Lilies
proves that for Ruskin “the question of gender—of the natures of femininity and
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masculinity—lay at the heart of social reform” (2002, xxiii). See also Birch (2002),
Koven, Lloyd, Marsh, Pierce, Shuman, and Weltman (1992) for various analyses
of Ruskin’s ideas about women’s education.
8. Burd makes this point: “Like Plato, he gives first place to physical exer-
cise and second place to intellectual experiences that will develop a woman’s nat-
ural instincts for justice and love” (1969, 479).
9. Georgiana Burne-Jones believed the Winnington School to be “one of the
first in which the girls were taught to play cricket” (Burd 1969, 37). They also
bowled hoops, played croquet, blind man’s bluff, prisoner’s base, and swung on a
rope “fifteen feet from a high bank” (Burd 1969, 37); Ruskin (and Ned Burne-
Jones) approved and joined in many of these games.
10. Using the same rhetorical strategy as with physical education, Ruskin
urges happiness as the path to loveliness. He assumes his auditors already recog-
nize their daughters’ virtue, innocence, and charm; his advice will help them pre-
serve those qualities.
11. See Yeates for an alternative and intriguing analysis of how Ruskin views
censorship for girls.
12. “Neither Bowdler’s, Chambers’s, Brandram’s, nor Cundell’s ‘Boudoir’
Shakespeare” meets Carroll’s standards for expurgation (497).
13. Hagstotz, Phegley, and Yeates select Ruskin’s banishing the modern mag-
azine and novel as an example of his restriction of girls ( “Keep the modern mag-
azines and novel out of your girl’s way,” he says in the same essay (18.130)), but
he does exactly the same for boys. In Fiction, Fair and Foul, he objects not to
depictions of sexuality but to representations of a diseased society (34.376). For
either male or female readers, Thackery is most damaging “among all writers what-
soever of any people of language” (34.588). The prejudice here is against modern
Realism rather than against the mental capacity or moral fiber of women. With
the exception of a few favorites, Ruskin characterizes the modern novel as the
“gelid putrescence . . . of modern infidel imagination (34.281). Further evidence
that this indictment has nothing to do with sexuality or orthodox Christianity is
that Byron is high on Ruskin’s list of must-reads for all people.
Hilda Hagstotz’s influential early study on Ruskin’s educational theories, large-
ly sympathetic to Ruskin’s position in other areas, oddly misconstrues his sugges-
tions for a girl’s course of reading. Hagstotz says that for Ruskin, girls’ reading
“should be supervised and restricted even more than that of a boy,” with “neither
books from circulating libraries nor modern magazines and novels to be permit-
ted’ (262). This simply is not what Ruskin says. He specifically calls for girls to
have the run of their families’ libraries, without restriction or censorship. He
prefers that girls read intellectually challenging books that may contain things not
normally considered fit for young girls by the Victorians:
Without, however, venturing here on any attempt at decision how
much novel reading should be allowed, let me at least clearly assert
this,—that whether novels, or poetry, or history be read, they should
be chosen, not for their freedom from evil, but from what good they
possess. (18.130)
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That these last two phrases refer to Ruskin’s disdain of censorship or bowdleriza-
tion becomes even more apparent when we examine the original wording here: edi-
tions one through four read “ . . . not for what is out of them, but for what is in
them” (18.130).
14. Ruskin likens girls to flowers that need the open air, so parents must not
shutter them; to fawns in the field who know the bad weeds from the good bet-
ter than adults, and whom the occasional nettle will never harm. This is in con-
trast to boys, who must be chiseled into shape (18.130–31). See Peterson for
parallels to Jameson here.
15. This idea provokes Millett to poke fun at Ruskin and accuse him of a
misogynist Rousseauian bent. Certainly Rousseau’s ideal education for women is
deliberately inferior to his ideal education for men, and Ruskin does speak admir-
ingly of Rousseau in private letters of the period (18.lxii). But his admiration is
not aimed at Rouseau’s plan for the education of Sophie.
16. See Margot Louis’s much-needed intervention in the scholarship on nine-
teenth-century mythography, arguing that “deep religious impulses” toward
“greater spiritual diversity” rather than “counter-religious secularization” or an
argument that “pagan myth was a distortion of Christianity” animated much of
the work” (355). See O’Gorman for Ruskin’s Egyptology (2003).
17. Emily Davies, the Victorian advocate of women’s education, astutely cri-
tiques the Victorian concept of complementary spheres in The Higher Education of
Women (1866) as an aesthetic theory of human behavior that “gratifies the logical
instinct; and many persons, hastily taking for granted that it is the only concep-
tion of the relations between men and women which recognises real distinctions,
assume it to be the only one which satisfies the craving for harmony and fitness”
(13). As Janet Howarth suggests in her introduction, Davies may have been allud-
ing to Sesame and Lilies (published the preceding year) when she made this
remark; surely it is fitting that Ruskin’s theory of human behavior be characterized
as an aesthetic one. But Davies specifically mentions Coventry Patmore’s ideal,
quoting from Victories of Love (sequel to The Angel in the House), rather than from
any of Ruskin’s texts on women’s role in society. And although Ruskin founded no
women’s colleges, Davies found him an ally when she sought signatures for the
“Memorial respecting Need of Place of Higher Education for Girls,” sponsored by
Emily Davies and the London Schoolmistresses’ Association and presented to the
Schools’ Inquiry Commission in 1867 (187). As mentioned above, he also lectured
women college students at Cambridge, the Whitelands, Cheltenham, and of
course Oxford; there he readily spoke at the two women’s halls, Somerville and
Lady Margaret Hall, and gave additional lectures for “the bonnets.”
18. See Poovey (126–63).
19. For a detailed comparison of the two figures, angel and queen, in which
I show how much more practically and politically powerful Ruskin’s image is than
Patmore’s, see chapter 6 of my Ruskin’s Mythic Queen.
20. See Millet and Sonstroem in particular.
21. Later, Rose would hold Ruskin painfully in limbo regarding his marriage
proposal to her when she was 18. She asked him to wait three years for her answer,
partly in order to be able to respond without parental control at the age of 21, but
also partly to consider the discrepancies in their beliefs. The quasi-engagement
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ended when Ruskin’s ex-wife Effie, now married to Ruskin’s protégé, painter John
Everett Millais, wrote to Rose’s parents, probably stating not only that her never-
consummated marriage to Ruskin had been annulled due to his incurable impo-
tence—a condition he denied—but also that she would publicize that reason for
the annulment, should Ruskin and Rose become engaged. See Hilton (2000,
135), Koven (176), and Burd (1979, 112–13) for various explanations of what
Effie wrote. I will discuss this further in the next chapters.
22. Ruskin did propose different practical life-skill training for boys and girls
in the St. George’s guild schools on top of their gender-neutral academic subjects,
notably domestic arts for the girls and sailing for the boys (22.143).
23. Shuman rightly notes that girls also often read Sesame and Lilies.
Nevertheless, the audience constructed within the text itself is made of parents.
24. Shuman also points out this statement (176).
25. See Peterson for Ruskin’s debt to Anna Jameson regarding this pedagog-
ical view of Shakespeare’s heroines (88–94).
26. Some critics discuss Plato’s dialogues as plays (see Blondell). Jonas
Barish’s The Anti-Theatrical Prejudice is the seminal study on the history of anti-
theatricality and its manifestations in Victorian culture. Ruskin writes approving-
ly when he finds out that the girls have been studying Plato by listening to a
performance of the dialogues “dramatically and feelingly & amusingly read”
(Winnington Letters 383).
27. See Reinelt.
28. Shuman analyzes this passage as an example of an anti-examination
(172).
29. See Weltman (Ruskin’s Mythic Queen 139–44).
30. Ibid., 170–212.
Chapter Four
1. Michael Schiavi identifies several critics for whom Wilde is a gay martyr
(401).
2. An award-winning off-Broadway musical concerning Wilde was also
mounted during the period covered by this article: A Man of No Importance
(2002), based on the 1995 film of the same title, premiered at Lincoln Center
Theatre, with music by Stephen Flaherty, lyrics by Lynn Ahrens, and book by
Terrence McNally. It ran for three months.
3. See James Dearden, Facets of Ruskin (128) for this and many other sur-
prising details of Ruskiniana.
4. Foucault describes the broader cultural phenomenon of which this is a
part in “We ‘Other Victorians,’” The History of Sexuality (6–7).
5. There have been many plays and movies about Wilde. Robert Tanitch lists
sixty-one twentieth-century productions depicting Wilde’s biography, including
within the last ten years the major film Wilde (1997) starring Stephen Fry and the
quite interesting The Secret Fall of Constance Wilde (1997), which precisely coin-
cides with three plays about Wilde that I discuss in this chapter. Michael Schiavi
points not only to some of the most famous in the past thirty years: Feasting with
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Panthers (1974), Oscar Remembered (1976), Lord Alfred’s Lover (1981), Forbidden
Passion (1976), and Saint Oscar (1989), but also to plays too recent for Tanitch’s
book: Diversions and Delights (1999) and Ever Yours, Oscar (2000). Even Schiavi
does not mention Aspects of Oscar (2001) by Barry Day, presented in a staged read-
ing at the NYC Public Library on November 30, 2000, or In Extremis: A Love
Letter (2000) by Neil Bartlett and directed by Trevor Nunn.
6. Wilde’s plays are virtually always in production somewhere. Also, several
new plays that draw heavily on Wilde’s work have come out in the last few years,
including Ravenhill’s Handbag (1998), which rewrites The Importance of Being
Earnest, and the dreadful film A League of Extraordinary Gentlemen (2003), in
which Dorian Gray appears.
7. See Bristow’s “‘A Complex Multiform Creature’: Wilde’s Sexual
Identities” for a succinct overview of scholarship on the complexity of labeling
Wilde’s sexuality (195–204). In De Profundis, Wilde analyzes how first Bosie’s
imposition and then his own imprisonment robbed him of the conditions for cre-
ating art, the ultimate agony for an artist (especially Wilde 876–79); there also he
mourns the greatest loss of his children (900).
8. The Countess, also co-produced by Marnee May, opened at The
Greenwich Street Theater on March 14, 1999 in an off-off-Broadway showcase;
it transferred to The Samuel Beckett Theater off-Broadway on June 8, 1999; it
transferred again to the larger mid-town venue of The Lambs Theater on May 11,
2000. It ran for 634 performances in all (Beck Lee, press release). Positive reviews
include Anita Gates, “Theater Review: A Critic Who Takes His Work Home,” The
New York Times, Tuesday, March 30, 1999 (sec. E, p. 1); Jason Zinoman, “The
Countess,” Time Out: New York; Clive Barnes, “‘The Countess’ Has Sex-Scandal
Appeal,” New York Post Theater and Dance Reviews; The New Yorker, September
20, 1999, p. 14. Time Out: New York also named The Countess as one of the ten
best plays of 1999 (issue 223). The Countess was the longest running play to open
that year. It played Guilford, England in 2004 and opened at the Criterion
Theatre in Picadilly Circus in London’s West End on June 7, 2005 to very disap-
pointing reviews in the Times (sec. Features, Theatre, p. 22); the Observer (iii); and
the Telegraph (sec. Features, p. 16). Curtain Up and The Stage Online offered a
mixed reaction, while IndieLondon responded enthusiastically. The production
closed after just one month.
9. Although Gregory Murphy cites first the popular semi-academic book
Parallel Lives by Phyllis Rose and then Pre-Raphaelites in Love by Gay Daly as his
original inspiration, the bulk of relevant documents are published in Lutyens’s
Millais and the Ruskins. The most notorious and highly improbable episode in
Parallel Lives happily does not appear in Murphy’s account: Parallel Lives contends
that the sight of Effie’s naked pubis horrified her sheltered bridegroom, whose
image of the naked female form supposedly derived from the hairless or at least
adroitly covered private parts shown in Renaissance paintings and classical sculp-
ture. In the play, the question of just what Ruskin found repellent about Effie on
their wedding night remains a mystery, a solution which succeeds dramatically and
holds true historically. Nevertheless, the tale continues to dog Ruskin’s reputation.
For example, an Arts and Entertainment special on the History of Sex (August
1999) repeats the Freudian “Medusa’s Head” explanation, and a lively VICTORIA
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listserv debate on the question lasted for weeks in the spring of 2006. However,
no evidence supports the story; some refutes it. See Hilton 1985, 114–19; 2000,
135.
10. This mimics nineteenth-century melodrama, in which hissing the villain
was part of the entertainment. However, at The Countess, the gasps were sponta-
neous, not relying on a tradition of audience participation. The dialogue and cir-
cumstances in this play rely on realistic conventions rather than melodramatic.
11. New York Times Book Review, June 4, 2000, sec. 7, p. 4; The New York
Times, Arts and Leisure, Letters, June 25, 2000, sec. 2, p. 2. See also Lucinda
Franks, “A Twisted Victorian Love story that Won’t Die Out,” New York Times, Arts
and Leisure, May 28, 2000 (sec. 2, pp. 5 and 18). 
12. See both Olney and Mandel.
13. According to Greg Murphy in interview on February 28, 2000. See also
Franks 18. 
14. For the legal status of Victorian women, see Vicinus, Helsinger et al., and
Shanley.
15. For example, Elin Diamond discusses the limits of dramatic realism and
mimesis, ultimately indicting them because they reinscribe the dominant culture
they depict: “Naturalizing the relation between character and actor, setting and
world, realism’s project is always ideological, drawing spectators into identifications
with its coherent fictions. . . . [R]ealism surreptitiously reinforces (even where it
argues with) the social arrangements of the society it claims to mirror” (393).
Other feminist theater critics who denounce realism as a genre include Jeanie
Forte, Sue-Ellen Case, and Jill Dolan. Many debate this anti-realist position,
including Helene Keyssar, J. Ellen Gainor, and Judith Barlow. While I disagree that
realist theater inevitably inscribes the ideology it portrays, The Countess creates a
heroine bound within a patriarchal vision of womanhood.
16. The Countess relies on twentieth-century Americans’ sense of British
Victorians as so proper that spoken dialogue pulled from written forms does not
seem stilted—at least, not to a New York audience. London critics of the West End
production complain precisely of this, however (Marlowe).
17. Murphy, Interview, February 28, 2000. Murphy is not the only author
whose goal is to vindicate Effie. See Lloyd, whose object is “to rescue” Effie from
her husband’s shadow (1999, 86).
18. The creators made her younger, no doubt, to emphasize overtones of
pedophilia that surround discussion of Ruskin’s relationship with Rose.
19. Michael Kimmelman, “Music, Love Victorian Style,” Vogue, August
1995, 144–45; Leighton Kerner, “Critic in extremis,” Village Voice, August 12,
1985, 68. It was also reviewed by James Oestrich of The New York Times, August
7, 1995, sec. C, p. 9; Joshua Kosman of the San Francisco Chronicle August 4,
1995, sec. C, p. 1; Mark Swed of the Los Angeles Times August 1, 1995; Joseph
McClellen of The Washington Post, August 1, 1995, sec. E, p. 2; and Raymond
Sokolov of the Wall Street Journal, July 31, 1995, sec. A, p. 12. For a scholar’s per-
spective, see Helsinger, “Ruskin on Stage II.”
20. See Demastes’s Realism and the American Dramatic Tradition.
21. For example, the opera sets the child Rose’s first appearance in 1878, in
the midst of artist James Whistler’s libel suit against Ruskin, when the critic’s men-
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tal health was already crumbling; not only is 1878 twenty years after Ruskin and
Rose actually met, but also it is three years after the quite grown up Rose had in
fact already died.
22. See Levine’s Boundaries of Fiction.
23. I am indebted to Jennifer Jones Cavenaugh for this point.
24. The cacophony is created by a brilliant scene in which Ruskin’s parents,
John James Ruskin and Margaret Ruskin, sing a quartet with the young couple
Effie and Ruskin about stewed trout, a favorite dish of young John’s that his moth-
er serves and wants Effie—who is utterly disgusted—to learn to cook.
25. By having the groom call his womanly ideal an “angel,” the libretto con-
fuses Ruskin’s idealization of women with Patmore’s, which was in fact much more
conservative than Ruskin’s. For a full explanation of this distinction, see Weltman’s
Ruskin’s Mythic Queen, 103–23.
26. The tomb of Ilaria di Caretto, by Jacapo della Quercia, at Lucca. This
quotation actually comes from Ruskin’s letter to his father on May 6, 1845,
reprinted by Cook and Wedderburn as a note to Ruskin’s Modern Painters
(4.122n).
27. Murphy, Interview, New York, February 28, 2000. 
28. For sources on how Ruskin contributed to women’s advancement, see
chapter 3.
29. Besides the testimony of the freshman Labour MPs mentioned in the
Introduction, another example of Labour’s admiration for Ruskin is that the Trade
Unions founded Ruskin College at Oxford in his memory.
30. At times the opera seems a medley of Ruskin’s greatest hits (17.105,
34.40).
31. David Lang related this incident to the “Giving Voice to Modern Painters:
John Ruskin—His Life and Times” Symposium directed by Sharon Aronofsky
Weltman, Santa Fe Opera, July 29, 1995. Although the annulment was granted
on grounds of incurable impotence, Ruskin denied that he was impotent and
claimed that he could prove it (Lutyens 1967, 192).
32. The director of the 1997 world premiere in London in at the National
Theatre was Richard Eyre; director of the 2000 American premier at San Francisco’s
American Conservatory Theater was Carey Perloff; director of New York’s 2001
Lincoln Center Theater’s Broadway premiere at the Lyceum Theater was Jack
O’Brien. Other performances include the Guthrie Theater in Minnesota (2000),
Wilma Theater Philadelphia (2000), Court Theatre in Chicago (2000), La Jolla
Playhouse (2001), Alley Theatre in Houston (2002), and university performances.
33. A body of scholarly criticism has already appeared on Stoppard’s latest
play, including Bormeier, Brater, Bull, Hesse, Muller-Muth, Sammells, Schiavi,
and Zeifman.
34. In a speech that closely follows Ruskin’s text, the subsequent witty dia-
logue undercuts its rhetorical effect:
Ruskin: There is a rocky valley between Buxton and Bakewell where
once you may have seen at first and last light the Muses dance for
Apollo and heard the pan-pipes play. But its rocks were blasted away
for the railway, and now every fool in Buxton can be at Bakewell in
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half an hour, and every fool in Bakewell at Buxton.
Pater (at croquet): First class return. 
Jowett: Mind the gap. (14–15)
Just in case anyone chances to feel moved by Ruskin’s aesthetic or ecological con-
cern, Stoppard deflates the moment with funny double-entendres regarding the
game of croquet and British railroad journeys. Ruskin’s environmentally conscious
aesthetics degrade into querulous irascibility.
35. When Stoppard’s Ruskin expresses concern about morality, it is not
regarding ethical treatment of labor but a diatribe against the “moral degeneracy”
and “unnatural behavior . . . under the baleful protection of artistic licence”
known as aestheticism (Stoppard 9–10). This is a surprisingly inaccurate interpre-
tation of Ruskin’s position as the champion of aestheticism and the Pre-
Raphaelites, although it does echo Ruskin’s complaint about Whistler.
36. This vision of Wilde’s notion of the contrast between Pater and Ruskin
echoes Ellmann’s (47–52). Yet Wilde always attributed to Ruskin great sympathy
rather than severity, and his admiration of Ruskin is aesthetic rather than moral.
See, for example, this passage from “The Critic as Artist”:
Who cares whether Mr. Ruskin’s views on Turner are sound or not?
What does it matter? That mighty and majestic prose of his, so fer-
vid and so fiery-coloured in its noble eloquence, so rich in its elabo-
rate symphonic music, so sure and certain, at its best, in subtle choice
of word and epithet, is at least as great a work of art as any of those
wonderful sunsets that bleach or rot on their corrupted canvases in
England’s Gallery; greater indeed, one is apt to think at times, not
merely because its equal beauty is more enduring, but on account of
the fuller variety of its appeal, soul speaking to soul in those long-
cadenced lines, not through form and colour alone, though through
these, indeed, completely and without loss, but with intellectual and
emotional utterance, with lofty passion and with loftier thought,
with imaginative insight, and with poetic aim; greater, I always
think, even as Literature is the greater art. (Wilde 1028)
37. See also Sinfeld (5) for a round-up of scholars supporting Wilde’s state-
ment to this effect and the opinion of Bartlett, who disagrees.
38. Again, Sinfeld deals with these points more generally (5).
39. Here Stoppard echoes Wilde’s comment in De Profundis that “I awoke the
imagination of my century so that it created myth and legend around me” (Wilde
912–13), in which he refers to his own time, not ours.
40. Often examined together, criticism on these plays includes essays by
Ertman, Griffin, Salamensky, and Schiavi.
41. As Ed Cohen points out, the documentary evidence Hyde relies on are
not trial transcripts but newspaper accounts of the trials so that the level of medi-
ation here is very high as well (4).
42. Schiavi jokes that the “Wildean narrative . . . is necessarily The Worst
Coming-Out Story Ever Told” (403).
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43. Victorian women often enjoyed a warm appreciation for physical love, even
most famously (and to non-Victorianists often most surprisingly), from Queen
Victoria herself. See her private writing about Prince Albert in Helsinger et al. See also
Mason’s two excellent books on the topic, as well as both Walkowitz and Russett.
44. Tanich’s book collecting other representations of Wilde’s life appears in note
5 above. Other representations of Ruskin’s marriage include the fourteen-minute
1994 film The Passion of John Ruskin, directed by Alex Chapple, with Mark
McKinney as Ruskin and Neve Campbell as Effie, focusing primarily on the pubic
hair issue. Gregory Murphy has also completed a screenplay and entered negotiations
for a movie version of The Countess. Mrs. Ruskin, a play by Kim Morrissey, directed
by Jaqui Somerville, premiered September 12, 2003 at the Warehouse Theatre in
Croydon, outside London. Noticed by Time Out: London and The Stage, it covers
much of the same ground as The Countess, but focuses more on Ruskin’s relationship
with his mother; it also dramatizes Tim Hilton’s speculation that perhaps the secret
horror of Ruskin and Effie’s marriage involved Ruskin’s masturbating in the marriage
bed. Mrs. Ruskin includes Effie’s nine-year-old sister Sophie as a character, allowing
for a plot revolving around pedophilia; the historical Sophie did visit the Ruskins, but
there is no historical basis for the scenario depicted here. Ruskin’s marital troubles have
also appeared in other media: on Sunday, September 8, 1968, BBC’s Radio Four
transmitted a radio play called Millais and the Ruskins, based on Lutyens’s book of the
same title, written by Thea Holme and covering much the same ground as Murphy’s
more fully realized drama. This radio play was the sequel to a previous radio drama-
tization of Lutyens earlier book, Effie in Venice, similar to Millais and the Ruskins in
its use of letters and diary entries to tell her story. In addition, Ruskin’s famous skill
as a lecturer has prompted actor Paul O’Keeffe to perform recreations of Ruskin’s lec-
tures, including an 1853 Edinburgh lecture, the 1858 Cambridge School of Art
Address, and the 1854 Bedford lecture “Traffic” (thanks to Stephen Wildman for con-
firming this information). Besides all these staged versions of Ruskin, every installa-
tion of Ruskin’s art or of the artists whom Ruskin influenced or championed—and
there have been dozens of such exhibits in the last fifteen years—is another version of
Ruskin consumed by the contemporary public. Just a few of the most important
exhibits have been the major Ruskin show at the Tate Gallery in London in spring
2000, commemorating the centenary of Ruskin’s death; likewise the smaller but
extremely impressive show at the Pierpont Morgan Library in New York; and anoth-
er at the Yale British Art Center. In 1995, a large exhibit came to Phoenix and
Indianapolis, highlighting Ruskin’s championship of women artists. Other major
exhibits have appeared in Italy, France, and Japan, with scholarly conferences devot-
ed to Ruskin occurring throughout English-speaking countries, plus Russia, Japan,
and Italy. Permanent exhibits and small museums dedicated to displaying Ruskin
exist all over the world: each of these presents yet another Ruskin. Finally, every
Ruskin scholar, critic, or biographer creates Ruskin anew.
Conclusion
1. See Hall and Pramaggiore, Bisexualities. Despite the potential queering
effect of bisexuality on the hetero/homosexual binary, the term itself poses a problem
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in registering its potential to open up this discourse “for it inescapably encodes bina-
rism” (11).
2. See Michel Foucault, History of Sexuality, and Lesley Hall, and William
Peniston, Pederasts and Others.
3. For discussion of Ruskin’s homosocial desire, see Bristow 2002 and
O’Gorman 1999.
4. The Oxford English Dictionary shows the first use of pedophile in 1949; its
use in the mid-twentieth century seems as connected to predation as now. This ini-
tial instance cited is “a sadistic pedophile” (11: 58).
5. Other so-called evidence Hilton cites is the textual sensuality Ruskin uses
in his 1865 word-painting from The Cestus of Aglaia describing the half-naked ten-
year-old “sand-girl” of Turin he had seen in 1853 (1985, 253–354), but even
Hilton admits that the passage is “not erotic,” but rather that Ruskin sees the girl
as a sculpture in a “pictorial setting” (2000, 86–87). Indeed Ruskin’s fascination
with the remembered visual image of the girl is in the artistic contrasts she pre-
sents of light and dark, skin and dirt, stillness and motion. Helsinger elaborates on
the serpentine significance of this figure (Helsinger 2002, 134–35).
Unlike Robson, Hilton presents Ruskin’s association with the Winnington girls
as altogether positive, both for Ruskin, whose interactions there helped him “to
define his future role as critic of Victorian society,” and for the inhabitants of the
school, where “many stories attest to his generosity” (2004, 4). He also points out
that half the girls were between sixteen and nineteen years old, many university
aged, complicating the whole question of pedophilia regarding his affection for that
population of students (2000, 6).
6. See Seth Koven (176) and Burd (1979) for an explanation of this
hypothesis. We do not know the exact contents of the letter Effie wrote to Mrs.
La Touche and that she in turn showed to her daughter, but we do know that Rose’s
parents forbade her to write to her quasi-fiancé afterwards, and that Mrs. La
Touche specifically refers to having procured copies of the annulment papers in
her expression of outrage at Ruskin. The couple continued to communicate
through mutual friends, and the obedient Rose circumvented the letter of parental
decree by sending her lover symbolic flowers, books, and rose petals, even while
avoiding written correspondence. See Hilton for speculations about masturbation
rather than impotence as the damaging marital secret that Effie revealed (2000,
135). However, it is of Thomas Carlyle and his wife Jane that Frank Harris tells
precisely the same story (210). I am indebted to George Landow for reminding
me of that connection.
7. The alliterative phrase “pedophile priests” has been cavalierly bandied
about by the press in recent years, particularly in 2002, appearing in papers
around the world (such as New York Times, Washington Post, Pravda, The Times of
London, and the Cincinnati Post). I quote this phrase to emphasize just what
pedophile means in common parlance. I do not mean to suggest in any way that
priests are more likely to be pedophiles than any other group, nor do I mean to
emphasize the abuses of a few over the excellent pastoral qualities of the many.
8. See James Kincaid’s book Child-Loving: The Erotic Child and Victorian
Culture for discussion of J. M. Barrie and Lewis Carroll. Kincaid does not include
John Ruskin in this study on pedophilia in the Victorian imagination.
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9. Hilton quotes suggestive letters written when Rosie was fifteen and just
before in which Ruskin describes how he feels that he “can no longer make a pet
of her” (2000, 50, 53). From context he seems to mean that he can no longer ask
her to play childish games, including teasing for (chaste) kisses to cure a headache,
as had been their custom. That he loved her devotedly when she was fourteen is
without question. What is up in the air is the kind of love he felt and what we can
make of his grief and/or confusion over the loss of the child friend as she becomes
a woman. But no longer being able to make a pet of her could also mean that this
is when Ruskin begins to have particular feelings for Rose that go beyond the
friendship described famously in Praeterita with the little girl who wrote charm-
ing, intellectually precocious letters to her “St. Crumpet”; his own developing
desire as well as increasing impropriety would make such play impossible. Again,
while a teenager of fifteen or even perhaps fourteen is awfully young, these letters
date his attraction (if that’s what it was) to a period beyond what Robson implies
and even what Hilton indicates. If mere attraction to a teenager were enough to
label middle-aged men pedophiles, then a lot of men would be in trouble.
10. The discussion of sexuality and performance (or lack of it) inevitably rais-
es the question of Ruskin’s ability to perform sexually. If he were indeed impotent,
as Effie claimed in the annulment proceedings and which Ruskin vehemently
denied in a letter never presented in court, that surely would have had some
impact on his sense of himself as a man; either way, thinking in terms of sexual
performance complicates what it means to perform one’s identity.
11. In addition to those already mentioned, see James Eli Adams, John
Maynard, and Andrew Miller.
12. These should be among the “the big questions” that “have dropped out
of Anglo-American philosophy,” that interest Elaine Marks, as well as Joe Moran
and Donald Hall ( qtd Hall 2004, 4).
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Ariadne Florentina (Ruskin), 126n13
Aristotle, 76, 128n26, 131n10
Armstrong, Lily, 78
Arnold, Matthew, 9, 19, 21, 39, 97,
123n24, 124n2, 130n1
Arts and Crafts movement, 2, 88
As You Like It (Shakespeare), 129n33
Aspects of Oscar (Day), 139n5
Athena, 3, 30, 41, 45, 55–58, 72,
121n6, 121n8, 129n38, 131n5,
134n35
Attention Deficit Disorder, 5
Charles Auchester (Sheppard), 112
Auerbach, Nina, 21, 24, 26, 32,
125n6, 127n18, 129n39,
131n17
Aunt Judy’s Tales (Gatty), 45
Austin, J. L., 123n23
Babes in the Woods, 86
Bacon, Francis, 42
ballet, 19, 20
Bancroft, Squire and Marie, 125n5
“Bang on a Can Music Festival,” 95
Barish, Jonas, 138n26
Barrie, J. M., 32, 144n8
Barrow, Isaac, 131n6
Bartlett, Neil, 139n5, 142n37
Bauer, Helen, 81, 135n7
Beauty and the Beast, 62
Beer, Gillian, 49–50, 132n25
Bell, Margaret Alexis, 63, 69–70, 73
Bennett, W. C., 135n5
Bernhardt, Sarah, 131n12
Bible, 6, 70
The Bible of Amiens (Ruskin), 60
Bilhah, 122n17
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Birch, Dinah, 11, 54, 65, 74–75,
121n5, 125n4, 128n22, 130n3,
131n15 and n17, 133n29, 136n7
Bisexualities (Hall and Pramaggiore),
143
Bleak House (Dickens), 36
Bodies that Matter (Butler), 9, 21,
122–23n22, 123n23
Bonnet, Charles, 56
Booth, Michael R., 32, 126n9,
128nn29–30
Bosie. See Douglas, Lord Alfred.
Boundaries of Fiction (Levine), 141
Boudoir Shakespeare (Cundell),
136n12
Bourdieu, Pierre, 129n40
Bowdler, 67, 136n12
Bowerswell papers, 91
Bowerswell, Scotland, 92
Boyle, Robert, 131n6
boys, 34, 54, 65–67, 69–70, 72, 84,
93, 99, 105–106, 135n7,
136n13, 137n14, 138n22
Brandram, Samuel, 136n12
Brecht, Bertolt, 23, 89, 106, 119
Brientz, Lake of, 57
Bristow, Joseph, 104, 105, 139n7,
144n3
Broadway, New York, xi, 1, 14,
87–90, 101, 103–6, 127, 138n2,
138nn5–6, 139n8, 141n32
Brontë, Charlotte, 88
Browning, Elizabeth Barrett, 121n7
Burd, Van Aiken, 11, 136nn8–9,
138n21, 144n6
“The Buried Life” (Arnold), 10, 19
Burnand, Francis, 73
Burne-Jones, Edward, 19, 136n9
Burne-Jones, Georgiana, 136n9
Butler, Elizabeth, 129n35
Butler, Judith, 8, 9, 21–22, 26, 33,
118, 123n23
Byron, Lord George Gordon,
136n13
Cambridge, University of, 30, 65,
137n17, 143n44
Carlyle, Thomas, 10–11, 20, 28,
74–75, 123n24, 144n6
Caretto, Ilaria di, 99, 141n26
Carroll, Lewis, 67, 136n12, 144n8
Cavenaugh, Jennifer Jones, 126n9,
141n3
Caws, Mary Ann, 16, 130n44
The Cestus of Aglaia (Ruskin), 144n5
Chambers, William and Robert,
136n12
Chapple, Alex, 143n44
Charon, 102
Cheltenham Ladies College, 65,
137n17
Child-Loving: The Erotic Child and
Victorian Culture (Kincaid),
144n6
Christianity, 59, 68, 136n13,
137n16
Christy Minstrels, 19, 129n42. See
also minstrels
Cincinnati Post, 144n7
Cinderella, 25–26, 62, 128n27
Cixous, Hélène, 133n32
Cock Robin, 62
Cohen, Ed, 105, 142n41
Colenso, John William, 83
Coleridge, Samuel Taylor, 135n5
Columbus, Christopher, 83–84
“Columbus” (Lowell), 83
The Complete Letters of Oscar Wilde
(Wilde), 125n5
Cook, E. T., 78, 79, 122n10,
128n31, 129n41, 135n1,
141n26
Correa, Delia de Sousa, 125n6
The Countess (Murphy), xi, xv, 1, 14,
87, 89–109, 139–40nn8–11,
140n13, 141nn16–17, 143n44
Court Theatre, 141n32
Covent Garden Theater, 30
Criterion Theatre, 92, 139n8
“The Critic as Artist” (Wilde), 76,
97, 126n11, 142n36
“Critic in extremis” (Kerner),
140n19
Cromwell, Oliver, 83–84
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96, 100
Crystal Palace, 38, 62
crystals, 5, 7, 13–14, 41, 55–58, 63,
74–75, 78, 80–82, 84, 117,
122n13, 134n39
Cundell, Henry, 136n12
Cushman, Charlotte, 32
Curtain Up, 139
Cytherea, 52
Cytherides, 52, 56
The Dame, 21
dance, 4–5, 12, 21, 26–27, 31–37,
39, 57–61, 64, 66, 73, 81–84,
126n13, 127n21, 129n37,
129n42, 141n34
Dandies and Desert Saints: Styles of
Victorian Masculinity (Adams),
123n24
A Darkening Glass: A Portrait of
Ruskin’s Genius (Rosenberg), 34
Darwin, Charles, 13, 22, 40–42,
48–52, 56, 59, 80, 116, 126n12,
130n3, 132n20. See also natural
selection.
Darwin, Erasmus, 53–54
David Copperfield (Dickens), 36
David, Deirdre, 121n4
Davies, Emily, 68, 137n17
Davis, Tracy, 32, 128n29
Davy, Humphrey, 43
Day, Barry, 139n5
De Profundis (Wilde), 106, 139n7,
142n39
Dearden, James, 128n31, 138n3
“The Decay of Lying” (Wilde), 76,
126n11
Dellamora, Richard, 132n17
Demastes, William, 96, 140n20
Demeter, 45
Derrida, Jacques, 9, 111, 122n21,
123n23
Deucalion (Ruskin), 5, 13, 39–40,
45–46, 54, 56–58, 70, 134n36
Diamond, Elin, 9, 64, 118, 140n15
The Diaries of John Ruskin (Ruskin),
20, 35, 89, 91, 124n1,
125nn5–6, 126nn13–14,
127n22, 130n42, 131n12
Dickens, Charles, 14, 28, 36, 75,
128n24. See also Bleak House;
Hard Times; Oliver Twist
Dickinson, Rachel, 128n27
Dijkstra, 129n39
Diversions and Delights (Gay), 139n5
Dixon, Thomas, 29
Dollimore, Jonathan, 105, 114,
122n19
Donizetti, Gaetano, 23
Douglas, Lord Alfred, 103–107,
139n7
Dracula (Stoker), 87
“Drama, Performativity and
Performance” (Worthen), 123n23
dreams, 35–37, 124n1, 129–30n42,
13n44
Drury Lane, xi, 18, 20, 26–8, 38,
86, 110
The Eagle’s Nest: Ten Lectures on the
Relation of Natural Science to Art
(Ruskin), 11, 13, 39, 40–46,
55–60, 70, 126n13, 132n26
Easlea, Brian, 131n4, 131n6
Eastlake, Lady Elizabeth, 93–94, 98
Educating Women (Green), 121n5
education, 2, 4, 8, 11–14, 16, 20,
45, 52, 63–84, 88, 93, 99,
115–118, 121n5, 124n25,
135n1, 135–36n7, 136n10,
136n13, 137n15, 137n17; and
nature, 66–68, 76; physical, 66,
136n8, 136n10; and science,
70–71; sex, 72, 93; teachers, 66,
68–69; and theology, 66, 69;
uncensored reading, 66–67,
136n13. See also governesses; sci-
ence; theater; Winnington School
Effie in Venice (Lutyens), 143n44
Egypt, 70, 121n6
Egyptology, 137n16
Eliot, George, 10–11, 46, 94, 121n7
Ellmann, Richard, 102–3, 118,
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142n36
Emerson, Sheila, 132n17
“Engaging Children for the
Christmas Pantomime at the
Drury Lane Theatre,” 18
Epstein, Norrie, 14
Ertman, Martha, 89, 142n40
epistemology, 3–4, 7, 12, 14, 39–40,
61, 64, 74, 115–116
Ethics of the Dust: Ten Lectures to
Little Housewives, or the Elements
of Crystallisation (Ruskin), 5,
13–14, 30–31, 40, 41, 45, 52,
56–70, 73–81, 84, 117, 121n6,
122n13, 125n8, 128n28,
134n39
Ethics (Aristotle), 76
Ever Yours, Oscar (Bedford), 139n5
evolution, 7, 11–13, 22, 36, 40,
48–55, 116, 130n4, 134n35
“Exploring” (Warrell), 3
Eyre, Richard, 101, 106, 141n32
Facets of Ruskin (Dearden), 138n3
The Facts of Life: The Creation of
Sexual Knowledge (Porter and
Hall), 108
fairies, 30, 127n22, 128n29
fairy tale, 19, 21, 25–28, 34, 74,
128n27, 128n29. See also
Aladdin and His Wonderful Lamp;
Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves;
Babes in the Woods; Beauty and the
Beast; Cinderella; Jack and the
Beanstalk
Fales Collection, 105
False Ideal, 23–24. See also True
Ideal.
Fausto-Sterling, Anne, 131n8
Feasting with Panthers (Hall),
138–39n5
Félix, Rachel, 125n5
feminism, 60, 87, 89–95
Fiction, Fair and Foul (Ruskin),
136n13
Fischer-Lichte, Erika, 58, 123n23
Fitch, Raymond, 74, 130n3
Flint, Kate, 4, 122n12
Forbidden Passion (Stokes), 139n6
Fors Clavigera (Ruskin), 4, 11–12,
19–22, 25, 28–29, 36, 77,
130n44
Foucault, Michel, 105, 111, 138n4,
144n2
Frankenstein (Shelley), 131n14
Freud, Sigmund, 42
Frou-Frou (Meilhac and Halévy), 13,
39, 43–44, 71, 131nn12–13
Fry, Stephen, 138n5
Fuss, Diana, 135n3
Gagnier, Regenia, 8, 122n20,
129n40, 130n46
Gaiety Theatre, 39, 43, 59, 126n13,
131n12
Gandhi, Mahatma, 2, 88, 121n3
Gatens, William J., 125
Gatty, Juliana, 45
The Gay Parisienne (Caryll), 131n13
gender, 3–4, 8–9, 12–14, 16, 20–22,
30–36, 39–54, 65–72, 78–79,
84, 95, 99, 101, 105, 115,
117–118, 121n5, 121n8,
122–23n22, 123n23, 125n4,
125nn8–9, 128n27 , 131n3,
132n17, 135n7, 138n22
Gender Trouble (Butler), 9,
123nn22–23
Genesis, 6
Gielgud Theatre, 104
Gilbert and Sullivan, 102, 107
girls, 7–8, 10, 13–14, 16, 30–32,
34, 36, 45–46, 53–54, 58,
63–84, 93, 99, 113, 115–117,
121n5, 122n13, 135n1, 135n7,
136n9, 136n11, 136–37n13,
137n14, 138nn22–23, 138n26,
144n5
Girton College, 65
Gladstone, William, 75
Glavin, John, 128n24
“Going to the Morning Performance
of the Pantomime,” xviii
Gothic revival, 2, 88
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Gray, Effie. See Effie Ruskin.
Gray, Sophie, 137n15, 143n44
Green, Laura, 121n5
Greenwich House theater, 103
Gross Indecency: The Three Trials of
Oscar Wilde (Kaufman), 15, 87,
89, 102, 103–9
The Guardian, 122n9
Gubar, Susan, 131n17
Hades, 101–2
Hagstotz, Hilda, 136n13
Halévy, Ludovic, 43
Hall, Donald, 8, 10, 114, 124n28,
143n1, 145n12
Hall, Lesley, 108, 144n2
Hamlet (Shakespeare), 32, 48, 52,
73
Handbag (Ravenhill), 139n6
Haraway, Donna, 131n8
Hard Times (Dickens), 28
Hardy, Thomas, 94
Hare, David, 15, 106–7
Harlequin, 4, 62
Harlequin, the Children in the Woods,
the Old Father Aesop, Cock Robin
and Jenny Wren, 62
Harris, Frank, 3, 104, 144n6
Harrison, Jane Ellen, 121n7
Haymarket Theatre, 38, 101
Hegel, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich,
124n26
Helsinger, Elizabeth, 47, 131n17,
135n1, 135n4, 140n14, 140n19,
143n43, 144n5
Hengler’s Circus, 26, 28
Hewison, Robert, 44, 130n3
hieroglyphs, 41, 55–59
The Higher Education of Women
(Davies), 137n17
Hilton, Tim, 6, 10, 11, 19, 51, 73,
75, 112, 113, 122n18, 127n20,
127n22, 129n36, 130n45,
138n21, 140n9, 143n44,
144nn5–6, 145n9
The History of Sexuality (Foucault),
138n4, 144n2
Hoelterhoff, Manuela, 14, 95, 97,
99, 114, 121n2
Holland, Vyvyan. See Vyvyan Wilde
Hortus Inclusus (Ruskin), 133n30
Housman, A. E., 88, 99, 101–3
How to Do Things with Words
(Austin), 123n23
Howarth, Janet, 137n17
Hunt, John Dixon, 20, 118,
127n20, 130n45
Hyde, H. Montgomery, 104,
142n41
Idea of a University (Newman),
130n1
Identification Papers (Fuss), 135n3
identity, 2–22, 30, 35, 39–41, 45–53,
58, 61, 64–84, 87–89, 98–99,
103–109, 111, 114–119, 121n5,
122n13, 123–24nn22–24,
135nn4–5, 145n10; and work,
9–11. See also self; subjectivity
The Illustrated London News, xv, xviii
18, 38 62, 86,110, 127n22
The Importance of Being Earnest
(Wilde), 89, 139n6
In Extremis: A Love Letter (Bartlett),
139n5
“Inaugural Address at St. Andrews”
(Mill), 130n1
IndieLondon, 139n8
The Insatiability of Human Wants
(Gagnier), 130n46
The Invention of Love (Stoppard), 1,
14–15, 88–89, 101–4, 106–9,
121n1
“The Iris in the Earth” (Ruskin), 45,
56, 134n36
Irving, Henry, 125nn5–6
Jackson, Moses, 101
Jacob, 6
Jameson, Anna, 65, 137n14, 138n25
Jane Eyre (Brontë), 71
Jane Eyre: The Musical (Gordon),
87
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Japanese jugglers, 12, 21, 32–36, 57,
115
Jekyll and Hyde (Wildhorn and
Bricusse), 87
“John Ruskin, Wilson Barrett, and
the Toga Play” (Richards), 125n6
Jordanova, Ludmilla, 42
Jowett, Benjamin, 103, 142
The Judas Kiss (Hare), 15, 87, 89,
104, 106–9
Judgment Day, 25
jugglers, 32–35, 57, 115
Kaufman, Moisés, 15, 103, 105
Keats, John, 121–22, 135n7
Keller, Evelyn Fox, 131n6, 132n18
Keller, Laurie Smith, 131n8
Kendall, Madge, 125n5
Kerner, Leighton, 140n19
Kimmelman, Michael, 140n19
Kincaid, James, 14, 144n8
The King and I (Rodgers and
Hammerstein), 87
“Of Kings’ Treasuries” (Ruskin), 64,
76, 135n1, 135n4
Kirchhoff, Frederick, 54, 130n3
Kirkup, Gill, 131n8
Kosman, Joshua, 140n18
Koven, Seth, 65, 99, 136n7,
138n21, 144n6
Kucich, John, 88, 124n27
Kristeva, Julia, 132n23, 133n32
Kushner, Tony, 105
Labouchere, M. P., 102
Labour party, 2, 88, 141n29
Ladies’ Botany (Lindley), 45
La donna è mobile, 132n24
Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford
University, 137n17
La Jolla Playhouse, 141n32
Lancaster University, 125n6
Landow, George, 126n15, 129n35,
144n6
Lang, Andrew, 121n7
Lang, David, 14, 95, 97, 114,
121n2, 141n31
language, 3, 9, 13, 40–43, 53,
55–58, 116, 122n21, 129n38,
133n33
“The Laugh of the Medusa”
(Cixous), 133n32
La Touche, John (Rose’s father), 69,
112
La Touche, Mrs. (Maria, Rose’s
mother), 69, 70, 144n6
La Touche, Rose, 7, 10, 15, 30,
69–70, 95, 112, 130n45, 144n6
Laurence Olivier Award, 95
The Laws of Fésole (Ruskin), 60
Leah, 122n17
Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme (Molière),
73
A League of Extraordinary Gentlemen
(Norrington, director), 139
Leary, Patrick, 122n9
Les Misérables (Schönberg and
Boublil), 127n19
Lévi-Strauss, Claude, 123n23
Levine, George, 60, 132n20,
141n22
Lincoln Center Theater, 138n2,
141n32
Linda di Chamounix (Donizetti), 23,
25, 126
Lindley, John, 45
Linnaean taxonomy, 13, 41, 54, 116
Linnaeus, Carl, 45, 52–54, 116,
133n31
“Literature and Science” (Arnold),
130n1
Lloyd, Jennifer, 136n7, 140n17
London, 1, 3, 12, 19, 23–27, 33,
43, 92, 101, 104, 106–7,
126n14, 129n36, 139n8,
140n16, 141n32, 143n44
London Labour and the London Poor,
Volume 1 (Mayhew), 128n23
London Schoolmistresses’
Association, 137n17
Lord Alfred’s Lover (Bentley), 139n5
Louis, Margot, 137n16
Love’s Meinie (Ruskin), 4, 13, 39–40,
46–50, 53, 56, 58, 70
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Lowell, James, 83
Lucca, 99, 141n26
Lucia di Lammermoor (Donizetti),
25
Lutyens, Mary, 90, 112, 126n14,
139n9, 141n31, 143n44
Lyceum Theater, 141n32
“Lycidas” (Milton), 130n44
MacKay, Carol, 128n24
Macready, Charles, 125n5
Malthus, Thomas, 48
A Man of No Importance (Flaherty
and Ahrens), 138
Manchester, 66
Marcus, Stephen, 108
Marsh, Jan, 65, 129n35, 135n6,
136n7
Marshall, Isabel, 78
Martineau, Harriet, 135n5
Marx, Karl, 88, 119
Mayer, Jed, 131n11
Mayhew, Henry, 128n23
Maynard, John, 145n11
McClellen, Joseph, 140n19
McClintock, Barbara, 48, 132n18
McKinney, Mark, 143n44
Measure for Measure (Shakespeare),
52
Meilhac, Henri, 43
Meisel, Martin, 124n3
Mellor, Anne, 42, 43, 131n4,
131n6, 131n14
Men in Wonderland (Robson),
112–13, 121n5
The Merchant of Venice
(Shakespeare), 73, 125n5
The Merry Widow (Léhar), 131n13
metamorphosis, 4, 7, 10–13, 16,
21–22, 26, 33, 40, 48–57, 61,
115–116, 134n35, 135n4
Middlemarch (Eliot), 10–11
A Midsummer Night’s Dream
(Shakespeare), 132n26
The Mill on the Floss (Eliot), 46
Mill, John Stuart, 10, 39, 130n1,
130n46
Millais and the Ruskins (Lutyens), 90
Millais, Effie. See Ruskin, Effie
Millais, John Everett, 90–5, 99–100,
125n5, 138n21
Millais, Joshua, 90
Millais, Tara, 93
Miller, Andrew, 145n11
Millett, Kate, 47, 66, 121n4, 124n1,
131n17, 131n20, 137n15
Minerva, 83–84
Minetta Lane Theater, 103
minstrels, 4, 19, 20, 37, 129n42
Modern Painters (Lang and
Hoelterhoff ), 14, 87, 89, 91,
95–99, 101–2, 108–9, 121n2,
132n22, 141n31
Modern Painters (Ruskin), 4, 5, 12,
19–20, 22, 25–29, 36, 77, 80,
124n24, 126n13, 126n15,
135n2, 141n26
Molière, 73
Moran, Joe, 145n12
Moran, Nick, 92
morphological possibilities, 9, 22,
26, 32, 36. See also Judith Butler
Morris, William, 88, 130n1
Morissey, Kim, 143n44
Mrs. Ruskin (Morissey), 143
MTV, 60
Much Ado about Nothing
(Shakespeare), 73
Muir, Andrew, 92
Murphy, Gregory, 1, 14, 89–91, 94,
99, 108, 114, 139n9, 140n13,
140n17, 141n27, 143n44
Muse, 83, 141–42n34
“Music, Love Victorian Style”
(Kimmelman), 140n19
“The Mystery of Life and Its Arts”
(Ruskin), 135n1
myth, 2–3, 10–11, 14, 35, 40–61,
70, 74, 96, 116, 121n8, 125n8,
130n3, 131n5, 133nn29–30,
133n32, 137n16; Egyptian, 45,
56, 69–70, 121n6; Greek, 3, 41,
52, 55–58, 68, 121n6, 131n5,
133n30; and language, 49, 53,
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55–58; and science, 39–61. See
also Apollo; Athena; Charon;
Hades; Minerva; Muse; Neith;
Proserpina; Pthah; Styx
mythography, 3, 30, 137n16
mythology, 41, 60, 99, 117, 121n5,
130n3, 134n40
mythopoesis, 2
National Theatre, 1, 101
natural selection, 11, 22, 48–51,
116, 132n25
Nature Unveiling Herself before
Science (Barrias), 42
Neeson, Liam, 106
Neith, 45, 56, 69, 121n6
New York, 1, 87, 90, 91, 95,
140n16, 141n27, 141n32,
143n44
The New York Post, 89, 139n8
The New York Times, 89, 90, 91, 95,
122n9, 139n8, 140n11, 140n19,
144n7
New York Times Book Review,
140n11
The New Yorker, 89, 139n8
Newman, John Henry, 39, 123n24,
130n1
Newnham College, University of
Cambridge, 65
Nietzche, Friedrich, 119
Nord, Deborah Epstein, 131n17,
135n7
Novak, Dan, 122n12
Nunn, Pamela Gerrish, 65, 129n34
Nunn, Trevor, 139n5
Nunokawa, 130n46
O’Brien, Jack, 141n31
Obscene Publications Act, 3–4
Oedipus Rex (Sophocles), 104
Oestrich, James, 140n19
O’Gorman, Francis, 131n3, 137n16,
144n3
O’Hare, Damian, 92
O’Keeffe, Paul, 143n44
Old Father Aesop, 62
Old Lecturer, 63, 70–81, 117
Oldenberg, Henry, 131n6
Oliver Twist (Dickens), 124n1
Oliver, Daniel, 54
Olney, James, 91, 140n12
ontology, 3–4, 7, 12, 14, 19, 39, 46,
58, 61, 64, 74, 77, 79, 115–116,
133n29
opera, 1, 4, 12, 14, 19–25, 28, 87,
89, 91, 95–101, 108, 121n2,
125n5, 126nn13–14,
126nn16–17, 127n22, 129n42,
132n22, 140n21,141n3, 141n31.
See also Linda di Chamounix;
Lucia di Lammermoor; Modern
Painters
Orientalism, 30, 35–36
“The Origin of Didactic Poetry”
(Lowell), 83
The Origin of Species (Darwin),
41–42, 59
Oscar Remembered (Mazumdar),
139n5
The Other Victorians (Marcus), 108
Oxford English Dictionary, 46,
135n5, 144n4
Oxford University, 20, 30, 39–40,
43, 46, 65, 70, 76, 99, 101–2,
137n17, 141n20
pantomime, 4, 8, 12, 19–21, 25–37,
77, 115, 118, 125n5, 126n9,
127nn21–22, 128n29, 129n34,
135n4
Pargeter, Alison, 92
Paris, 23, 42, 100, 126n14, 129n37
Parker, Andrew, 123n23, 125n7
Parkes, Bessie, 65, 67
The Passion of John Ruskin (Chapple,
director), 143n44
Pater, Walter, 3, 11, 51, 101–2, 103,
123n24, 124n25, 142nn34–35
Patmore, Coventry, 3, 69, 79,
137n17, 139n19, 141n25
Paxton, Nancy, 131n8
Pedagogical Economies (Shuman), 64,
121n5
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143n44, 144–45nn5–9
performance: and education, 63–84;
and gender, 20–37, 127n18; and
identity, passim; manifesting
ideal, 20; non-performance, 7,
145n10; and science, 39–61; and
sexuality, 111–119; studies,
123n23; theatrical, 20–37,
87–109, 125n5, 127n21, 128n23
“Performative Acts and Gender
Constitution” (Butler), 9
performativity, 9, 13, 66, 89, 104,
109, 116, 122n22, 123n23
performative science, 40, 53, 55, 58
Perloff, Carey, 141n32
Peter Pan (Barrie), 32
Peterson, Linda, 65, 67, 135n7,
137n14, 138n25
Phegley, Jennifer, 66, 136n13
The Picture of Dorian Gray (Wilde),
89, 139n6
Pierpont Morgan Library, 91,
143n44
Plato, 22, 39, 66, 75–76, 136n8,
138n26
Platonic ideals, 22, 29
playhouse, 106
Poetics (Aristotle), 76
political economy, 48, 79–80, 118,
“The Politics of Discourse:
Performativity Meets
Theatricality” (Reinelt), 123n23
Poovey, 137n18
Porter and Hall, 108
Powell, Kerry, 21, 32, 129n33
Praeterita (Ruskin), 5, 16, 82, 90,
96, 100, 122n20, 124n1,
127n22, 145n9
Pramaggiore, Maria, 143n1
Pravda, 144
Pre-Raphaelites, 2, 88, 90. See also
Edward Burne-Jones; John
Everett Millais; William Morris;
Dante Gabriel Rossetti; Pre-
Raphaelites in Love (Daly), 139
The Princess (Tennyson), 62
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Victorian Critical Interventions
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